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1

I «vsr write things down, I simply must ™ ™^

it is easy to see why people do it, lot surely

a Lple way of relieving a surcharged

r„t^utrand%™-r"»r!ru^r

Sr^^that.^t'^— .ce&
not he desire to grow wheat or raise cattle

, (.1,, Saints be praised) do many of the

riirourte suV f- -i^--

-

:!^atiruirhrtht;h:«tao:eat
"hey ought to eat, and sleep sen.b V

when sleep-time comes. Good lucK

?s"d that a diary seems an easy way of

B
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f^^THE emptying the mind, and yet I begin to

K^ffl^^ "^^^^^"^ '^ it really is, for if one owns to a
sneakmg liking for decent English in other
people's work, the mere fact of lifting the
pen to chronicle thoughts and events
plunges the person who is not a perfect
fool, into something like despair. Vistas
of difficulty open before one

; phrasing,
punctuation, originality in expressing
thought, and the art with which it is

imperative to clothe the natural. These
essentials unfold and bewilder like those
long views one gets at the Academy in
dear old I^ndon, where the eye, crossing
room upon room, rests on the wall at the
far end where perhaps is revealed some-
thing worth the long, tiring journey.
This is the fifth start I have made

; the
other four beginnings are fluttering about
in little pieces on the wind, but now and
then a few come eddying to my feet as a
sort of gentle reminder. English and the
other things must go, because I have much
to say

;
and though I cannot see from here

the picture at the far end, still I desire
to be working towards it, and will nego-
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tiate the rooms in between as best I

can.

Many events both glad and sad have marked

the years of my life on these great prairies,

the saddest—indeed yes—being the death

of my darling mother just two years ago.

The gladdest ? Well, I do not quite know
;

it is difficult to choose, the past having

been a pretty blending of sun and shadow,

checkered like the shade beneath a summer

oak. An enthusiastic, impulsive tempera-

ment never creates for itself a uniform

atmosphere in which to live, consequently

it fades and blossoms by fits and starts.

Does not enthusiasm, of necessity, invariably

and deliberately attack the phlegmatic?

And does it not, nine times out of ten,

retire dulled and bruised ? Also impulse,

however finely born, courts the criticism of

cold logic. Hence I, with others of the

same kind, suffer perhaps more than we
enjoy,' and it is worth it. The nice, cow-

like people who slowly chew the cud of

an even, low-level existence, untroubled

alike by assertive faculties or teething am-

bitions, are after all not really to be

3
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gv^,7-//£ envied. They drift through life, not worry-

l^i!/ '"? «^"^h about anything, but just taking
things as they come, to some bourne
beyond where such unaspiring virtue
assuredly meets with a corresponding
reward—safe as a two-and-a-half-per-cent
investment—but slow. Such beings remind
one of Mr. Kipling's Tomlinson, whose
soul was not quite white enough for heaven
and not quite black enough for hell, so
that it had to live all the time between
the worlds, and one gathers from the
relation of Tomlinson 's experiences that
the wind which blows there is very cold.
That brings me back, for the wind which
IS now playing games with my four previous
attempts, here in the Qu'appelle Valley this
April day, is quite delicious, softly assertive,
and proud with the vaunt of spring.
This beautiful valley, which literally gashes
the prairies between Winnipeg and Regina,
runs almost due east and west. While
driving or riding on the seemingly un-
ending trail, the edge of the valley is
suddenly attained

; there is no warning,
owing to the undulations of the prairies

4
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thereabout. Surprise and delight wrestle ^7"^^

for the mastery. Adown the steep slopes
^^'^f|^^

are beautiful trees and rich undergrowth,

while far below in a verdant bed a

gentle river gleams like a twisted silver

ribbon. Th*^ far west of Canada in

Spring ! I wish I could express it

worthily. Sitting alone in the "bluflfs,"

which is a prairie word for the little poplar

woods that dot the vast expanse (being

also applied to the more imposing timbers

of the valley), one feels a passionate desire

to paint a vivid word-picture of the pleasure

experienced. The wood-smells, the wood-

noises, and the deep suggestion in the air

of coming summer joys, of things that are

being born, permeate the senses. One
thrills as it were with an ecstasy of

response. After long months of cold,

white snow, feet deep on the level, of

fierce winds that seem to cut the skin of

the face like sharp knives, causing the tears

to freeze on the lashes, a day such as

this, relenting and tender, brings with it

a sense of intoxication. The brain and

body are elated beyond verbal expression,

5
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w r//£ and away up through the young, tender

feffy^ ^'"^ °^ *^^ '^^y ^^^ *P^"^ stretches arms of
gratitude to God, to the beautiful God who
made this exquisite world. This is worship.

• • • . .

Listen, and one can surely hear the liie-

beats of the mounting sap in the maple-
trees—sugar-maples they are—ready to yield
their sweetness to the first Indian who
wounds them.

With the April of first youth resting
quietly behind me, with this new era
stretching out before, with spring on earth

"

and in the air, no wonder that the clicking
of these budding maple-boughs, as yet un-
leaved, sounds like a telegraphic message
of gteat happenings near at hand. And
yet I am unconscious of anything immense
impending. The greatest event that could
come would be my marriage, and I have
been quietly expecting that for some time.
But I do not want to write of that to-day,

because—oh, well, there is an excellent
reason : just—" because.'''

I want to revel a little longer in the
delights of this good hour, this sun,

6
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VALLEY

these stirring creatures and bursting buds, 'jv r//£

Some one said once that the greatest poets ^ppelle

have been those of the voiceless aimy,

those of dumb ton^^ues and incapable pens,

who found human language too feeble a

thing and yet too difficult to use, owing

to its miserable limitations. That is a

hard statement to contradict and an easy

one to understand. The voice of God alone

could express this day !

• • • • •

I am staying with some friends in this

beautiful valley, which is situated twenty

miles to the north of the Canadian Pacific

Railway. Right on the railway itself is

the little settlement where we have lived

since bidding good-bye to England eight

years ago. There my dear mother died,

seeming just too tired to live any longer.

Yet the village is something like home to

me still, because of the many good and

true friends who abide there.

The name of this valley farm (I ask a

thousand pardons ! I should say " ranch ")

is Sleepy Hollow, and the names of the two

dear creatures who own it are Theo and
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//v^w£ Marie
; surnames are a nuisance. These

y^LLEv'^
'^'° P^°P1^ are cronies of mine, and their
wedding two years ago was the jolliest
function of the kind I ever had the pleasure
to attend. And it was funny too, for at
the church door the good Theo suddenly
got gun-shy—or should I say rice-shy ? It
is much the same thing, for the torrents
of rice that descended on him must have
sounded and felt like small guns banging
against his big, sensible spectacles that
would do admi.-Sly for motor-work. Down
went Theo's head

; he forgot about his
bride and flew with a loud wail to the
shelter of the covered "rig," which is the
Western equivalent for a carriage, with
apologies to the latter elegant article.
Also at the ensuii" breakfast, a nice, un-
sophisticated lady who did not know
champagne fro/n fizzy lemonade, soon found
out the difference. That also was funny.
She herself must have found the situation
humorous I fancy

; anyway, she laughed
for a solid hour.

Marie's fowls, owing perhaps to the at-
mosphere of Sleepy Hollow, ha-- grown
8
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casual ; they have in fact been playing fv the

the fool with their eggs, just laying them ^ppeli.e

in any odd place. The consequence is

that Theo says she is a bad hen-Wi.c,

which accusation seems a trifle unfair.

Also it sounds old and frump>- to be called

a " hen-wife," especially with the memor)'
of that wonderful wedding still fresh in

people's minds. Marie got as mad as

Marie can, which is not saying a great

deal, she being the best-natured creature

in the world, and she came to me this

morning to help her out, my duties being
to haunt the adjacent bluffs all the

morning on the watch for errant hens. I

have been watching a musk-rat prospecting

the stream after his winter slumbers ; I

have bored a hole in a maple-tree with my
hat-pin to see if I could get out the

sweet-stuff like the squaws do, and I have
found three pasque-flowers in the yellow

prairie glass of last year, but not a single

old fowl have I heard or seen. If I did

see one, I should hate to interfere with
its plans, for

creatures with

Marie's fowls are terrible

beaks like iron that they

I
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jv^r>/£ do not hesitate to use, and perpetually

yALLEY^
outraged eyes

; their features go up for

nothing at all, and they make nr^sty

noises at you in their throats. Marie
simply shakes when she has to turn a
"sitty hen" off eggs that ought not to
be sat upon. She really does try to be
a "11 n-wife," and she wears thick buck-
skin j^ es when force is required to frus-

trate a foN.l's mistaken maternal instincts.

And yet some people will tell you that
English girls do not make good wives for

farmers out here ! They do ; they will

make bread, butter, cakes, pies, and stews,
all the moi.ning, and sing or play to you
all the evening ; and if these accomplish-
ments do r;ot go to the making of an ideal

wife for a farmer, or a tinker or tailor

for the mai'cr of that, I should like to
know what qualifications would suffice.

Being an English girl myself, I resent
the attitude of the Canadian faculty, who,
while criticising us, are themselves, nine
times ojt of ten, creatures compounded
merely of cook-books and darning-cotton.

I dislike human matter that lacks mind.

10
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Even the Indians and their squaws go in in the
for ••parlour-tricks" as well as mere ^^^pelll

physical labour, and it is fine to hear a
^'*^^^^

squaw singing a quaint evening song to

her papoose. In spite of the sneering
attitude the white man adopts towards his

red brother—and his face is a study when
one refers to such a relationship— I, person-

ally, have found the prairie Indian a most
entertaining companion, with moreover a
distinct sense of humour. Of course they
do not bathe at all, and as for good old

Fenimore Cooper's Indians who used to

pluiige into the river and swim like ducks,
well—perhaps they used to, but I have
never seen an Indian who would not
rather walk miles to find a bridge or fallen

tree across a creek, than even wet the
soles of his moccasins. Probably civilisa-

tion has spoilt them, and given them this

queer dislike of water. By the way, I

have met many white people who share it

in a more or les;i degree, judging from the
looks of them, and they are worse than
the Indians because they show it more.
When Marie sent me out this morning, I

II
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mTHE was glad, for I have been watching an

yALLCY^ opportunity to begin to write for some
time, but something has always pre-
vented it. This morning conditions were
favourable, and I seized pen and pad and
crept quietly round the corner of the
verandah, fearful of cheerful and loquacious
companionship. A voice, Marie's voice,
thin with distance, caught me up just in
the middle of the horse corral.
" If you wait a moment until I just fetch
baby's bonnet " Oh, help !—My
speed was instantly accelerated. Baby is
all right, but not just this one morning,
and it came out with its mother and me
yesterday. It is a year old, and in expan-
sive moments I can even pet it ; but
yesterday, when I was longing to anticipate
the spring and realise to the full that the
tedious snow was really gone, and perhaps
to scribble about it, there was baby all
over me—baby in the tantrums, baby in
the talk, and finally, with a squeal, baby in
the stream. Then they had to go home,
and I could have petted the stream! How'
ever, after such a shock, I could not settle
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to think, so at the idea of baby again in the
to-day—I ran. I prefer fowls. ^ppelle
The air is exquisite, positively efful-

^"^^^^^

gent. To-morrow I am going to spend the
day—three days in fact—with the Indians

;

they have a camp close by in a maple-
grove. I shall return to the farm to sleep
because (I must put it once again) just
" because."

I am going to watch the squaws per-
forming a big household duty, namely
the making of maple-sugar. They have
been catching the sap in various vessels,
principally made of birch-bark, for days.
The sap trickles slowly from deep, rather
cruel gashes in the tree-trunks

; of this
they collect a great quantity, and then
comes three days of boiling, on a par with
our marmalade or jam-making periods. (I
think, next to stoning raisins at Christmas,
that cutting up oranges for marmalade
is the most tedious and obnoxious task
imaginable.)

It will be nice to know how to make
maple-sugar properly, and some day, after
a certain event. Somebody and self will

13
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f^^THE go out camping together in a raaple-

yALLE¥ S^*^^^ ^"^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ce little sugar-boiling

all to ourselves. Without trying to be
funny, that strikes me as a good way of

spending a honeymoon. So we will

choose the right season of the year and go
sugar-making—that is to say, in his own
words, if I can bring myself to "be sen-

sible and see things in the proper light."

I never feel quite so impressed as I should

when that remark is made to me, because

lights differ according to temperament.
Of course, I hold that I am sensible.

Our points of view are frequently very
opposed, and consequently the light in

which we each see things must of necessity

be different. It is all so difficult to ex-

plain, and I did not mean to touch upon
it this morning ; it interferes with my
delight in the exodus of .spring ; I am
sorry to have to admit it, but it does.

I am in a cathedral now, with the sky
overhead as a great blue dome, aisles of

moss, and no carved oaken screen ever

equalled in beauty these interlaced maple-
boughs, or harboured such sweet-voiced
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yALLlY

choristers. One should pen an anthem ijv the
instead of puzzling over a problem. How- Sppelle
ever, nothing now remains but an attempt
to explain myself.

The One with Expectations—so called
because things are entailed on him, poor
dear!— is a fine specimen of an English
gentleman, and he lives out here because
his allowance goes farther and he gets
more fun for his money, which does not
amount to much yet.

He is very bi^, very blue-eyed, and
very large-nosed, with a neat moustache
that ±s up like the Kaiser's, and he
always calls me "Child." He wears
a cow-boy hat and rides horses that do
bad things

; in fact, he has become a
real cow-boy and does it well. His hair
is fair and curly, and he really is working
now on a ranch farther west. I miss him,
but as is the way with a thing that is

absolutely your own, sometimes you want
it and sometimes you do not.

The One adores magazines, is splendid at
mending clocks, watches, and anything with
wheels or works that go wrong, and has

'5
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JV* >»« known whn, t.

~ —hmV mechanical o^Ztion^'"' ~"^ """^^
»" about n,. fo/tL«' '"rT^t"^

'°'««
''«ch«, magazine a„^- ,

', '~*' <^'«t»,
broken !ock win"!!' ,

^°''" "" doors • a
' ^^« me Ker^-;"='>'

e««nce biln,
George Bernard SwC"^*?"' ^"^ ^f""'

doesn't make you7'f'^*T^ ("''^" he
°' ^tand on your Te".) m'"'. ' ^''"'.
heaps of otiiers that I

'
, 'u^'"'.

and
»« he likes amouTth/ '

"^'^ ^im
;

Lindsay Gordon fnfor'' ^''' "^"^
^peare. I ,,k, ShakeLlr''''' ^'""'^-
™oods and in JittuT '?"' "" "'rtain
poetry does not aptal tT™ "" ""-^"^
does the lyric i

"^ «> ""eh as
verges,

exquisitely written 'It?
'"" '""«

Violet that grew rich,
'^"' " White

'he River of lIfe""'|L''\f/ "ants of
flows, we are f^i^ i. r

^'^^^ of Life

the punty and fraJan^J
mind revel i„

violet and to think '"'^ ^' ""^^
^ts existence than to read ,^ ^f

^''^^ °^
how a man bet his friend a TJ^^''^'^''he would go and kS theT '""^ '^^^

16
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from the finger of that friend's wife, in the

Queer taste on my part no doubt, but I appelle

confess to it. The One laughs heartily

at my ideas, and generally ends up by
kissing me. He really is very sweet, but

these moments of tender non-comprehen-
sion are trying. Probably I am merely
a sentimental idiot ; he certainly is not,

and we meet on one point with immense
mutual sympathy. He is exceedingly

musical, more truly so than I am, 1 fear,

and he certainly plays a great deal better.

But though we both adore music, still the

diff^iLUce of temperament again steps in.

We had a tremendous argument once and
it lasted for two whole days, interrupted

only by meals and certain unavoidable

duties. Unwisely I raised the question as

to whether Melody or Harmony constituted

the soul of Music. It was a silly thing

to do, because after all they cannot be
compared ; however, any one can easily

guess, by what has been already said, as to

who supported which. A man who dotes

on machinery, if he is musical as well as

mechanical, would of course declare Harmony
c 17

MHKlMII
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i

i
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li

¥pel,, p° m a ^?^ °^ ^"^'^ (^'^ ^«"J<J adore
Wkb' f

a^I^)'

f
nd The One was aggravating enough

to go further still and say that Hannonywas really the only thing that mattered at
all, whereas a Innp dreamer like me, withan abhorrence of whirling wheels and a
passion for flowers, one who prefers readingtwo verses about a certain White Violet
to an immoral play by the Immortal Bard

r^h^ f M 7!f
^^^^""^"tly uphold the

r ghts of Melody. The One grew crossand slangy, and condemned my ideas aswashy rot,'' so I retorted by declaring
his to be nothing but "mechanical arith-
metic, and we parted without saying
good-night. We started in again the nexfday as soon as possible, both of us nicely
repentant for having lost our tempers,
determmed not t. do so again, yet equall^
determined each to convince the otherWe argued of course with intervals, everCnow and then cooling down and reminding
each other that it was " only a discussion.''
Towards evening, and after about his

L7rfin:r"^''^'^^"^^----p-
i8

Ifeif]
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"Neither is perfect without the other," he
said, and stretched himself. He looked
as if he would go in a minute, so I spoke
quickly because I wanted to get it out
before he left the room :

"The song of the nightingale is per-
fection

;
it is also pure melody in that

there is frequently a sequence of notes."
He stared for a moment in deep thought,
and yet again for another moment, and—
yielded. I loved him for it, and of course
grew generous too.

"When twenty nightingales
together," I said, "that is

because Harmony is present,
dear, we agree, don't we?"
Bless The One ! I wish-oh, such a heap
of things !

are singing

best of all,

and so, old

IN THE
QU'
APPELLE
VALLEY

li

I can hear a papoose crying, and a cur
barking away off in the Indian Camp. I
can hear the snipe belling in the marshes
below these woods, and a wild duck suck-
mg in the river mud somewhere near.
The Indians have peeled the bark from a
silver-birch near by, and some of it is lying

19
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'NJHE at my feet curled into crisp, neat rolls.

I^au-l/ ^^^" t^'^ "^^'^pJe leaves are spread, this
spot will be like a beautiful green tent,
and outside, the prairie land that forms the
flat of the valley will be one sheet of
exquisite mauve, the tender hue of the
pasque-flower, miscalled the prairie crocus.
It is really of the anemone tribe, with
pale, dark-veined petals, and soft, grey
furry corolla. If God had created only
this one beautiful flower. He should be
worshipped for that alone.

Mauve is the colour of spring on the
prairies, mauve, flecked here and there
with a yellow splash when the lupin ap-
pears. Later still—but I must wait, for
I can tell of it all so much .better when
the summer actually changes its dresses.
It must be luncheon-time, judging by the
sun and the inner woman !

20
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The same day, cveninq- time.—Early this in the
afternoon, with a blithe farewell to me 3!ppelle
and kindly advice as to taking care of

^''^'•^^

myself, Marie and Theo drove off to the
settlement to purchase the monthly stores.

Baby went too, and the house has been
my own, to say nothing of the woods and
the haystack, and I divided my time
pleasantly between the three. Since the
happy trio cannot returu to-night, I shall
be all alone with the German girl who
acts as servant here, for the farm hands
return to their own homes at night—nice,
cosy little log houses they have too, since
Jack is as good as his master in this
country, and frequently he thinks himself
a great deal better. When Jack is of
Canadian extraction, this attitude of equality
is not at all unpleasant or aggressive, but
when a horrid English emigrant adopts
this free-and-easy manner he becomes
altogether obnoxious and abominable. The
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i

IN THE lower-class Canadian is a pleasant, jolly

f'^dk'y^ "hail-fellow" sort of person, who never
by any accident drops his "h's" or fails
to remove his pipe from his mouth when
he passes a woman in the street. But it
is also a significant fact that he raises his
hat even to the wife of his employer : it
would never occur to him to touch it after
the respectful manner of the poorer classes
at home in England. For instance, the
Barnardo boys who come to Canada,
speedily leam this somewhat surprising
-nethod of salutation, and whisk off their
hats and say *' How do ? " with great style,
an msolent grin illuminating their faces
the while, '"'ley are not Canadians, and
they cannot ti.-ace these actions at all.
Such people jar our English sensibilities •

they upset our sense of the fitness of things.'
The English in the Canadian North-West
deeply realise the wisdom of the upper
classes in England who decree that Jack
IS by no means as good as his master, and
who also insist that, whatever the said
Jack's ideas on the subject may be he
keeps them to himself. In short, he must
22
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touch his hat and not lift it. Marie's in the
German servant is a great character, and 'ivpEiie:
after the manner of all labouring classes

*'^^^^*'

of all nations, the English excepte'i, she
can be talked to and treated in a friendly
niamier without becoming familiar.
To-night I supped alone. I ate a snipe
that Theo shot, the last I expect, for the
close season commences in two days. It
was such a plump little bird that it seemed
quite enough—with its toast. I spoke to
Lina the maid about it beforehand, and
requested her not to remove its little
internal arrangements. She stared at me
in horrified amazement, but obeyed. Later,
on viewing the clean-picked bones, she
eyed me with intense disfavour and
spoke.

" \ch ! I could not eat it ! I should efen
die ! But den dere is no killing you
foreign beobles."

Now what English servant could have
said the same thing without giving dire
offence ?

I have spent the evening with Marie's
piano, not a bad one for here, and I think
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w r//£ we rather enjoyed each other. Now it is

yMLiky^ ''"^tc, and my bed calls to me in a cosy,
temptrng voice. To-morrow night, when
my friends return from the settlement, they
may bring with them a letter from The
One

;
I want one so

; it is a month since
the la \ letter came. His father is sending
lum some money, and with this and his
allowance he will be able to start a store
down here, or buy cattle or something.
Anyway, he says that directly he receives
the money he is coming down to me and—
ah ! well, we shall see. I assure you that
he IS quite a man to be proud of if that is
what one requires, for he can ride any
horse that eats hay, and rope any steer
that ever had a mother, but—he ought,
I am sure, to have been an engineer.
My bed is shouting louder and louder.
Later.—-I cannot sleep though I felt so
sleepy when I came to bed

; it must be
owmg to the moon which is so brilliant
that 1 am able to write by its light. For
some time I lay hesitating whether to get
out and pull down the blind, or to write
down all my worries. The former would
24
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have been the more sensible coarse in the
to pursue, therefore I decided on the ^jppelle

latter.

England ! I wonder when I shall set

eyes on the shor s of P^ngland again? If

I become "sensible and see things in the

proper light," I think it will probably be

many years before the quay at Liverpool
will feel the affectionate pressure of my
friendly foot. For being sensible will

mean settling down to the everyday of
Western life until Fate sends The One across

the ocean to take his place in his father's

shoes. One thing is certain, and that

is that we shall not be able to keep
a servant for a long time to come, so I

shall spend my time flourishing the dish-

cloth and playing hide-and-seek with the

eternal dust-pan, both of which horrid

articles ought to be kept in Davy Jones's
locker ; also, such occupations are much
too "sensible " for my taste. I have the

pleasure of knowing a very delightful and
clever woman in England, a writer of

high reputation, one who possesses both a
large brain and a large heart—an unusual

if^
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tNTHE combination ! Once in a letter she asked

VALLEY "^^ ^^'^^ I sP^"t my days in the far North
West. I replied fully, not forgetting to
mention such pretty details as wash-tubs,
floor-scrubbing, and the making of fifty
pies at once when the odious threshing-
gang pay their annual visit and eat up
everything you can put before them, like
locusts. It being near threshing time
when I received her letter, the chance of
a delicious grumble, with the knowledge of
such a sympathetic listener, quite delighted
me. In replying she said, "Child, what
a life

! Is it not a pity to have to clean
out a pipe with a ^5 note when a straw
would do as well?" Bless her! That
remark made me very happy. It was not
the happiness of fed conceit, but a com-
fortable knowledge of being for once
understood and apparently appreciated.
In return I pointed out to her that in spite
of this being a wheat-growing countr}-,
straws of the kind she referred to were
unavailable, and a /"s note, being handy,
was consequently used instead. My dear
mother was like unto a ;^ioo note, and
26
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-she used herself nobly and without a m the

murmur :

To return. In thinking it over I have

come to the conclusion t al only .'
•-

fatualion can make one contenl, r.^:- even

eager to tnarry in comparative poverty, and

thus couple with connubial bliss the elevat-

ing companionship of saucepans and potato-

peelings. If I were only a little mercenary,

things would be easier, for there is not a

single girl in oui settlement, or in any

settlement, but would snap up The One in

a moment if she had the chance, not only

because he is such a dear, but because

some day he would be able to give her

carriages and jewels and things that women
seem to want so much. Love without

infatuation is a strange thing ; it apparently

tends to make one dainty, and yet surely

this should not be the case. I must give

up this analysis, or there will be trouble
;

I must Jet love-talk alone if I can, anyway
for the present.

I would like to work for a while, head-

work instead of body-work. Faculties that

2^
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Uryv*'

^W f """l

^'^^ *'^'^"^ babies, to be put to
'y^£fk^^ f

eep, torment me always. I wotild liketo go to England for a time, and later
return to The One and wed hin, bring ngpennies w th me, and perhaps LneSg
of a name that my mind had made. There
IS the rub I cannot rest, for the desire toachieve stings like a little, sharp whip.Marnage after marriage takes place in the
settlement. Ruddy youths and glad, be!
ribboned niaidens join hands at Fhe altarand go forth in gladness, content to workmuch, rest a little, and in fulness of tir^e
to die, having stolidly fulfilled a^ the
functions of nature I suppose that is'very
right and proper, but one might as well bean earwig or a moth ! Even this day and
these woods are merely intensifying my
desire to be and do more than these people
I wish the spring would do for me what it

- /J^//
^?">^^°"'^ >'«»"? man-make meW turn to thoughts of Love !

"
Then how easy everything would becomeand how awfully "sensible" The Onewould find me when he comes out of thewest with marriage in his eye ! But such
20
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days as this has been only make me want in the
to try and write of them exquisitely, to ^"^pelle
send forth a living, fragrant word-picture,

^'*^^^^'

acceptable to the senses of many an un-
known affinity. They make me want to
stretch out delicate, sensitive fingers of
thought that would reach beyond the seas,

and touch with delight the liearts of such
as would enjoy them as I do. Alas ! How
high-flown I am ! This stirring of the
spirit is, I believe, after all only the
work of some malicious and mischievous
sprite whose desire is merely to torment,
for

—

aii bono f There is no time to
indulge in or develop artistic instinctsin
this country, for the physical part of one
gets so tired at the end of each day's work
that it simply lies down and goes to sleep.

A cloud is nearing the •

, even as
another kind of a cloud ..us to have
enveloped me, and the last few minutes I

have suffered. I almost hope to-morrow it

will blow and rain, so that I shall be forced
to stay in the house and learn more
domestication. " Baby " will help to that

29
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nicely by continually flinging away a bitten
IN THE
QV - ^.

vaIlW^ *^^"^^ ^"'^ yelling for it back again,

il

trick it frequently indulges in.

The night is dimmed, so now I will try to
sleep.

•

Evening of the next day.—In this country
every one is delightfully vague about dates,
and in Sleepy Hollow this seems to be
especially the ca.se. In the .settlement one
counts up the date according to the la.st

edition of the weekly paper. There being
no paper here one cannot count up, and
after all it does not matter. I know it is

somewhere in the middle of April, and that
to-day has been just as fair as yesterday.
The maple-buds had swollen perceptibly
during the night, and everything seemed
to have grown a whole inch when I went
out in the morning.
I have spent the day with the Indians as
arranged. They made me welcome in their
own undemonstrative way, and let me help
to keep the fires going, and now and then stir

the boiling sap. Between times I wandered
round looking at things.
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There were carpets of moss spread out to in the

dry in the sun ; they pack the papooses in

it when carrying them on their backs in

little, mummy-like cases. I went into one

tepee, which is the circular tent they live

in, made up of canvas or skins with poles to

support it, and there found five jack-rabbit

skins and a wolf-hide hanging up to dry.

These, coupled with the natural odour of

warm Indian and ka-nkk-kci-nick (the

dried inner bark of the red willow which
they iise as tobacco when unable to obtain

the white man's kind) gave the place a

peculiar, yet curiously enough, not alto-

gether unpleasant odour. Afterwards, the

clean forest air outside, and the faint, sweet

smell of the boiling sap came to me as a

new joy. All day we boiled, to-morrow

we boil, and the third day, like all events

in fairy tales, will appear the brown sugar-

crystals. The papooses were all free and
as full of fun and play as white babies.

There was one I would have given twenty-

five dollars for if I had anywhere to keep
it—such eyes, and such a little, little mouth,

just like a wet, red rose-bud. My especial

31
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/^r/f£ friend Wabasli-Wan (the Jack-rabbit) is its

v^alIey'' ^f
t^er- I believe the squaws think me very

silly to be so interested in everything, for
they nudge each r ther and giggle just like
school-girls. One asked me for my blouse
and another for my ring

; I was sorr>' I

could not oblige them.

Late7'.—At moonrise I \vcnt along the trail
to meet Theo and Marie. The trail runs
along the foot of the hills on the north
side of the valley, and sometimes it climbs
a little way up and then again descends.
Two or three prairie wolves were yapping
and howling in the distance, doubtless re-
joicing in the mixed delights of moonlight
and a cow's carcase. A pale gleam at the
side of the trail caught my eye, and I
stooped to it. It was another anemone,
tightly folded for the night, and I could
not pick it for thinking of its gladness at
sunrise to-morrow.

What a wonderful thing is night on the
prairies ! As I walked I pictured the
limitless flats beyond the boundaries of
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the Valley
; the many coyotes (the Indian in the

word for wolf here universally used) that ^^ppelle
prowled and howled, moving in their

^^^'^^

silent, sneaking way like grey, sinuous
shadows

; the badgers and gophers busy in
their earths. Far off, like a little yellow
eye, would glimmer the light of a settler's

shack. How of the earth earthy that
small gleam would at first appear under
the swimming splendour of the moon ; I

have often seen it and noticed. The moon
is always a marvel, always a new pleasure,
but is there not something in the small
flame of an earthly lamp or fire, especially
when it shines far across the vast night of
the prairies, that appeals to the heart, even
while the glory of the heavens uplifts the
mind? Perhaps it is that the boundless,
overwhelming impression of a prairie night
causes one to welcome limited effort. To
me the home-light of the settler is as at-

tractive as the night-lights God has pro-
vided

; the one does not in reality lose in

comparison with the other. Thinking on
these things as I walked, I found that
though one can never imitate the Eternal
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i|

tNjHK Magnificence worthily, one can add to it

APFELLE humbly.
VALLEY ^

• • . . .

Such a soft, unseasonable night it was,
stolen from the coming summer, that one
almost expected to catch the glint of a
fire-fly in the air, but it is yet too early.

With a rumble of wheels and a clattering

of hoofs, the rig rounded the corner.

Hailing my friends, I clambered in at the
back, took a seat on the grocery boxes,
and so home.
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The next day.—There was a letter from
The One

; I felt there would be. It was
a real letter too and not a mere note, such
as he usually indulges in. If the dear boy
only knew how nice and "sensibly" in-
clined I feel after reading a letter like this
one, he would be sending me such tonics
through the post every day, I believe.
Perhaps not though, because he finds letter
writing such a business—I believe he really
hates it

; so, as can be easily imagined,
I have plenty of time for relapses in
between, which is a pity. I have actually
seen him eat nearly the half of a five-ce^t
pen-holder in the agony of trying to think
what to say to some one in a letter, and
how to say it. He seems to have a mania
for condensing his throughts on paper, and
judging from his adoration of Bacon's
essays, which he is always holding up to
me as the perfection of literary style, I
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yALLEY

jy THE should imagine that he tries to get as near
^ppELLE to that ideal as possible whenever he puts

pen to paper. But this letter is different
;

my boy has actually forgotten to prune his

phrases until only a stick of fact is left.

He simply rambled delightfully about our
" by-and-bye, " and l)eing caught by the

spirit of his writing, I sped into the bluffs

alone after breakfast, there to ramble back
in reply, also delightfully I hope. The
letter will please him, and it goes in by
ci.c man on Friday. Already I begin to

wonder if I have done quite wisely in

replying at once, and without taking two
or three days in which to cool off aid re-

gain my balance •
3 t I think I have done

well. This I know, that if The One
wooed me like that, warmly and often,

soon I would give in. It may be peculiar

to think and write down such things as

this when one is actually engaged to a

man, but being engaged seems so utterly

different to being married.

The women in the settlement ave very fond

of telling me that The One is too good for

me, and though J detest hearing it (in the
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tor It IS Al'PEI.I.E
yALLLY

same way that one always detests home- in the

truths), yet I smile and agree

quite true. At the same time he is also

ever so much too good for any of them,

only if I turned round and told them so in

return they would simply snort with rage.

One has to be like the parrot and think

a lot.

Yes, he is indeed too good for me ; he is

too gentle, too sweetly yielding to my self-

will. But what a brave man ! Physically

and morally and utterly brave ! I have

seen him ride the most awful horses, horses

that one moment stand on their heads and

the next on their tails, and between times

seem to go up in the air like the hills of

the Psalmist, while The One just sits there,

smiling and swearing cheerfully. Also, he

once made a man swallow his front teeth

like pills, for something horrid he said

about a 1. and I do not believe she was

more than a mere acquaintance of The
One's at best. Then, too, he has often

ccme to me and apologised for being cross,

when perhaps I was the one to blame all

the time. Certainly he is brave. If he

Z7
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gy^7//£ were just brave enough, or rough enough,

1'a'iI'ey^
^" *^^^' '"^ '^>' '">' ^^^ ^" ^^^ parson, I

would squeal, but—go ! There it is in a
nut-shell. He is too good for me, but I

have a desire to thump the peo^.e who say
so.

A kind and sweet friend, one of those dear
things who pride themselves on "plain
English," once told me that I should have
lived in the stone age when it was the
fashion for a man to first fell his lady-love
with a club and then drag her off by the
hair of her head ! Thanks ! that is a
shade too peremptory even for me, and I

fancy that I also would have "got busy"
just about then, and there would have been
two clubs at work.

My dreams of achievement are faint and
far away to-day, in fact I am glad to record
that they scarcely bother me at all, though
the weather continues to be quite perfect.
After luncheon, I picked up a song-folio
belonging to Marie and came across the
song " Douglas, Douglas tender and true."
Strangely enough I had never seen it

before, though I knew it to be as old as

38
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the hills. I have never encouraijcd the in the

average ballad, as they are most of them ^fi'Ki.i.E
yA 1 1 EY

so feeble, and badly written. But after

reading The One's unusual and most tender

letter, this song affected me so that my
voice wobbled terribly, and presently the

tears came fast and ran down into my lap.

Luckily Marie was busy putting Baby to

sleep somewhere, for she would have

thought me either ill or crazy. I knew that

if anything happened to The One away m
the West, I would feel just like that girl

did who had written about her Douglas.

And that mood still holds me, making

more tears feel very near the surface. Is

it a thousand, thousand pities that he is

not here now ? Perhaps it is. " Sensible "

is not the word for my feelings ; but he is

safe and well, thank God, and the woods

are perfect in the late afternoon sun. I

will swallow this lump in my throat and

think quietly for a while.

An early and energetic squirrel, frisky

from his winter's nap, ran up a near tree
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i^jHE With a metallic squeak. It positively
i^m{>^ startled me. It is a powerful noise for

such a rmall person to make, and he seems
to do It with his tail, for that bushy
member jerks violently every time. I
have eaten squirrel as a change from bacon
on many a long camping trip, but if I was
campmg now and had no food, I do not
think I could shoot this one, for he has
such cheeky eyes, and is sitting on a
bough quite near

; it is very jolly of him
to trust me so.

I have thought and I know. I know
there is that in me which will not be
quelled or thrust aside—a proud deter-
mination to do and be, by power of mind
and gift of inspiration. Yet this proud
Something bows its head and weeps
with my body in gentle recognition of my
strong affection for The One. Then it
softly but firmly withdraws and awaits the
composure of my body. Now I am look-
ing It in the eyes, and we understand each
other. If there is such a condition as a
heaven on earth, I could realise it, did The
One but possess also this Spirit-lord and
40
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enjoy and suffer from It as I do, or did he /at the
even become conscious of and intimate 3ippelle

with mine. If I could only make him
understand ! But he knows no such subtle

slavery, is troubled—so far as I can see

—

with no ambition whatever, and so is

frankly puzzled in his essentially masculine

mind by my mental vagaries. I am to

him merely a dear, long, lovable enigma
;

in short, as he frequently says, " Child,

you're the Very Dickens !
" Being this

kind of a dickens, is, though privately

sufficing, not quite so simple as it sounds.

However, perhaps when I marry The One
and so tie myself down to mere bread-and-

butter making, etc., I can knead into

those mundane necessities all these out-of-

plice desires that torment me now. Why
are people so fond of saying " Oh, yes ! he
or she is married and done for " ? I begin

to think I see a reason.

VALLEY

Another period of thought, bringing forth

this :—Am I selfish, egotistical ? Do I

think I can do and be more than I really

41
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gv^rz/f could, if given a fair chance? Do I?

Valley^
'^'^^ suspicion disturbed me very much.
Then, suddenly, I again caught the eye ot

my Spirit-lord, and Its steadfastness mocked
my anxiety.

I must go into the house and be among
people, for continually fighting this same
battle makes one very weary. Being a
dickens is not so very jolly when there is

mere man to be reckoned with as well.

1
^'

Two days later.—In the settlement there
lives a man

; he shall be called The Sage.
He is English and a doctor, and no one
knows quite how old or how young he is,

but he is very wise—on occasion.

Once a Canadian Pacific Railway engine
ran off the track near the station and
tipped itself into a sort of ditch

; after that
it refused to budge, but just lay there
making horrid noises. The Sage was out
all night showing the C.P.R. break-down
gang how to put it on again. The gang,
by the way, spend all their time doing
these little odd jobs, and they were curiously
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ungrateful to The Sage for his gratuitous '^^thf.

advice and help—in fact, I believe they ^pp[^^^
even swore at him. He is very deaf.

Now I think being deaf, though of course

dreadfully annoying sometimes, has also

its compensations. For instance. The Sage

couldn't hear those men swearing at him,

so his feelings could not have been hurt

at all.

He shoots well, has a rather bald head,

keeps black dogs, and lives alone in a

house he built for himself ever so many

years ago, for The Sage is an " old-timer
"

and came to the settlement when it was

quite a baby place, with only about half-a-

dozen buildings to constitute the main

street ; he is now an Institution. If he

gets an idea into his really clever head, it

would take a very bad scare from an arch-

angel to drive it out, and even then I

believe, the tail-end of it would stay behind.

He argues too, and if one is lucky enough

to ever comer him in an argument, he

spreads out the palms of his hands most

righteously, snaps his eyes at you, and

replies promptly : " Thai's what I say !

"
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kV""^
leaving you weak with amazement while

f^kV ^^ t^-'f off apparently victoriourand im!mensely satisfied. Now that is a perfectly
awful thmg to do, and makes one grind
one's teeth with rage. I am not^sure
whether he does it on purpose or notone must remember that he is a Sage, and
1 may be merely his sagacious ILv of.-ettmg out of a tight place. He has a bigwarm heart underneath it all, and we are
all awfully fond of him.
Not long ago my father was married for
the second time, and The Sage kindly lent
his house for the married pair to r'eturn
to after u, ,ir short honeymoon until they
could find a suitable one for themselvesOf course all that should have been
arranged beforehand, but Daddy is IrishHe IS nicknamed The Pippin bv his re^
spectful progeny, because, having servedmany years in India with his regiment,
he seems to have crinkled up rather-with
the heat, I suppose-and now looks like ajolly little winter apple. He and hiswife are with The Sage now, and I amsupposed to be there too, only this visit
44
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has intervened. Next week I must return /jv the
to them and keep house while they hunt ^ppelie
house. The Pippin is deaf too, so I

expect The Step-mother is having a lively

time.

Oh, but the wedding was funny ! and in
spite of a heartache when I imagined my
father's long-ago wedding-day with my
beautiful mother, I had to see the humor-
ous side of this later event. The snow
was deep on llie ground and the whole
North-West was ice-bound. Not having
any money to speak of, I could not afford

to send away to Winnipeg for flowers, so I

did the best I could. I cut a big, white
picture-flower out of the seed-catalogue
and pinned it in his coat, where it crackled
diabolically with every movement. But
The Pippin did not mind, in fact he was
beautifully unconcerned all through the
ceremony.

I had known the lady he was to marry
all my life, she being an old friend
of the family—in fact, a sort of con-
nection—and they were married in a
friend's house, because the paper flower
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would not have looked well in a church—
at least, that reason suffices. A sheet was
spread on the parlour-floor, and a pillow
placed invitingly for each of them to kneel
on. Outside the sun glittered on the
snow-fields, and inside the room we all
whispered impressively while we waited
for the bride. Even then I felt I must
laugh or die

; but when the bride entered
the room, and The Pippin, looking up
over his spectacles, gave vent to a long-
drawn "Ah-h! Poor dearr' I simply
stuffed my handkerchief into my mouth
and suffered horribly. The bride being
a good sort, possessing a sense of humour,
and also having under the belt of her
travelling-dress a whole glass of port wine-
winked at me ! We stood and we knelt
in the usual way (and I, not being of
sufficient importance to be given a pillow,
found the floor most unsympathetic) until
the knot was tied and new relationships
established. Then The Pippin groaned
again, it being a funny little way of his to
groan plentifully when particularly happy.
After driving into the settlement to a nice
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little tea at Linnet's home (we shall come in the
to Linnet presently), the pair went off on '^ppflle
the west-bound express, Dad's bald head

^'*^''^^

gleaming prettily in the western light

as he saluted the send-off from the car

steps. That was the last of them for a
time. Then, one fine day, they came
back and with me took up their abode in

the house of The Sage. The very next
day the irrepressible Pippin wanted to go
off out and see all his old-time friends,

having previous to his marriage been
absent from the settlement for some time.
It is here necessary that I tell of the three

antipathies of my father ; they are lawyers,
a cold climate, and Popery. Poor dear !

he really has suffered a good deal from
the first two, but I can never quite fathom
his intense horror of Popery, since it

appears harmless enough if you let it

alone. But The Pippin fights a candle
in a church like a pup at a pig. He
grew so bigoted once that he took to going
to a Union Baptist Chapel, and I heard
that his Aniens and groans were most
convincing. I put him off the chapel
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I'

/^W£ however in quite a simple way, for one

tULLEY^ ^""*^^y afternoon, as he dozed in his arm-
chair, I gathered up the lonely tuft of hair
that he then possessed on the top of his
head and rolled it neatly into a curl-paper
easily succeeded in making him forget
about it, and packed him off to his chapel
in a hurry. Of course the choir, where
daddy was wont to bleat, was convulsed,
and he thinking them very rude, and of
course failing to see anything unusual in
his appearance, promptly retired again into
the more polite bosom of the English
Church.

Well, when I heard The Pippin say that
he was off out to see people, I protested
strongly, impressing upon him that custom
demanded that he should wait until his
old friends had first called on his wife
in her new position, and this I told him
they would not do until he and she had
been to church together and attended a
public service. That was enough. He
flew into a violent rage and quite took
my breath away

; he shouted so that
even The Sage could hear.
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"Not another word, my dear; I say, not in the
another word ! I shall go where I like and IIppelli.
see whom I choose. I tell you it is Rome !

^^^^^^

Rome
! and it leads to Rome ! Such rubbish-

ing Popery makes me very angry ! Once
for all, I tell you, I refuse to be churched \

"

The Sage flung up his hands and collapsed
;

I rolled helplessly on the sofa, while the
irate Pippin glared at us fiercely, wondering
what he had said, and looking just like
Captain Kettle in a tight corner.
" Tell him !

" I cried, in The Sage's ear,
•' do tell him

; don't let him say that to
any one else !

" and fled.

When next I saw The Pippin, he grinned
like a schoolboy and groaned like himself.
Then I whispered loudly that I was just
as far from desiring a churching as he was,
and received a box on the ear for ray pains.'

Thinking on these humorous happenings
is a good scheme as it takes one's mind
off" one's self. I wrote home to a friend and
told her the above joke against Dad. She
was quite shocked

; her letter, in reply, was
really starchy in tone all the way through,
and yet at the end this dear lady asked

^
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'STHE meif Ihadread " The Visits of Elizabeth,"

VA'dk^y^ J"^
^°"ld I like her to send a copy oul '

I have read it, and everybody is talking
about It here

; at the same time I do not
think my story about The Pippin is half
as shocking as that bit about the glove
in the book referred to. How differently
people look at things !

Evening of the next ./^j.—The squaws ha^ e
given ,„e a huge piece of maple-sugar.
1 shall keep half of it in case I ever go to
Kngland again, as itwould be quite a noveltv
there especially when one could say one
had helped the Indians to make it The
papooses' chubby faces are all sticky with
the stuff; the Indians say it is good for
them and makes "one great, big, heap-fat
papoose I

" o, r

Theo is so comical, he always sees a joke
to-morrow. Last night at suppe. I told
him that I had made an arrangement withmy friend Wabash-Wan to go out with
him at moon-rise to shoot musk-rats, and
I asked Theo if he had done much that
way himself. He said he had, so, not
wanting to appear ignorant as to the
SO
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VALLL >

hunting of musk-rats when I went with rs the
Wabash, I asked Theo how one could get ^r'pEut
near the creatures. ^'-^

''You must not talk at all," he said;
"you will both sit quietly on the river-
bank and go like this " and pursing
up his lips he made a squeaky noise with
them, the sort of noise that silly women
make to babies

; it also sounded very
much like the honest, unsubtle kiss a
Mary-Jane would give the grocer's man.
Theo said that noise attracts the musk-
rats and they swim to the shore to see
what it is, and of course get shot. But
the idea of sitting on the river-bank with
Wabash-Wan, the Indian—who looks as
if he never brushed his teeth or his
hair—and making that noise, suggested
itself to me as quite impossible, or rather
I pretended it did, just to see wuat Theo
would say. I held my head high and
spoke mincingly.

"Under those conditions I do not think I
will go r- hunting musk-rats with Wabash,"
I said. Marie laughed.
" I should think not," she said, " if that
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tl..

* expected to

her in mild
i!'" he asked.

Marie a hen-

d replied,

joke ', ly

/^r//£ is the sort of game yen
^PPKLLE plav !

"

The worthy Theo tur
surprise. "Why noi n -.

When Theo does i.

wife he calls her his b:

"Theo, you are dense,

"Not at all ; I car.

enough when there is oj.

Evidently he was run la. s. . c' , »,gcd
the subject.

We went to the river ai \ wc .-^liaec' .ed and
we got six rats— poor little curious things.
Wabash is going to tan the skins for me
with wood-ashes, and they will make mitts
and a \n\.\l for next winter.

This iicrning at breakfast, with his mouth
full of egg and bacon, Theo suddenly began
to laugh

; he heaved and shook and enjoyed
himself immensely. After a good deal of
coaxing we drew from him the fact that he
had just seen the reason why I had raised
an objection to going out with Wabash the
night before, and I think it amused him
till luncheon time.
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I feel less "sentimental " to-day—perhaps /,v the
more like a mother might feel to The One ^ppelle
than anything else- and it is quite a rest.

^'*^^^*'

If he came into the room now, he would
probably be told to " wipe his boots "

(all mothers say these things), or to " take
off his thick coat in the house or he would
not feel the benefit of it when he went
out again," only that one is not needing
any coat at all tliis weather.

This mood is what / should be pleased to

term "sensible," though I am certain The
One would not agree with me. Of course
if I were suflficiently rash and imprudent
to read his letter over again, this peace of
mind might spread its wings and fly. I

really do want to read again what he said

about his father, but, on the whole, I think
I will not.

I found a silly, solitary egg this morning
during my wanderings

; nearly a week's
quest (?) rewarded by one ^gg !

" Where there is one, there are more,"
said Marie when I took it in ; "go and
hunt properly." I am tired of fowls and
hen-talk, and I really think that now I
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IN THE am alone out here it is perhaps my duty to

VALLEY^
refresh my mind as to what he said about his
father, for some day the dear old gentleman
will probably become a relative of mine,
and oh, well, I know what I mean.
Here we are :

—

"The Gov, says he is feeling better
since his trip to France, which is a good
thing

;
he was there two months, dear, at

Etretat. He tells me the money he is

sending will reach here about the middle
of next month " (that seems a long time yet
to wait) " and then, hey presto ! for the little
old settlement and my perverse and cussed
darling !

"

Here I shall skip a bit, but this
interesting :

—

"Child, think what a
shall have some day

!

Cochrane ranch they have a motor-car
awfully jolly ! Now just you listen while
I whisper to you. Some day you and I
will keep a motor-car, not in this countr>',
I fear, but we will have one, sure thing, we
will

;
a big, long, evil-looking car, Child,

but with only seats for two, and all the
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there will appelle
VALLEV

rest of it devoted to machinery !

of the * works ' and ' wheels '

be for me to play with ! Ah, I can see

you frown at that, and I said it merely to

tease you."

Stuff! He meant it, I know. If he falls

in love with the inside of a watch, he will,

to use a Western expression, go perfectly

"batty" over the internal, infernal

machinery of a motor-car! "Batty"
being translated, means that he will get

bats in his belfr>-, and this latter needs no

explanation. We shall never be able to

get to any place at ill, because I know
The One will always be wanting to " see

the wheels go round." But ' like his

idea of buying a car some day. Ah, me !

I can see the picture at the end now, I

think. We shall simply exist out here

until he comes into his own—The One
raising cattle and me raising the dickens

—

then we shall go home to England and

lead the usual sort of comfortable town-

and-country life just like everybody else.

Gradually (and mark the terrible subtlety

of gradation !) my higher ideals and
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^^^^THE desires will grow thin and fade into nothing

yALiH'^ ^^'^^ "^y body will grow fat and flourish.
Gradually the physical will kill the spiritual
But wait

! Must it be so ? Where then
would be my strength of mind and purpose ?
Where this vaunted inner personality that
declares itself strong to accomplish some-
tlnng great and pure before it passes from
the body ? I am ashamed. Surely a life
of ease and peace should but provide the
thoughtful period I long for, one in which
I might experience «* the leisures of the
Spirit," one from which the dish-cloth
and dust-pan element would be for ever
banished. Would it not give me the
chance I grumble for now—time in which
to create, mature, and project one poem,
one song, or one book that should leave
tired humanity happier and purer for
having heard or read it ? But I am afraid—
so afraid—that I may be weak and not
strong m prosperity

; that I might learn to
love—magazines, because they are easy
to read; grow desultory in thought and
lax in mental discipline

; that a fat body
will breed in me a fat mind. Will the
56
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dear, brave, tender, lazy One help me to be in the
strong ? Will he encourage me to try and ^ppelle
do one thing worth the doing, or will he

''^^^^'*'

tempt me to sit by the fire with him,
or on the lawn, or in the car—any-
where so long as all activity is comfortably
suppressed—and let life slide by like an
unruffled, pretty dream ? Which ? Again I

am ashamed. Surely I should be strong
enough to work alone and resist influences
that may be antagonistic to endeavour.
Assuredly it will rest with me, and I— I am
afraid of myself.

And all this fresh fuss—simply because
I wanted to see what he said about his
father !

1
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sTjrL To-morrow is my last day in this beauti-MAR,E fill valley, and I intend doing a very un-TH.o sociable thing. Across the river and the
flats away on the south side is an Indian
village, and the huts, built of rough-hewn
iogs, are quite clean and nice. The
Indians live in these little houses in the
winter, but in the summer they leave them
and live m their tepees. I shall get up
with the sun and spend the day and the
evening in the deserted village, and it will
be quite delightful, for then, alone with
the spirit of the land, I can write of the
pleasures of a lonely camp, and tell of the
things one does and sees and thinks.
Marie and Theo do not in the least under-
stand why I want to go, but neither do
they object, which is very nice of them •

explanation is a waste of energy and rarelv
does any good.
Marie said

: " Do what you like, dear, and
go where you like ! this is I^iberty Hall
remember

;
besides, you people who write

"'
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(how I hugged myself at that) "are always st/u
wanting to do queer things." ^^'/Jf,
Theo offered to lend me his gun and his ^^fo
fishmg-rod, and I shall take them both,
for they are necessary if one is going to
play at being an Indian for even one
day.

Tea, sugar, bread, salt, a kettle, and a cup
I can get from the maid Lina, and other
food I shall get for myself from the river
and the woods—that is, with any luck, for
without luck the Indian goes hungry. In
this big country one is allowed to fish and
shoot during the close season if one can
afterwards prove that food was a necessity
and not obtainable any other way. I think
to-morrow it will be a necessity for me,
and one must chance the rest.

Between here and the village is a big
muskeg, which is the Indian word for bog

;The One and I were once caught there
when driving across, and the horses went
in up to their knees. The rig was smashed
badly, and we got the horses out only after
a great deal of difficulty

; it seems that we
took a wrong turning off the trail, and the
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wA^ij "-"^ ''^^^ patn across.™« One uses a spoon-bait for the pike andpickerel that abound in the river andoften The One and myself have fishi thelong reach by the village. The Pino^ 1„Awe two stayed for a nLth i„%';:f rthe

''• The nver flows into Crooked Lakesnch a delightful piece of water about two

rr.Zu"' ''"•'^ *"^ ^""-^ 'o fil tiebed of the valley, and is about a mile anda half east of the Indian Camp.
There will be so much house-life after all

tt'moi'V^'"".'"""^ '"-> """akitne most of my day.

I forget who sang thus, but he or she musthave been nice to know.
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Moss feet deep round a bubbling spring ;

A short-songed bird on a gorgeous wing.

Creatures a-buzz on the affluent air,

Tree-trunks hoary with lichens rare.

Wood-smoke curling its way to the sky,

And young things learning to crawl or fly.

Myriads here in the sun-flecked wood.
Unconsciously lauding the Central Good.

Evening. By the light of the camp-fire.— still

Those lines came to me in the middle ^marh

of the morning's enjoyment ; such a glad, theo
singing, golden world it was then, with

full-toned hours ; such a soft, dark, silent

land it is now, and only a lonely bittern

calls from the marshes.

I arose at five of the clock and crept loaded

from Sleepy Hollow. It would need the pen

of a Wordsworth or a Tennyson to describe

the birth of this April day in the Qu'appelle

Valley, this sudden furrow of delight that

astonishes the traveller of the prairies.

As I followed the trail across the muskeg,

the sun, red with rapture, rose over the

hills to the south-east, and flashed on the

6i
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Wk ^^^'^^^^P^that clung to the dead, .sweeT

rH.o paused abruptly, believing I beheld alangnig ruby
; anon, as the sun yellowed.

I saw that they were diamonds. The
grasses rustled in the pure fresh breezeand so strongly did the wine of the
VVestern morning affeet the senses that IUt ,f there was no beautiful beyond to
tins gem-strewn morning world, merely to
"rn agam to earth and yield one prairiebloom, would be sufficient reward for thepams and tears of life. The trail was-rm beneath the feet, but snipe were
nisy in the many pools around. On over
lie muskeg without a mishap, across the
ndian bridge of logs, and so into the little

deserted camp, calling itself a village It

Chief fell-in-the-Fire, that The One and
i came to an understanding a long time
ago. And things have drifted on ever
since as I knew they would

; it is moreny fault than his-but here my thoughts
turned elsewhere, for breakfast becfme
important and breakfast must be caught
62 ^
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Outside our hut a fire was soon blazing still

merrily and the kettle hung by means of mahIk
two green forked sticks and a supporting theo
rod. Thence to the river, for fish is best

when put straight on the coals.

The spoon-bait spun giddily ; one or two
mosquitoes came from nowhere and bit

sharply, and when a big jack snapped
up the spoon, I nearly shrieked with ex-
citement. The One had hitherto always
been there to help me land u flsh, but this

one must perforce be landed by me alone,

and it seemed that I cither had to gr* in

or the fish come out. I gave him plenty
of line

; up and down he tore, and across

and across ; my heart was in my mouth,
for I am not a good fisher, and I was
afraid of breaking Theo's rod. However,
I think finally I nearly drowned him, for

on descending the bank with the landing-
net it was fairly easy to land the creature.

A hard rap with a willow stick on the
pointed nose ended the troubles of both of
us. Nothing could have excelled the ex-
cellence of that fish-steak, and the embers
of the fire were just in the right condition
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sTjLL for grilling. To-night I shall take that
MARIE fish back to Theo, for people never believe
THEo^ fishing stories unless they have proof, and

my little breakfast did not seem to make
the creature look any smaller. It is tied
to a log in the sedge to keep it fresh. My
plate—merely a flat piece of wood- the
kettle, and the cup cleansed, and the rest
of the simple stores concealed in the hut,
there arose the delightful question of what
to do with the rest of the day. The
answer was simple and immediate

; let it

come and go as it would, and as the spirit
moved me so would I act. Certain it was
that I should need no mid-day meal, and
so for a while I sat in the sun on or near
the spot where The One had proposed.
How sweet and funny he had been—we
both must have been, in fact ! He pro-
posed, I tell him, in the subjunctive, a
would-you-if-I-were sort of thing, and I

answered in like vein—what-would-you-
say-if-I-did ! And that is about all that
was said, I believe. Even then I tried to
impress upon him the strength of my
other desires, dreams, and hopes, that had
64
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into

nothing to do with niatriiiiony, but he still
became airy ami full of comfortable "i'/ijiE

assurance.

" All that rubbish will blow away some
day," he said, and in the novelty and
interest of the proceedinj^s I lialf believed
him. Anyway, we kissed and squeezed
hands and ran off to play in the woods.
We have, I think, been playing in Uie
woods ever since, but the rubbish ha.v not

blown away !

The camp-fire smouldered and the siiiokc

curled up and up in blue wreaths to the

bluer sky. How many other camp-fires had
smouldered in this little lonely village,

watched by sotnbre, brooding Indians,

whose hearts, though they dare not show
it, are hot against the white man ? How
many poor, feeble, old red men had closed

their eyes, dimmed by the smoke of many
fires, behind the log walls of these huts

—

closed them for ever to their beloved
prairies—and with a last sigh and the faith

of a child, have, with freed souls sped forth

from here in search of other and happier
hunting-grounds where the white man is
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fnrh "°*' ^"^ t^^ buffalo abounds ? Poor old
AUHiE men and women, dying alone and uncared
THto for, forsaken by the healthy, younger mem-

bers of the band ; brave old men and
women, going forth uncomforted into the
land of the unknown, yet trusting implicitly
in the power and tenderness of their Mighty
Manitou, whose hand will assuredly clasp
th .'irs in the darkness and lead them into
the light. How different is the death-bed
of an Indian, stretched brown and brave
on his spruce-boughs, to the cringing exit
ofmany an educated, soft-swathed pale-face !

Some charred fish-bones sent forth a pun-
gent odour; the sun was high and I

remembered that my daj- was advancing.
Slipping a couple of cartridges into the gun,
and with a further supply in case of nee''.

I left the camp with its romantic sugge^L
tions and dipped into the woods, heading
towards the blue lake. Every step was
familiar, and every square inch of the black
forest earth seemed alive with something.
In and out among the trees, over fallen
logs, until a good mile lay between me
and the camp, and then I knew yet once
66
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again how good it is to be alive and alone still
with nature. Yet, instinctively, a little sigh maVie
came as I remembered other days with theo
The One.

Resting awhile against a sturdy poplar I

grew meek and submissive, almost ready
to marry The One and the dust-pan and
pass half my life in their society, not to
mention that of clocks, locks, and over-
harmonised music. Once he had played
mc that little hackneved song, " Sweet
Marie," which I had always thought a
most tender melody in spite of its common-
ness, and I hardly recognised the air through
the thousand and one harmonies he intro-

duced. I was distressed and overwhelmed,
and because I said so he very nearly became
cross

! This morning I smiled at the
memory, for the noon-hush seemed to
equalise everything and banish the shade
of trouble.

A bush-rabbit skipped forward, and sit-

ting up on his bit of a tail rubbed his
nose

; with his sudden appearance the
word "supper " flashed into my m-nd, yet
I had no heart to raise the gun Some
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fvlf'h
^t^^^-wave must have communicated my

MARfL instinct to the rabbit, for it fled instantly,
THEo and almost at once came the " cuk-cuk "

of a grouse close at hand. Now a grouse,
otherwise a prairie-chicken, is a very con-
ceited person, and when he says *' cuk-cuk "

in that tone of voice, he means to be
insulting.

Not being at all a good shot and only
killing when hungry-, I have found it

always more expedient to be still and
let a creature look for me, so that when
it shows its head it is easy to shoot it off
at once with no danger of only wounding.
A grouse will always come to have a look
at you if you keep still enough, nor was
this chicken any exception to the rule.

He was a fine cock-bird, and came strutting
and chuckling through the undergrowth.
We saw each other at the same moment,
and all his neck-feathers were ruflied with re-

sentment or alarm. I potted him unblush-
ingly, and he never knew what hit him.
Knowing the game-laws, my conscience
made me think that gun might have made
less noise, but three and a half drachms
68
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of black powder behind a good charge of still

No. 6 shot does not exactly whisper when marie
you pull the trigger. theo
On again, and then a short descent
brought me out upon the shore of the great
blue lake. Some pelicans, away out upon
a sand-bank, looked like snow-balls on the
rim of the water. I paddled and caught
ten little cray-fish and the eleventh caught
me, which was not so funny.

So cold was the lake water that I presently

lay on the shore and warmed my feet in

the sun, being tired with the strenuous
walk through the wild and tangled woods.
One cannot travel through Canadian bush
in the easy way that one ambles through
the forest in sweet England, where every
tiny stick of wood is carefully picked up
and sold. Here fallen trees, in all stages

of decay, form barriers across what little

trails the Indians or the deer may have
made, and the tangled undergrowth often

hides these fallen timbers, so frequently

to measure one's length on mother earth
is only part of the business. What a
droning, drowsy noon it was, and I slept

—
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fvlrli
^'eamlessly at first, and then it seemed

MARIE that The One came with his arm in a
THEo sling. He said, " You have hurt me

;

why did you shoot me ? I have never
hurt you, child !

" and 1 awoke with a
gasp of relief.

Sleep had stolen my precious hours, and
the sun was slipping down towards the
hills

;
a great sense of loneliness and chill

dictated immediate action. The joy of the
morning had left the air, and there was no
sound but the ceaseless lapping of the little

grey waves. p:vening was imminent, and
in the north a heavy bank of clouds arose
from behind the hills. How deserted, how
lonely and different it all was ! Gathering
up my spoils I went quickly through the
dim woods, now sinister in their silence. At
the camp the dead ashes of the fire whirled
about whitely in the evening breeze, but
with a new ^r>, would come warmth and
comfort once more.

Can anywhere be found a greater friend or
more terrible enemy than fire? On the
prairies, where your camp-fire is, there, for
the time, is your home. Every one wants
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the friendship of a fire everywhere. Take situ.

even the British workman ; does not he ever m'iV'e

make a little fire on the least provocation ? th'eo

I have seen these workmen's fires all along

the dear, old, far-away Strand, and who
shall say that they are only bnilt of

necessity? But I suppose the I^ondon

County Council would say so, or know the

reason why. All the same, I really believe

that any man, if he put on rough clothes,

tied up his trousers under the knees with

a red handkerchief or a piece of twine, and
began to pick up the pavement of a London
street, could do it without interference so

long as he had the sense to light a little

fire in a tin thing with holes in it ! Of
course if he had a canvas tent to hide in,

and a short, black pipe with which to pass

the time, he would be still more natural-

looking, and could watch with intense

satisfaction the care with which the traffic

would avoid that sacred spot.

And again, the good old garden bonfire of

our childhood
; the potatoes that went in

and hardly ever came out again, save here

and there a charred something that, because
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it was cooked by other incaiis than the
kitduMi stove, was devoured with intense
relish. Primitive man still asserts himself
in us all at times. Alone in the deep,
mystic twilijrht of the valley, I smiled
over these thouj^^hts as I j-athered wood to
feed yet another fire.

The preparation of the jfronse was a
short process, because I skinned it, and it

was soon frizzling; fast over the fire on a
Kreen stick. The ni^ht closed in, and
made walls of darkness on every side so
that my little camp seemed indeed a
homely, cheery spot. An owl hooted
away up on the hillside, and the bittern in
the marshes continued to ^ive forth his
dismal note, as, leaning back against the
door-jaml) of the hut, I watched the grilling
bird, conscious of a wonderful hunger.

Suddenly, what seemed like a chorus of
wolves broke upon the soft stillness of the
night, but experience had taught me that
two coyotes can sound like twenty when
they are really in good voice, and musically
niclined. These were a long way off—they
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always arc, in fact, and one can rarely R[et ^rii.i.

near enough for a shot. It wonld sound man It:

peculiar to the people in the Old Country tueo
if one there spoke or wrote so casually of

"wolves," but these creatures that live on
the prairies do not deserve the dignity of

the name, they being cowardly, sneaking
little brutes, al)out on a par with the Indian
jackal, and not one whit higher in the

scale of creation. Only in very severe

winters have they ever been known to

travel in packs. They will pull down a

weak and sickly calf, rob the settler's hen-
houses, or pick clean the bones of a luckless

man frozen to death in a treacherous

blizzard, but there their prowess ends.

These now made bad sounds in the night
behind me, but only succeeded in adding
a weird charm to the lonely hour I was
enjoying.

The stars came out like jewels in the infinite

heights above.

Sleepy Ho/lotv once more.—After writing

the above I lay awhile on the ground
by the fire and watched the stars.

Thus occupied it struck me forcibly
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how impossible it was for any human
benis: with a grain of sense to doubt the
existence of a Living God. Yet some do
or say they do, and I would that such a
one had been there with me then. Theo-
logical, and, I fear, even logical argument
IS beyond me

; my argument would have
taken the form of one shaqj, short question,
namely to point to the glittering, wonderful
sky and ask "Who did ///^/?" No
answer save one is possible.
We become as accustomed to the stars as we
do to the eyes we see them with. One must
be alone in the wilderness, having a clean
heart and an open mind, to even begin to
realise something of the marvellous mystery
of the universe. Towns, gatherings of
people, house-life, and association with
people who live for little things alone,
bhnd and obscure the eyes of the mind
and paral>se the spirit

; they degrade and
finally kill the best in one. Yet towns,
and cities, and communities are necessary
to the state of man as he now is

; but if
those people, ever busy with their poor
muck-rakes, would once and a while with-
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draw alone into the night and look up, still
surely something of reverence and healthy m'/rIe

awe would elevate and purify their souls, theo
for there is God in us all somewhere.
I arose—exalted, humbled, gladdened, and
saddened. Exalted, because of a certain

intimate and splendid Whisper from above
;

saddened, because of the frailty and mean-
ness of the body. The tire had fallen

; the
time had come for me to depart.

The path across the muskeg, encrusted as
it was with alkali, .shone white and clear

ahead. From behind the northern hills,

the dim outlines of which were just dis-

cernible in the night, there presently .shot

up spears of trembling, rainbow light,

flickering high and dying low, anon waving
again across the sky like gigantic and
beautiful spirit arms. Such are the North-
ern Lights— lovely, weird companions of
the night trail.

Inside the house everything looked very
small and ordinary, and Theo weighed my
fish. It was just eight-and-a-half pounds.

'
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I HAVE been back in the settlement for a
week. The Pippin is jnbilant, The Sage
argnmentative (this innndation must be
tiresome to a baclielor of long-stancling)
and The Step-mother—bless her ! just her-
self. My grandfather was a diplomat.
In consideration of the Chinese washerman's
heinous crimes with the clothes, I under-
took to do the washing last Monday. There
had been a heavy shower of rain, and
though the sun shone when I carried my
basket load into the garden, a few drops
still fell brightly and the wind was very
strong. The house of The Sage is close to
the Vicarage, where dwells the very nicest
Shepherd that ever herded naughty sheep,
and he and his wife are good friends of
mme since we became accustomed to each
other's little ways. The Sage possessed
no clothes-pegs, and, as previously re-
marked, the wind was high. Three dusters
and two tea-towels took themselves off
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high in air, in the direction of Athabasca, in the
but The vStep-niother's underneath trousseau ment^'
was the most tiresome of all the things I

wrestled with. Ciarmcnts that must be
nameless flopped with diabolical persist-

ence into the puddles oi- the lawn, which
was bald in places. No sooner did I re-

place them than they came down again,

and, of course, sat in the dirtiest spot they
could find. After the fourth descent the
flesh failed me, and, as Mother would have
said, I " ceased to be a lady."
*' Confound the things !

" I cried. " Now
may the divil take them !

" and dreadful as

it may sound, I felt better for the words.

"Good morning," said a gentle masculine
voice over the fence. ' ' Can I be of any
assistance to you ?

'

'

It was the parson ! Then I knew how a
candle feels when it hangs itself over, all

limp in the sun, but I straightened myself
with a jerk and stood upon the offending
garments.
'

' Little man, '

' I cried (he is quite large

really), " did you hear what I said ? Little

man, did you see anything? "

S 'I
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I eace, my child," was the sweet response
never bdieve thincrs tliat I hear, and

only ka// that I see." (Wliat conid he
mean ? and a parson too !)

''Then go right away and fetch me tlie
Vicarage clotlies-pegs, if yon would save a
sonl ahve !

"

While he sped on this most nnnsnal errand
ot mercy, I grabl)ed the soiled garments
and plunged them again viciously into the
•soap-suds. When the Vicar returned with
US bag of pegs and once more offered to
'lelp me, I let him, because there was
nothing to mind, and creeping out later
by thievish comers, I completed mv task
Life m the Far West is quaint somet'imes

"

Next week I shall have a birthdav, and
of course another letter. Utters like the
iast one, spontaneous letters, that do not
suggest bitten pen-holders and ornamented
blotting-paper, are good. I consider it is
time I had another.
The One tells me that the nearest post-
office to the ranch where he is working
IS several miles away to the west across
valleys and hills as the crow flies I like
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to think of hnn ridinor away into the snnsct
to fetch my letters, or post onv to me •

It wonkl be fnn to be able to hide be-
hind a bonlder and pop ont and snrprise
him.

Being honse-keeper here, I natnrallv en-
deavour to practise the strictest econoni>- •

It IS such good training for the j^robabk-
future,

The Sage every morning fetches a pail
(known as the Pail Dreadful) of Jdils
and ends from the l)utcher\s st,;re with
which to feed his black dogs. ^'csterdav
I saw four nice, big pig's feet sticking ou't
from the debris in the Pail. Such waste
seemed to me quite scandalous, so I took
them out, scalded and washed them
thoroug iiy. At supper every one thought
the ewed pig's feet quite delicious until
I toi

. them that they came from the Pail
Dreadful

! The Step-mother laid down
her knife and fork, a sickly expression over-
spreading her face, but since she had already
disposed of the best part of a foot, that did
Hot natter very much. The Pippin was far
too engrossed in applauding Kensit's recent
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slcJ^d. ^"^^^ o" ^"Pery to care one wliit as toMENT the origin of tlie food he was absently
eating, and The Sage, being a Sage, be-
haved philosophically, but this morning
when he caine in with his Pail Dreadful'
he remarked sapiently,

'

•'There is nothing there worth worrying
about to-day, and I have ordered a leg of
lamb for dinner !

"

This reference to the meat-store reminds
me of an incident connected with The One
It occurred before my family forsook
England for Western Canada, but the
recollection of it was still fresh in the
minds of the settletnent-folk when we took
np our abode among them.
It seems that in those days The One was
living on a fann three miles south of the
town on the main trail. He and another
you g Englishman rented the place together
and thought they were fanning, and both
receiving a plump allowance from home
they managed to put in a fairly good
time—The One especially enjoying himself
with wicked horses, broken ploughs, or I
suspect, hitches in the threshing machinery
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The extent or success of their wlicat-j^rowinj? /.v the
seems to have been a matter of iudifterence ment^'
to these jolly farmers.

In the settlement there lived another young
man, a great friend of the two already
mentioned. He was the son of an Knglish
Rector, and, though by nature very far

removed from that especial calling, had
told himself that he ought to be a butcher.
The manufacture of sausages proved to be
his strong point, and into those bags of
mystery he managed to infuse such a
divine flavour that his creations were eagerly
bought by one and all. Not content to rest

upon his laurels, Billy desired to puff
himself, and over his store there one day
appeared a flamboyant notice which read

—

"Sonbell's Choice Ai Sausages." Under-
neath was a row of strong hooks whereon to

hang his wares. People were immensely
impressed, and for a time the Ai's boomed.
To return to our farmers. They had
started life on the farm with two cats.

Shortly there were eight, and more shortl>'

still fourteen, and so on, after the custom

1 -culiar to domestic cats. The One swore,
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and his friend swore, also likewise the fat
nmn-cook, but neither did anything to
check the rapidh- rising popnlation.
Upon an afternoon in mid-winter, when
no work of importance was on hand, The
One was seized in the clntches of a snddcn
resolve, which must by the way have
given him qnite a shock, since thevgenerally
came to him more gradually. He stalked
nito the comfortable cedar-Hi.cd sitting-
room where his friend was dozing by the
glowing stove, and startled him into life
with the remark

—

"There are too jolly many cats on this
estate. Jack ! I counted twenty-five in the
granary just now, and all as thin as rakes

;

get your gun and come on
; we must dis-

pose of twenty-three."
By the time the evening sim had turned
the snow-fields red, a pitiful row of lean
black-and-tabby bodies lay beside the
haystack, and the men paused to roll their
cigarettes. Suddenly The One began to
laugh

;
he burnt his fingers with the

match, but, curiously enough, continued to
laugh.
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*' Sonbell ! "—he gasped.

Choice A I Sausages—cats

Sonhell's /.v the
,

. SETTLE-
underneath— mest

to-night !

"

For a moment Jack stared, then suddenly
comprehending, he capered witli glee.
" What a lark ! What a .sui)reme lark !

"

His voice cjuivered with ecstasy.
" Kvery one will see them in the morning !

And Billy ! Oh, Billy !—he will be
scratching du.st thirty feet high, with

I >>rage

When the moon was low, the men sped
northward to the town behind a smart
little team of greys. The sleigh-bells

jingled an accompaniment to sudden, ir-

resistible chuckles of delight, as the friends

thought on the depth of their plan and
its security from discovery. The hard
snow of the trail flew beneath the horses'

feet, and under the seat of the sleigh were
ten big dead cats, one for every hook below
the sign.

The street was deserted, for all decent folk

were abed. The One nujunted the steps

of the store ; little Jack mounted the
shoulders of The One, and in a twinkling
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:^'/T/i.
^""^ •''^^'^ ^'"' ^'o'^^'" cats, their hind Ic^^s

M/.NT hoinul firml\' to^rttlar, liuiij. from the liooks
where the famoiis Ai's were wont to
dan^r' jrracefnlly.

" In tht- morning
; in the glad, bright

inorning
!
" siglied Jack as he scrambled

into the sleigh.

The One gathered np the reins with a
satisfied ',rrin, after ha^itig rarefnlly ob-
literated iheir tracks in the snow.
"Cntc dog," said Jack, "I shonld never
have th Might of that

;
" whereby calling

f- nil a trite remark from The One to the
effect that if his friend had as mnch in his
head as he had in his bocts, he ,vould be
quite a sharj. little chap.
After the cold drive the cheerful glowing
logs, whiskies-and-sodas, cigarettes and
laughter kept the "farmers" up until the
early hours of the iuorning.
The next day being Saturday, they made
tlie usual trip to town in order to lay in
stores for the coming week. The lamb-
like expression of innocence on the two
men's fares could not have been excelled
when they entered the meat-store that
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inoriiinv:, without even a glance at the in the
hooks above the door. II'knt''

The little stor- was crowded with Germans,
half-breeds, and two or three luij^lish

people, one and all langhing at Billy's

expense
; but Billy sawed, cut, and Neighed

with stolid indifference. They ordered a
noble roast, and a generous supply of the
inimitable Ai's, departing thence on other
business, satisfied t'uit no suspicion attached
itself to them.

Snrday on the fami was always taken very
easily, Billy usually riding out i,i the
afternoon to tea and to spend the evening.
"Brunch" was the first meal of the day,
so called because being partaken of between
the hours of lo p.m. and mid-day, it be-
came both breakfast and lunch in one.

Jack the acti.-e, had already reached the
maimalade stage when The One appeared,
fresh from his tub, doubtless very blue-
eyed and hungry. He attacked the Ai's
with gusto, but a few minutes later his face

contractt ! into an expression of physical
pain.

" Confound chat ass Billy," he said, speak-
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sA/T^i '"^' J^^'^^'y- "lie'-^ ^'e^^" Sticking' pins or
Mtyr tacks into tla-se thiuj^^s ! \Vc must inform

him—Oil ! damn it !—that tliey are iruiiiL'

off."
**

With a delicate finj^cr and thumb he re-
moved the offending' article and laid it

on the edjre of his plate, only to sprinjj
to his feet with a yell of horror. Jack
said afterwards that The One's eyes stuck
out like the knobs on a hat-rack, and that
yon could have fairly knocked them off with
a stick !

"Man, it's a cat's i/a7i> ."' he shouted.
"Ihat bea.st Billy has made ns eat Cat \

I'll kill him .'—I'll kill the little beast !
'»

Jack instantly fled from the room and I

am told that the poor One followed him
very quickly. Afterwards they agreed on
silence, and wisely too, seeing that the
wrong end of the stick is ant to be the
muddy one.

When Billy arrived oi.. his u.sual visit, he
was amiably received by two quiet 'and
rather pale young men. Something like
conversation was maintained until tea-time
when Billy, with the rashness of success'
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Th.-unwisely tiic-wc'' for more milk.
indeed pandemonium reigned, and from
tuiderueath the bijr, venj^ef-l body of The
One, Billy bawled for merey.
" I stuck tliem in after," he howled, "I
swear I did, by the T'piscopal T.eard of
my father, I swear it ! Ut "i<-' up ! Lord,
you've killed me !

"

Then they cried quits.

After my father and his new wife are
settled into a house of their own, I am
going to stay with my friends Linnet and
Biff until The One conies from the west,
for they have, with their usual delightful
hospitality, requested me to make their
house my headquarters—my honie in fact,

until such time as I get one of my o'-n, I

suppose. They are English people ind
Linnet was a very great pet of my Mot r's,

being a woman after her own heart—after
any one's own heart, I should think.
Here she is ! Splendidly built, of meditim
height, brown-skinned, eyes of the colour
of a newly ploughed field when the setting
sun is red on it—I have never seen such
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^y^^ '^ ^"y one else's head. Though quite

MSJVT young, her hair is like so much spun silver,
exquisitely soft to the touch, and wavy all
over. She says that silver hair runs in
the family

; I wish it ran in mine, for
mine is more like newly-made mustard.
Apart from their wonderful colour, Linnet's
eyes are so very expressive, and if you
watch them, you can always know exactly
what she is thinking and feeling, and she
has r.t times a way of opening them very
wide, and then one notices how blue the
whites arc. She can do anything, I
believe, and also she does everything.
Biff, her husband, is quite a dear man, and
his face wears the expression of a kind,
handsome cat continually before the fire'

but in reality he spends his days making
mmeral water and does it quite nicely,
though I do not think there can be a great
deal of money in the business, as most of
the men out here seem to prefer their
whisky neat. Linnet and I drink a good
deal of Bift's concoctions in the summer,
and though we do not pay for it, still it
looks well.
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Biff has rather sad blue-grey eyes and in the
spatulate hands, which means, I tell him, m^ent^-
according to palmistry, that he will some
day commit suicide. Forewarned is fore-
armed of course, but Biff does not seem
to sufficiently appreciate my warning.
Linnet has one fearful habit, which I
imagine springs from another, the latter
being an excess of early rising

; she will
go to sleep all the evening. That she
has pints of Irish blood in her I am con-
vinced, for one evening, some time ago
when I was staying with her, she brought
the kitchen clock into the sitting-room and
put it on a little table near the divan,
which is her usual place of repose at odd
moments. In an ordinary person this
would have been an ordinary action, but
Ivinnet is different. She wound the clock
most carefully—goodness knows why—and
voiced a hope in an anxious tone (Linnet
is always anxious) that the thing was
somewhere near the correct time, replacing
it on the table with its back to the divan.
Such friends as Linnet and myself waive
all ceremony. She cuddled down into the
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cushions with her back towards the back
of the clock, and, in a voice that the
dormouse might have envied, informed
me that these precautions were to enable
her to avoid over sleeping bed-time ! What
small amount of logic I possess swam in a
topsy-turvy haze of wonder, but argument
was out of the question, for my friend slept.

Reading aloud to Linnet is most distract-
ing work, for in spite of faithful promises
to the contrary, very soon down goes the
silver head on a handy cushion, the heavy
lids droop over the brown eyes, and it is

only by bringing out the last word of
every sentence with a shout like the Crack
of Doom—a very fatiguing exercise—that
the lady can be kept from entirely drifting
off into the land of dreams. She says the
continued drone of the voice is to blame.
I tell her that these little idiosyncrasies of
hers, such as the clock episode and sleep-
ing fits, belong by right only to people
who suffer from that quality known as
genius, whereby receiving in reply a
spirited statement to the effect that the
making of one load of wood go as far as
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three when the outside temperature is m the
somewhere about twenty degrees below WJF'
zero positively is the work of genius only.
Lmnet has to do that with the wood
every winter—we all have to in fact—be-
cause it becomes more scarce on the
prairies ever>- year, being, of course, more
quickly burnt than grown. Soon every one
will have to use coal, and pay heavily for
It too, owing to the expense of freight in
this country, and the long distance that
such supplies have to travel.

The dear English ladies of the North-West,
how fine and brave they are, coming as
many of them do from a life of comparative
ease and comfort to one of bodily fatigue
and strenuous economy, and this, perhaps,
because of a tender affection for a man, a
younger son may be, with a younger son's
usual portion and fond ideals of the Far
West. The I.innet of to-day, up to her
elbows in dough, with flour on her nose
and the frenzy of bread-making in her
eyes, must be a contrast indeed to the
former Unnet, faultlessly dressed, bowl-
ing along the English lanes in a smart
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ssTTZE.
^og-cart, dreaming nothing of the coming

M£JVT labours of colonial life. The Linnet of
last winter, grudgingly giving yet one more
stick of the precious wood to a refractory
kitchen stove—what a difference to the
Linnet of former days who basked before
the cosy fire, drinking tea that she had not
brewed, and eating fairy-cakes that some-
how must have made themselves !

There is therefore a strong freemasonry
among the English in a Canadian settle-
ment

;
each helps the other, and sympathy

and practical assistance are freely given to
the newcomer by those whose apprentice-
ship to colonial life is already served.
Lmnet's broad brow and intelligent eyes
fit her for a life of art and thought, yet are
they now used for the purpose of making
five cents go as far as ten, which accom-
plishment it must be admitted needs the
finest and sharpest of wits.

This dear woman, and other brave women
like her, make me feel shame for myself,
for their desires and ambitions (and who
knows if not more keen and lofty ones
than mine) are for the time being grandly
92
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merged in duty and diligence. Such in the
women are cheered by the knowledge of ^iyi^"^"
their own inner resources and strengthened
by the bond which binds us all, namely,
the cheerful thought of that " Someday ''

when the cakes will again make and bake
themselves, and the clothes stretched on
the line, fluttering "clean but rediculous "
in the breezes, will have been washed by
other and more accustomed hands.
Plucky, silver-haired Unnet, and patient,
fi/zy-water-making Biff-; I can only hope
The One and The Dickens will make as
good a pair when double harness is put on
them by the parson.

• • • . .

The Sidar of the Settlement should as-
suredly have been introduced before now,
since here he is It, as our Yankee cousins
say. After long years of labour he has
made the settlement what it is, namely
the nicest and prettiest little village any-
where between Winnipeg and Vancouver.
He is a man of many parts, full of fun,
business, and mischief.

When Biff" and Unnet have a small differ-
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lElf&. ^"^^, o^ opinion as to the diminishing size-- of the wood-pile, The Sidar gets up^on a
chair and hisses the one on at the other
Biff has on such occasions a quaint habitof opening his mouth until it is as square
as tlie entrance of a mouse-trap, and talking
"ore or less harmlessly as hard as he can
lay tongue to it

;
it is a perfunctory sortof business and quite amusing to listen to.

extent, like an indignant child, and always
comes offsecond best, because, when excited

J^:e
stammers and cannot keep up with he;

ord When the wicked Sidar can by any
twis of the conversation lead up to the
inuch-vexed wood question, he invariably
does so, and having fairly started the couple
laughs till the tears stream down his cheeks.The One and The Sidar are inseparable
friends having lived together in the old days

rhe Wife and Mother is rather little fair-
haired pink of cheek, and blue of eye.Her chief dehght is writing poetical plays
for children and some of her ..ork is most
dainty and delightful.
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She is first a Wife and tlien a Mother m- thehence her nickname), pnd last, but not :?AV/^-
least, an exxcllent friend.
The Sidar lives on his horse, wears ridinc-
breeches that are always made in London'^
and I liave never seen him look anything
hut smart, whether grooming his favourite
horse or mowing the tennis-lawn. Iking
a Sidar, a Mayor, a Churchwarden, and a
vShenff he is bound to have his lordly
moments, but they do not last long. If
however. The Wife and Mother or m>self
do sometimes fail in making It smile
when something has annoved It in the
village—Lady Diana never fails. She
IS the younger of The Sidar's two little
daughters, a perfect rose of a child, with
eyes really like sapphires, teeth reallv like
pearls, and little curling red lips like the
petals of a flower. I adore her. Her voice
suggests rather the richness of gold than
the thinness of silver. She has seen
and glorified in five flower-filled prairie
summers. We call her The Lady Diana
because at the age of four she rode as if
she were part of her pony.

y
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When The Sidar rides home from the
village and enters the door of his house
two rapturous voices rinc out—

'

"Dad
! "—the one a man's voice vibrant

with love the other the clear, golden
tones of a delighti il child
The elder child is ten years old, clever
quiet, and beautifully self-effacing. With
soft eyes filled with love and sometimes a
tiny suspicion of wistfulness, she watcher
and sympathises with the adoration that
exists between The Sidar and his baby
In all her sweet life, however old she may
live to be, she will never be able lo experi-
ence the sensation of jealousy; she helps,
and loves-is loved in return, in silence
and content.

These four people are known in the Settle-
ment as The Happy Family, and I have
a picture of them mounted and ready for
a happy ride

; when I look at it the words,
God bless them !

" come as a matter of
course.
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The complement of the Settlement Clique /v tii,:

IS nearin^: completion, but there is yet one Ma^/'"-
other person to introduce. She is curly-
headed, sweet-voiced, and daintily made
though withal the mother of five rollicking
children—I am not sure if it is not six, for
she IS fond of surprising you with another
at odd times. We call her The Newsman.
Ihe Sidar christened her thus becar.ie she
generally knows everything that is going
on, and if you coax long enough, you can
know too, and no one minds the name
least of all The Newsman herself.
She loves music and poetry, and banishes
babies when you go into her house
and this is in itself alone a most praise-
worthy action, for when mothers do not,
both they and the babies become a nuisance!
But The Newsman greets you with "How
lovely of you to come, and do stay a long
time

! Now, children, oft" you go at once
into the kitchen and stay there, and tell
Nina to bring in tea. Now, my dear, you
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^:^i^. ff^
^'^'^^ ^" '»^* and .sinjr „,e son.c ,so„ks

i»/AAr I have not heard before," a.ul so on, all
of which goes to prove The Newsman's
stor.' of good sense and good taste. Most
people, after hearing a song, say, " Vcs, very
pretty ' Now sing something I /t/io-J I "
The Newsman really is most refreshing
and when she and Biff and Linnet and
llie Happy Family and The One and
myself all get to-^ethcr, we manage to have
a fairly good time, thongli The Newsman
and The Sidar fight rather, and the feathers
are apt to fly, he being a bom tease.
Out.iders who are not in the game look on
the doings of the Cliqne with a scandalised
eye, so in the old da>-s we styled ourselves
The Sinners' Club as opposed to the
Saints who looked askance.
The Saints did not have a very good time
to jndge by their faces, some of which were
severe enough to stop a clo ^k. They chiefly
belonged to the Udies' Guild, and used
to meet one afternoon a week at another
Sanit's house and sew petticoats and things,
and look down their noses while one of
them read about Father Damian or Sister
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.Soinefx,dy.cIsc. I attended the (\mU\ j„st ;^ rmonce to sec what it v.ns like, and offered l^/iy/-^"
to read to tlieni because sewing always
givc-s me cramp all <,vcr. I l,ad taken a
book with me, an., without disclosiuL' tlic
title read to .hem the first four chapters of
Tess of the D'Urhervilles." The atmo-

sphere presently grew intense, quite electric
in fact

;
they were breathlessly interested

and most horribly shocked after the approved
«tyle of saints in general. I was never
requested to amuse the (iuild again, but I
found out after, that every blessed Saint
hnished that book on the quiet.
All those doings however, and many nioro
were in the old days, and most of us have
grown older and perhaps wiser

; and now the
Saints and the Sinners mix amiably, with
I doubt not, mutual benefit.
The people born in the country- do not
seem to get half the amusement out of life
that we English manage to derive, though
not by any means to the manner bom and
feeling so often tired and dispirited '^he
Canadians plough and sow and reap with
praiseworthy singleness of purpose, conse-
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quently tlicy make money, and Ix-cause
they have made it, keep it. Tlieir dissipa-
tions consist of a wild time with I\[(kx1v
and Sankey's hymns on Snnday eveninL^s
when they break loose on the "organ"'
(here prononnced " argon "), or as we more
properly name that abomination, the har-
inoninm. This, and an occasional barbaric
dance in the big kitchen of (for choice) a
iicighbonr's farm, where tea and sandwiches
are passed ronnd out of buckets and
clothes-baskets, constitute the sole recrea-
tions of the genuine sons of the prairie
It would take a charge of dynamite to blow
a joke into such heads as these, and
another one to blow it out before tlie poor
thing was worn threadbare.
There is no doubt that the English settlers
in spite of much uncongenial work and
often weary bodies, manage to infuse into
the life an element of humour and jollitv
that keeps the heart young, and, often in
good-natured expense of each other the
risible muscles in good working order.
Take The Pippin for instance

; his especial
little joke is falling down the cellar, and
ICO
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eiulcavouriuK' to sIk.w I,(,\v iKatl> it can he /.v rm
done without damage to Iiinistlf. The
first time he did it the liuti.onr of the
thing was not snperf.ciallN- apparent, and
we we.e, in fact, rather ahirnied, hnt sii'>.

sequent harmless divts on Tlie Pippi,
part have re.hiced us to merely an amused

therc-he-goes-as:ain " attitude.
The cellar at the old home on the south trail
was placed right in the middle of the hall
floor. It was twelve feet <kep, and a steep
ladder fonned a plan of descent to its cool
dark depths, hut never The Pippin's plan,'
for he dearly loves doing things in an
original way.
In the fall of the year when the potatoes
arc dug, it is customary to tie them up in
sacks and tumble them down the cellar, no
one appearing to mind in the least about
bruising them

; but perhap. this ag -n is a
carelessness peculiar to the Kmrlish larmcr
only. I have never watched a Canadian
store his winter's potatoes, but I should im-
agine he would carry them down one by one
because they become expensive by the spring.
One afternoon early in an autumn when my
lOI
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sefru:. °^" ^^^^ mother was still with ns, The One
^^Arr and myself were busy writing honie-Ietters

in the sitting-room off the hall. The sun
was blazing outside, and we had last seen
The Pippin, his dear old bald head scarlet
with sunburn— for he never will wear a
hat—busy weeding his precious asparagus
bed. I was describing in a letter a dance
given by the cricket-team in the Masonic
Hall the week before, and how a gloomy-
looking individual had craved an introduc-
tion to me. On obtaining it he had led
me forth upon the floor, and, proceeding to
revolve around me solemnly, had informed
me that he was a traveller in tomb-stones,
and asked in a ghoulish tone if I could
enlighten him as to any recent deaths
hereabouts. The letter had just reached
this sepulchral stage when Bang ! Bunm ' i

Wallop ! ! !
^

I laid down my pen, and in the ensuing
silence looked inquiringly at The One.
" Potatoes—already !

" I said.
A deep groan boomed out beneath the
floor. The One sprang to his feet.
" Tka^'s not potatoes !

" he said, and
102
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dashed from the room, myself at his heels, in the
We foimd the poor little Pippin head down- meJt^-
wards in an empty apple-barrel

; his lej?s

waved feebly and it was quite a business
to get him out.

The One helped him up the cellar steps,
and all the time the plucky Pippin was
lecturing him in a jerky little voice on
how to fall so as to avoid hurting yourself.
"Never—oh dear !—try to— protect your-
self

! Always—um—m ! ah !—let your-
self ,^<7 !

"

The One protested that he really would far
rather not, and endeavoured to make The
Pippin stop talking so that he could get
his breath back, but no one ever having
succeeded in that direction, the advice was
continued until Mother appeared, in a
condition of infinite distress, her long hair
floating behind her, and the brush she had
been using still in her hand.
The Pippin, thoroughly shaken and terribly
short of wind, was supported, still talking, to
the sitting-room sofa. He informed us that
at least two ribs were broken, a statement
which sent Mother flying from the room
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with a shriek, as wc naturally thought, for
brandy or sonic restorative.
The One and I debated as to the advisability
of nding into the scLtlenient for the doctor
because The Pippin really looked ver>- bad!
his face being quite white and his nose a
curious shade of blue. In a shorter space
of tune than afterwards seemed possible
Mother reappeared, bearing in her hands an
<^normoxxs pitddw^-hasin and a spoon /

She spoke to The One.
'' Go at once for the doctor, Philip •

I
have porridge here, and he shall eat it all

until the doctor arrives," and with that
she advanced on Dad.
When he opened his mouth to protest, down
with a gulp went the first spoonful, and the
poor little man simply could not utter a
word, because the moment he tried to speak
his mouth was again stopped with porridge
Hejust waved his arms and gulped and splut-
tered, Mother standing over him with her
pudding-bowl like a long-haired Nemesis.
At first The One and I stared in utter and
blpuk astonishment, then—we simply held
1 04
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on to each other and rocked with lanj:jhter. /.v the
That was jnst too nnicli for Mother in her Iwaat

^"

over-wronglit state, and thongh vehemently
continuing the ladlin^^ process, slie fixed
us with a stern eye and her tone was
terrible with sarcasm.

"It is certainly vny funny, is it not?
Only you sec I happen to be such a dullard
that the humour escapes me."
She straightened herself suddenly,
" I am surprised at you both, and especially
you, Philip ! Go at once for the doctor !

"

The One fled. The sliorht pause however
had given The Pippin time to assert him-
self

;
he snapped his eyes viciously and

pushed the basin away in a manner that
showed distinct signs of returning vigour.
" Take that confounded stuff away, Kate !

Take it away, I say ! By Cxad ! Kate,
you've nearly killed me ! Fifty broken ribs
are better than that damned stuff" c- such
a day as this !

" and he mopijcd his poor
head despairingly.

When the doctor came, i • found no break-
ages at all, but he gave The Pippin some-
thing to ease him of a violent attack of
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indigestion, for the pudding-basin had
been nearly emptied !

Poor Mother had herself left the id off the
cellar, and Dad, entering the honse in his
iisnal headlong manner, had, owing to the
outside glare, failed to see the pit at his
feet. But he has done the same thin-
several tunes since, and not very long agS
he landed on the back of a man who was
harmlessly engaged in boarding the cellar-
floor. Again I heard the well-known sounds
and rushing out, this time found The Pippin
quietly resting on a chair. The workman—
an Italian emigrant—seemed to be resting
too. I scolded him roundly for leaving the
cellar unprotected, thinking he had probably
been absent for a moment to fetch something.
''You must not do that again," I said,
" for my father has fallen down that hole."'
The man looked hurt rather than penitent,
and his gesticulations partook of the nature
of indignation.

" I know eet, Mees, I know eet ! " he re-
plied explosively

;
" I was:; ondomeath !

"
And so it goes on, and really The Pippin
is a shocking responsibility; no wonder
io6
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he groaned and said " Poor dear !
"

he married The Step-mother.
when IN THE

SE/ri.L-
MENT

The One has not written again since that
delightfnl letter I received while staying
in the valley with Marie and Theo^
perhaps he has been too busy to ride over
the hills for the mail lately.

Over the hills and far away
Into their utmost purple rim.

I always think of those lines when I

picture him on those lonely rides to the
little shack in the foot-hills, that he tells

me serves as a post-office
; however I will

be sure to have a letter for my birthday.
•

A rveck later.—The Pippin and his wife
have found a house at last, and are going
into it at once. It is in the country, about
three miles out on the south trail, to the
eastward and within sight of the dear
old home where we all lived for so long
the home that was broken up when Mother
died. How often it happens tlir; when
the mother goes, everything worth having
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i#- ff;"^«.^°g«
too; when that tired, worn

Msjvr link breaks, then the chain is severed
"ideed past all niendin^r, ^nd things are
never the same again. There is no oneany longer to note or care when one is
glad or sad or "flushed "-Mother always
used to say "How flnshed yon are, dear"-
do rest and be quiet now for a little while

"'

A small and bitter laugh comes to mewhen I remember that, for now I might
flush green without any one troubling toremark upon it, unless to say how ugly Ilooked

! How little mothers receive, andhow very, very much they give !

The Pippin is pleased with the prospect
of hving so near to his old home, for thehouse havmg remained vacant since we
left It, he w:ll be free to prowl around t^e
over-grown asparagus bed, and survey withsweet melancholy the ruins of his net

the"oTd
"/'"""-. ""^^ ^°"^ ^^° ' ^-it^^d

tfte old place and returned to the settle

" th! ui'^ I
"'"'''' ""^ ^"^^^"^ attack of

the blues." But the dear little Pippin
revels m retrospect, and all his life he
108
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has been infinitely happier in every past w the
to any present.

a/V/t'^'
My plans have changed somewhat and to-
morrow I have to again travel the well-
known south trail. Some friends of ours,
who also live within a mile of the old
house in a south-westerly direction, want
me to go to them for a week or so, and it
IS rather a good idea, because I shall be
thus enabled to render some assistance to
my Pijjpin and Step-niother, who will be
busy settling into their new home. It
will be nice to be with these friends for a
while, for besides being very dear to me
they knew and loved my own Mother, and
the dear, familiar country, every tree and
shrub of which is connected with the old
days, will cease to hurt after a while.
When out there last, the trails and little
worn paths seemed all the time to remind
me of Mother's feet, and I imagined I still
saw her funny old garden-hat, the shape of
an inverted saucer, bobbing up and down
between the saskatoon bushes. All mothers
seem to wear the same kind of garden hat,
more or less hideous but all made in the
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same shape—our late Queen's hcadj^'ear

when tourins: the lanes in her bath-chair,
must, I think, have set the fashion.

How Mother loved her garden ! I am anxious
to see if the yellow flowering creeper that
smelt like honey, and that she planted, is

still romping over the front porch.

* • • • .

When The One cotnes to see me and I

have possibly grown "sensible " enough to

let The Parson marry us, I mean to whisper
to him a cherished scheme. It is that we
go and live in the old home together, and I

think that if he can find suitable employ-
ment in the settlement he will like to live

out of the town. Three miles is only a
short drive, and every eveninr I can meet
him at the pasture-gate after the approved
style. I forget whether I mentioned that

the house is the very one where the cats

were shot ; my people took it from the two
men when we came out from England. The
One was always riding out to fetch some-
thing he had left behind, usually going
away without it and so having to come
again the following day. When I went to

no
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Stay with The Sidar and his will-, then he in int.

was always leavin<,r thiii^js there, and so we :w.a7'^

soon got to know eaeh other. I like recall-

ing those nice little tricks of his, it makes
me feel less visionary and more "sensible."
Spring is in fnll swing now ; the birds arc
nesting, and the prairies are one sheet of
lilac with the bloom of the pasqne-flower.
North, sonth, east, and west, as far as the
eye can see in every direction, stretches
this lilac carpet, esi)ccially brilliant where
the prairie fires of last fall bnrnt away the
grass, for there one sees also the tender and
wonderfnl green of the new growth, stndded
thickly with flower-faces. Spring, as an
accomplished fact, does not now give rise

to that painfnl emotion I endured at its

birth in the valley. The myriads of
flowers, each little cluster a pale poem in

colour and shape, now seem neighbours
good to live near for ever.

Every time I look westward for forty and
more uninterrupted miles, ai'd note the
bristling telegraph poles along the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway that with distance
assume the proportion of pins, I am re-
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"»nded that some eveni.ig the express will

MINT bnnj,^ The One out of the west along that
very hne. I like thinking of these things
and yet I know that the flowers will fade
and the winter snows will conie and cover
the prairies

; still, cooking, cleaning, and
dish-washing will seen' more bearable if
they can be done in the old home where
mother used to faithfully carry on her
labour of love, and there will always be
the evenings to look forward to.

On Sunday afternoons the congenial ones of
the settlement will come riding out to us
for tea, helter-skelter, and full of fun and
laughter. The Sidar being a church-
warden, we shall in all probability depart
with him at six of the clock, meek of face
and of a becoming demeanour, for far
across the prairies the one groggy little
church bell will be hailing us to evening
service, and The One, when bored with the
sermon, will as usual ornament my prayer-
book with pigs drawn with his eyes shut.

• • . . .

Dreams, all dreams, but ones that seem
likely enough to come true.
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The South Farm, May dfh.— It i.s three
(lays since my birthday—I took good care
to note when the 3rd came along
and also to be sure that others noted
it too, so I received some nice presents,
and had a tea-party out here, just like a
spoilt child, which all my settlement friends
attended. The Sidar wrapped up a
ridiculous pair of blue spectacles in a five-
dollar bill, as a hint, I supix>se, that if I

go on getting old so quickly I will soon
need them. The Newsman always gives
lavish presents

; she can no more help
bestowing than breathing

; she gave me
a huge cut glass, silver-mounted bottle for
my dressing-table. Linnet and Biff gave
me a gold brooch, and many other presents
came from many other people. The Pippin
gave his blessing, and groaned.
There came another letter from The One,
which he commenced by a bald statement
regarding my age :

*
' You are now—so and

so," I prefer to omit the last words ; one
I 113
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grows nicely reticent as to the number of
their years on this earth after the twenty-
third is passed. He went on to say that
it was high time I " quitted " bein^'a Miss
(really liis vocabulary is becoming very
Western), and when I read that I felt as
if I had taken a Turkish-bath, hot and
cold and clean and sensitive

; also in need
of rest and thought, except that with me
the two do not go well together.

I expect when The One comes down here,
his speech will be a mixture of cow-boy,
pros])ector, and lumber-jack, and the Saints
of the settlement will have ten fits when
they hear him, and come out of them to
go into forty more. I have met pro-
spectors and lumber-jacks, to say nothing
of cow-boys, so I know.
I stayed once in a Rocky~^^uu i in coal-
town with a brother (I own several terrible
brothers) who, expecting shortly to be
niarried to a girl who was coming from
England, took a house and asked me to go
up and help him arrange it. Something
prevented his lady-love from coming so soon
as as we expected, and I was quite a long
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time in the west wiLli him. Now a coal-town tiik

tAH.M
IS all riKht if taken in small doses, but one
should occasionally j^o away out into the
mountains and camp for a time, so as to
have a chance of clean air and be able to
remove the top coating: of coal dust. The
Pippin, with many K'roans, had been made
to ^o west with me, as a chancre of air and
scene was then deemed advisable for him.
1 well remember one trip that he and I
and a nice coal-town )rn\ took to<rether in
order to ^ret away from the coke-ovcn-and-
hell-fire atmosphere of that town, which
we will call the Infernal City. We only
went about five miles out, because there
are bears and things to be reckoned with
in the Rockies and we did not want our
Pippin eaten up

; he would be sure
to try and pat a ber.r if he saw one. We
took a g^reat deal of food and many blankets,
and as the packs were too heavy to carry
on our backs we made love to the conductor
of the Great Northern Express, and in-
duced him to stop the train for us at the
fifth mile-post, and put us off. Afterwards
we found labels tied on to the packs with

IIS
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the polite reminder :
" Dump the bunch at

the fifth post!" "The bunch" meant
us and the bundles

; and we were dumped.
It was really great fun, and quite an ex-
perience for The Pippin, who is good sport

when you get him out alone.

I had particularly impressed upon the con-
ductor the fact that the spot of our desires

lay a good quarter of a mile beyond the
fifth post, and also not to forget to throw
off" the bundles or we would be left in the
tall timber at night (for the G.N. Express
starts from the Infernal City at lo p.m.)
five miles from home, without food or
covering. Well I remember the start.

There is so much to think of when collecting

materials for a long camp that little things

sometimes escape the memory until the
bundles are all tied up.

When at last we three (to say nothing of

the dog, a bumptious, busy little person in

a frightful state of excitement) >,LOod on
the platform of the rear car, The Kid
carrier! a lantern, a fishing-rod and creel

—

the latter filled with candles, butter, and
some odd onions—while down the leg of

ii6
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her brown stocking reposed my fountain- the
pen, a tooth 1 ntsh, a box of tooth-powder, farm"
and an ex 'a cake of T. and B, tobacco in

case The 'ip;;.in rau s!' ^rt ; he always omits
to take en o'l^ii and t} en is miserable. All
our pockets buiged. I carried a bottle of
ink, purloined at the last moment from
the station-agent, a roll of foolscap, and a
box of new-laid eggs, which last I felt would
not stand the dumping process.

A trusty six-shooter was hard yet com-
forting in my ^.clt. A rifle is so heavy,
and besides I did not expect to have to

kill anything except perhaps a bush-grouse.

and on the sitting-still plan I can always
get them with my revolver. The Pippin
wore a white and tired linen hat, an
Inverness cape and a large smile, being
delighted with the idea of starting for the
big woods at night-time.

Anxiously we watched the passing of the
mile-posts. The conductor swung his

lantern outwards at the fifth, as a signal to

the engine-driver. I pleaded with him to

go just a little farther, as I had located

the camp we desired to reach and knew
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snarfi ^^ '° ^^ ^"^^^^^^ ^'i. but the deed was done
r.4JiM and the train stopped for about five seconds.

The Pippin dived as usual and of course
landed unhurt, while I sat on the railway
rather more hurriedly than was pleasant,
and remained there for a moment watching
the vanishing tail-lights of the friendly
train. Then we found the obnoxious
baggage and faced the problem of how to
get those enormous and heavy packs along
to the spot I had fixed upon.
About every mile along the railway track
IS a construction camp, used by the gang
when building fhc railway two or three
years ago. The buildings are in ruins
but they afford shelter in case of rain, and
I object to tents as they are the most stuffy
things in the world, and one cannot see
tlie night-sky or feel the wind and dew.
To the construction camp we had to get
somehow, so we -ach grabbed a bundle
the lightest weighing about forty pounds'
only to drop them speedily and wonder
u-hat on earth to do. The Pippin snatched
off his weak linen hat and rubbed his bald
head excitedly.

Ii8
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" R\ hookey, they're heavy !
" he said.

" By George, they are," said The Kid.
" We agree," said I.

Then The Pippin to his joy esp'ed a
wheelbarrow, evidently one left by the

.section men after removing a recent land-

slide which hart covered the track. He
made a dive for it and dragged it on to

the line which, by the way, is the most
primitive affair imaginable, being co.-ered

with big loose stones, and yet the only
place where one can walk at all, there

being no paths in the virgin forests. I

smelt tronble for The Pippin. He carefully

packed the impossible bundles, any one of

which would have been enough of a load

at once, on the barrow, and lifted the

handles
; the packs promptly rolled off and

plunged lown the embankment amid a

showe^ ise earth and stones.

" Dami said The Pippin, who was
really getting very- excited ; it never takes

much to make him simply hop with rage.

I once saw him break a golf club across

his knee and dance on the pieces.

The moon came up and, in time, so did
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the packs, and in spi^c of my achice to the
contrary, The Pipp^, tackled the barrow
problem again, placing the bundles differ-
ently. This time they stood the upheaval
of the handles, but the barrow refused to
budge, its narrow wheel being jammed
against a big stone. Then The Pippin
lost the last of his self-control, and setting
his gums (you can't say teeth, because he
declines to wear any), put down his head
and rushed the thing. Away went wheel-
barrow, bundles, and Dad, all of them down
the embankment this time

; the flaps of
the Inverness cape spread out like bats'
wings in the descent, and the linen hat
ornamented by fishing flies, floated aloft on
the night breeze.

It was really awful ! From below came ^
series of excited squeaks. The Pippin having
apparently run amok like the elephants do
in India

; perhaps because he was born
there.

The little man came up the embankment
like a whirlwind, his rage having lent him
such strength that each hand grasped a
refractory pack, and he simply seemed to
120
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split the wind as he made off along the the
line, shaking the things as if they were /v]iw'
rats. The Kid and I rescued the remain-
ing bundle and carried it between us,

holding on to both it and our laughter as
best we could.

So we came to the construction buildings,
and in the moonlight hunted for a good
place in which to eat and sleep. We chose
the old log smithy, a building consi.-^ting

merely of a roof supported on rough-hewn
logs, and protected from the weather on
one side only by a wall of spruce-bark, A
water-barrel stood at one corner to catch
the rain from the roof, and there was a nice
square log forge

; this proved delightfully
useful and saved one the labour of stooping
over a ground-fire.

I petted The Pippin and called hirn clever
and strong, until the smiles came back
once more. We made coffee, toasted
cheese and bread, and laughed and sang in
the night. Then we cut spruce-boughs in
the moonlight, and made three good beds.
The wonders of the sky and earth became
fully apparent when finally the fire died
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down and only the s:low of The Pippin's
pipe, where he lay on his boughs, illumi-
nated the darkness beneath the shelter.

Outside the moon g^lorified the eternal
mountains and enhanced the niag^nificcnce
of the stately trees. The night-wind was
good on the face, the spruce-boughs fra-
grant and springy, and the blankets warm.
From where I lay awaiting delightful sleep
I could see some tall, dead spruce-trees
like masts tapering up to the sky. On
the fine point of one a beautiful, blazing
star seemed to rest lightly

; it was the
Wand of the Night.
The river murmured and gurgled and the
breezes sighed themselves to death in the
deep gloom of the tall trees. I remember
thinking how like was the sound to the
sob of the sea. Late as it was, a small
lemon-coloured patch on the border of the
Mantle of Night, hanging low over the
mountains, marked the spot where the sun
had fallen.

The fire, suddenly blazing afresh, snapped
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and cracked, echoing far into the depths rin:

of the forest, and the burning cedar-bark /v(«.v

smelled like incense. Here and there a

feathery chister of cedar branches canght

the c.vnip-iiglit, which finely enhanced the

gracefid droo^j and npward curve of each

delicate bough. The scent and suggestion

of things seemed overpoweringly .sweet ; then

the Wand danced before my closing eyes

and I ceased to feel the fragrant breath of

the night on my face.

I was aroused by a terrible din ; The
Kid's fox-terrier seemed to be indulging in

violent hysterics, The Kid herself holding
him with one hand and pounding me with
the other, at the same time bawling to me
to

'

' Wake up for goodness sake !
'

'

"A man ! A man ! I^ok ! over there by
the water-barrel. Oh ! do do something
quickly !

"

" A man ! Bo.sh !
" I .said ; "not out here

in a place like this."

Having been warned that bears were down
from the hills after the millions of wild
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had formed ,„y somewhat hard tho^h «fe

sort ol^^ee'"'"^^^' ' "^'•"=-' -^-fi""*

ban ^ h n '",
"""'' f'^'=' ^--'h ••' '^now.

|o;hra^i^:?^.hSCh'hS

drop that gun over tliere ' TI ,"V r

re::i^d--it2;;^'~-^^
play here, gells!"' '^^"' "° §^"»

;;Put yours down then," I said boldlyyou are sure to have one " '

He laughed and apparently obeyed for Iheard a gentle tan oc ^f , •

'

aMin.f fi 1. ,, ^ °^ something laidagainst the hollow water-barrel
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We hastily blew the embers of the fire ihe
into a blaze, thereby ilhiminating a tall fakIi"
figure topped by a black slouch hat,
roughly dressed and very weary looking.
His face was tanned the colour of an
Indian's and a quid of tobacco bulged
in his ri^rht cheek. Coining forward into
the circle of light he spat on the earth
floor.

" Ivook out !
" I said, " mind my Dad !

"

"Good Lord! Is that a man ? Thought
is was a baby monkey !

"

I looked and found that the dear Pippin
was only blinking his eyes and bristling
his moustache in an effort to wake up
and understc^nd things. Afterwards I dis-
covered that our visitor had no intention
of being rude, it was only his western
freedom of speech

; but I could not pass
over anything that savoured of unkindness
to such a dear, mild, and great-hearted
gentleni n as my Pippin.

"It is well that my father is deaf," I said
loftily.

"Shucks!" responded our visitor. "I
didn't mean nothing. Go ahead and
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-<>rr,f "''•^P' <lafldy," he added. "I onlv v. T
ir> ,m: after play,„^. ti„. ,„,,r,naid in'at

uenty-„„K.-acljectived ri^er ! Tl c*.^• s here will see after me."How (lid you know we were ijirls i„tlu- darkness?" J a.sked
He lau-hed loudlv. "Hc'ird von'
and anywav would Invekn ','"'""'''

'>IanK.Irowyo„"sekek.dV '' '''^'

" '"""^'l "lit dial this wet brow,, „, .

P-.S-. im,i walk.,, ti,i„y'. r:";, r""

-..iin,,K.u'^;;;:,::r™;i,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
- a man who works in the forest hm.-Trcamp, and prepare, the ,„i,,ht> ^JZ^:,
B'^.-hCohimb,a for the mill.

- ..em blamed ({reat trees up tlier Icrn^a fellow fr„,„ seein- the stL
'

I,
"^

c a ni.fl "r'.- ,
i'lars, Jie e.x-

can m to K ^ '^'' ^""''^^ ^tar and I

^^^

vaik It
,

It come up to my waist.
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Tlicn I thinks I'd better lay down an
sleep till dayli};lit, hnt no, sir ! tny olanied aJ'am/

teeth went to work and chattered like hell

so's I conldn't even hear nieself swearin',

and that was the j^reatest hardshi]) o' the
lot ! Well, ^'ells, this is i)retty Incky ! No !

I don't want no colTee, don't vou'se fash

yerselves fer nie. I'll set rij^dit here
by the fire and dry ont." He lan<,died

again heartily.
'* Say ! Vonr honse ain't }^n)t no front

door, so I jest tapi)ed on that ther water-
bar'l with the btitt o' nie riHe, and Lord !

didn't you'se raise particular Cain ? ' A
man! A man!'" and he imitated The
Kid's voice most killingly. Then The
Kid rounded.
" I made a mistake," she said with her
nose in the air. " It was a bear after all !

"

Here The Pippin at last arose and asserted

himself
*' By gad, sir !" he began explosively,

but our friend held up his brown hand.
*' Now go to bed, daddy, go to bed like a
good old boy, and don't you know it is

injur'ous for you to excite yourself? Jest
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get back to your cot and dream of butter-
cups and daisies."

The Pippin, blinking and si)ccchless, fell
back on his blankets and took refuge in
a pipe, whir'' he smoked fiercely.
We made coifee and fried sausages and fed
our tame lumber-jack, ourselves now only
moved by astonished amusement not im-
mixed with horror at his lumber-camp talk.
He crooned on between niouthftils.
"Daddy's deaf, ain't he ? Waal, jest let
him know from me that I'm as comfortable
and warm as if the Lord had me in His
right-hand coat-pocket !

"

I^ gasped, but he continued gently :

•'Shucks! I don't mean no harm; yew
looks kind o' scairt ! I reckon the Lord
knows I don't bear no grudge, 'n' don't
mean nothin' personal ! Now, yew'se
all is going to have good Indian names
given to yew'se. That little 'un, she's
Maud-fry-the-sausages; and t'other long gal,
she's Kate-no-wake-him-up because she
took such a lot of hammering to make her
open her big eyes. Thet ther on its blankets
IS just Daddy, and I am Jack-tap-the-bar'l.
128
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Them's 'cute names, yew bet ! Now we's nir.

established I think, and pretty ^ood friends. fAfol*
Gorrermighty

! but kan't a feller get hungry
in twenty-four hours !

"

Silence reigned for a few minutes save for
the champing of the strong brown jaws on
the opposite side of the Hrc. The Kid and
I looked at each other in perplexity. Apart
from his weakness for blasphemy Jack-tap-
the-barrel seemed a gnod enough sort, but
what to do with him became a question
of some imi)ortance, and I was getting
sleepy again. The whole adventure, taking
place long past midnight, seemed so funny

;

the man himself was .so very ftniny and sJ
quite at home that I found myself, owing
to fatigue, I suppose, and interrupted sleep,
becoming gradually idiotic and inclined for
weak laughter. 1 saw the dawn of the
same desire in The Kid's eyes. I said to
the man, " Are you dry yet ?

"

"Pretty near, thanks, Kate," he replied
cheerfully

; and again a little later, after we
had ourselves partaken of cofiee and felt
better and more hospitable, I said ~
" Now you must go over there and sleep on

^
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my bed ; there is room for me with my
friend

;
you can have that grey blanket,

and by the morning you will be quite

rested."

It took a good deal of persuasion to make
him comply with my request, but at last he
went, and once more the fire died down and
silence reigned, or should have reigned had
I not suddenly begun to shake and wobble
with laughter. The Kid felt me because

her arm was round me, and that set her oif

too. We tried to be quiet as it seemed
rude to behave thus. Suddenly a voice

startled us

—

" Kate ! Maud ! what in hell are you two
gells laughing at ? Let it out and don't

bust up like that ! Yew make a fellow

think he's struck a blamed soda-water

manufactory !

"

I explained things as well as possible when
there was nothing to explain, for I could

not tell him that it was so funny to think
that there was a man tossing and grunting
with fatigue, and chewing tobacco on my
precious spruce-boughs, that I had arranged

so carefully with all the stalks the right
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way ! The Kid shook herself and made a
vow, inelegant but expressive.

"Now I'm going to sleep, and I'll eat my
hat if I laugh any more."
Again the voice

—

"I guess then thet ther'll be a chewing
contest right away," it said ; but there was
not, because we slept, and it seemed only
a very little while before the sun awoke
us and the voice said,

"Morning, gells ! how's you'se all? I

ain't slep a darned wink
; my busted leg

bin givin me particular jyp ! Got it busted
in four places two year ago in a bear-trap

;

blamed thing mistook me and fell
;
you'se

thinking 'No wonder,' eh, Maud?" and
he chuckled. "Now which of you is

going to put on a fire and bile the kettle,

Maud-fry-the-sausages or Kate-no-wake-
him-up? Sorry I kan't, but my boots
ain't dry yet. Maud, will you oblige by
handing me my terbaccer-pouch out o'

thet ther coat-pocket and I'll roll a
pill : I chews, the I^ord knows I chews,
but I also smokes a leetle cigarette before
brekfast, only He's promised not to tell,
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SO don't you'se whisper it to the birds
mind." '

We were now quite accustomed to him.We put his boots to dry and carried to him
hot coffee and fried eggs and bacon. His
grateful astonishment at being thus waited
on took the form of

—

" Gee-Whittaker, almighty jumping Peter
and Paul

!
" he cried, roaring with laughter

and bowmg as low as he could while in a
rechnmg posture; "wait till I tell the
boys away back in, howl was waited on by
the t^vo best-looking gals in British Colum-
bia

! Jest wait till I tell 'em how the fair
Maud and Kate appeared to me when I
was lost in the big timber, and heered me
say me prayers at night—tucked me in and
sung me ter sleep

; brought me butterflies'
wmgs on toast, and sliced kisses fried in
smiles, fer breakfast in the mornin' ! Ther's
only one boy in the band as 'ull believe it
and thet's Jack-tap-the-bar'l himself!
btnke me pink, thet's right!"
After breakfast he shook hands cordially—
The Pippin even condescending to give him
an amiable grin—and with a cheerful
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" Wull, s'long, gells ! be good and the I/jrd the
be with you as I kan't," took himself off "f^AfiJi,"

along the railway track in the direction
of the Infernal City, there I suppose to
spend his savings in whisky, and after
that to once more go " away back in " and
make more money to be spent the same way.
Such is the life of the average lumber-jack.
At the bend of the track by the landslide
the sun glinted on his rifle-barrel as he
waved it aloft in a last adieu.
Interesting as had been the experience we
felt we could do without any more lost
lumber-jacks for the rest of our time in
camp, and the remaining days and nights
passed peacefully enough.
Oh, the young morning in a mountain
forest ! I have watched it from its rosy
birth, through golden youth to high noon-
tide, lying on a bed of boughs beneath the
tall, straight trees.

The sharp, sweet smell of the garments
of Nature, as, dew-soaked and fragrant,
she frees herself from the gentle embraces
of night and yields sweetly to the growing
ardour of the bold, young sun whose
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Wal" ^T ^ u '^^ °" '^^ ^^^^ ^ood andr..M tender yel ow on the green and shining
"ndergrowth. Broad avennes of slanting
glory cleave the sombre depths of thewood, and -n these paths if light thelong grey hchens pendent from the boughs

floating gold hair. The immovable hnsh

sin % "f !;^'"'''^ "ndergrowth; the
silent, dignified assent of the whole law-
abiding orest

! To open the eyes to sncha scene, to feel the body renewed and thennnd refreshed by that unrivalled open-air
sleep, that natural, dreamless unconscious-
ness that drifts to one with the ligh .
ness of thistle-down and continues sweetly
through the mystical hours of the forest
night, IS to some lucky people a physicaland spiritual tonic that knows no equaland has no substitute. These untarnished
morning woods, crossed by corridors ofgolden gloty, down which innumerable
light-winged creatures float and dance are

TxlTenc?-
''"" ^' ^^^^'^^^' ^^-^ ^^^^
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Away through a rift in the trees can be the
seen the towering walls of the eternal
mountains wreathed in tender, sheeny mist

;

the deep purple dimple of a far ravine,
and the soft dark furrows of undulating
forest.

Later, as the sun climbs to his mid-day
throne, puffy, smoke-gold clouds roll up
from behind the hills and across the blue,
telling a tale of vast forest fires, perhaps a
hundred miles away, whose destructive
force but enables the enduring, persistent
earth to some time produce new and
younger Gardens of Paradise.

As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall
be.

Such is the solemn, eternal refrain of the
sighing, lichen-hung mountain forests.

it
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I BKiiKVF I was saying that we shall
probably find The One very western in
speech and manner when he returns to us
after having lived for so many monthsw th western men. I, for one, shall notnnnd if such is the case, for it will besomething of a relief to the hyner-English-
-ms of this funny little place^'andf'^^^
pect, of many small colonial towns where
the people grow to look upon England and
i^nghsh ways as the acme of everything
desirable That is, of course, natuSl and
r ght, but we are apt to frequently over-step
the mark and become unpleasantly critical
of people whose desires and habits are less
conservative.

People out here, especially the men, arewont to prate of the freedom of the country
In a sense there is freedom, for one can
certainly ride over the trails without meet-ing any such objectionable printed remarks

will b''? °f
''^^g^^^^^'" or "Trespassers

will be," etc.
; but where lies any real
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freedom of action when it is known all the
over the settlement how many breaths So- TJkW
and-So draws to the minute, or at what
hour Mrs. B.'s sitting-room light is ex-
tinguished to give place to a glow in the
room above? Verily the freedom of the
country does not include freedom from type.
In every settlement there dwells the Un-
claimed Treasure of unknown age who
watches her neighbours' doings through
the lace curtains of her parlour window.
She has a marvellous gift of unhealthy
suggestion, and the vinegar of her nature
communicates itself to her tongue when
telling such things as she may have seen
from behind that lacy barricade. Were
it not for such sour nourishment the weeds
of scandal would not flourish as they do.
The thoughtless babbler—as often as not
a member of the sterner sex—and the titter-
ing, fluffy-minded women who chatter of
their neighbours' doings merely for the
pleasure of hearing their own voices or
from a desire to shine as wits, have not
the poisonous influence of her of deliberate
suggestion.
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This reference to a certain type reminds
me of another, common enough in England
and not infrequently met with even in a
North-West settlement—namely, the dear
lady who (whether married or single matters
little) plunges into parish work, frenziedly
attends every service that is held, and who
devoutly worships (?) the Almighty in the
church of the bachelor parson. If the
>>achelor parson be of the enterprising order
and has obtained for his church stained-
glass windows with beautiful red and blue
people on them, and a real pipe-organ (as
distmguished from the obnoxious " argon "
previously mentioned), this lady's hours of
worship become positive rapture

; she ex-
periences an uplifting of her little soul that
IS bevond words. It would be impossible
for her to revel in such exaltation were the
church windows merely plain glass, or
did the front pew contain the parson's wife
and six children. Music, emotion, colour,
and that subtle power emanating from the
person of the unattached priest, bring God
so near to this lady.

There is just one other type worthy of
138
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mention in this list of feminine failings, the
and it i.s easy to sec why it migrated to i^V
this country where men are so plentiful

—

it is also a very aggravating type—the
woman who is responsive and expansive
to men alone ; who exhibits intense
sympathy for and interest in the troubles
and joys of her male friends, but makes
bored eyes and turns a careless shoulder
to the appealing distress of one of her own
sex. She may be frequently heard to

remark that she " dislikes women because
she cannot trust them," a most unoriginal
speech, and one invariably arising from
utter lack of any trustworthy quality in

herself.

Let be
; the rustling prairie grass and the

swaying poplar trees with their white-lined
leaves are more profitable things to think
of and write about.

The country around the old homestead
where my sweet-minded M^*'- - lived is

perfection just now. Where the prairie

fires of last fall had created wastes of
blackened turf, now stretch gererous acres
of young, vivid green, starred v ith flower-
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s{l5ni ^^""^.^ ^"^ tuneful with the voice of tho

y'e'ow.t'st"'-^
'''-'

'' '^^^^yellow
,
he sits on a weather-beaten boulderand sings his small, complete song :-!.

33^^^^:
I have tried many a time to find half-a-dozen words sufficiently full of beauty andmeaning to apply to those notes, but invain. This prairie lark in no way resemblesns rapturous English cousin, for he s^uchlarger, his flight is ordinar> and hislngmore a tender love-chant than a burstinf

a"he"umme
^""^

T'' ^^^— "^t

to tL77 f
?P'"'' ^"' ^'^^>'^ ^^ ^^I'eres

L i""'^"^
°"^^^^ ^^ h^ sits on hisstone and regards the traveller with a fand trusting eye. He arouses one at dawand warbles a late lullaby at nightA prame summer night is never stir Thereare always the wolves, and many : isicaHvminded frogs in the shallow sCghlthere is the insistent hum of a thoufand

mosquitoes on the window netting, and the
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neighing of teased horses in the pasture, thr
together with the occasional lonely pipe %%]i*
of a lark who has dreamed it is morning.
These sounds, coupled with the hot,
heavy atmosphere and the constant flicker
of lightning on a far horizon, lend a
weird charm to hours that are too hot for
sleep. The influence of the prairie night
charms the senses and sends the mind
afloat upon a sea of romance.
The season is early this year, and
though it is only May these summer
sounds now abound at night-time ; the
mauve of the pasque-flower has faded and
given place to yellow and red, the hot
colours of the wild sunflower and the
tiger-lily.

This morning, while walking in the bluffs,

I saw tLe most lovely bird imaginable,
a Golden Oriole, and it is the colour of
flame. I saw lurs. Oriole too, but she
is not quite so splendid as her husband.
They have a nest somewhere near, and
I spent three hours trying to find it,

for I should like a little Oriole in a cage
to look at always ; if taken quite young
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It V Mid not feel the restraint of caee-
»K

,

he nests are difficult to find, for
the biu!s conceal them so cleverly, hanging
th-tr Mtle bag-like houses in the ntidst
ol - ti..; cluster of leaves on some high
^""'^!'. > hese two birds haunt the bluffs
I'ki: tv.u flames, and as they fly they give
yi"t •

. 'irill, unmusical cries. Nature
IS

. ;uiliv fair -tno-o.], in the bestowal of
her .<,,;:, „r;, ^riving a beautiful voice
to .1' ..-. ;. ,, , aj, a j.y^j ^^ compeusa-
tioh

;
anu >r. ..not always so, I suppose,

^ov
.

go< :.,.,iy people, and especially
Th^. One, tlui.k I really sing rather nicely.
One ,s not necessarily vain, you know,
because one writes down a thing like that •

the sentence merely conveys two items of
pleasant niformation.
The Pippin and his wife have gone in for
a great piece of extrava^ra„ce. Finding
the well-water at their new house very
chemical and full of alkali, as so much
of the praine water is, they have invested
in a barrel of stout. Stout on the prairies,
drinkable stout, is almost as precious as
water in the Sahara

; it has to come from
142
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afar, and as The Pippin turns up his nose thf.

at anything but the best of everything, fARM
the excitement as regards this b.^rrel of
stout is terrific. It is to be driven out from
the settlement to this house to-night, and
the two dears are to call for it with a
wheelbarrow. Dad simply dotes on wheel-
barrows, providing they are not those
na.sty western ones with narrow wheels
that decline to carry- pack.s. He once
bought fifty, thinking it a good invest-

ment—that was the .sort of thing that
Ally Sloper might have done when out
for a holiday—and we had the time of
our lives trying to find fift\ friends each
kind enough to accept one ; I never felt

like canvassing for votes after that weary
experience. It is a marvel to me that
The Pippin did not tootle his wife off in a
wheelbarrow for the honejinoon.

•

After supper.~\ am sitting upon a little

hill beside the bluff .so that I can see the
trail and catch the first sight of the wagon
that brings the sacred .stout, for even
though I should not particularly care to
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partake of it, stout being at best both black
and bitter, yet I thrill with interest on
oehalf of my progenitor.

^5^1 ^"^ evening it is ! one of those red
and black summer evenings that mean
things, when the leaves of the trees and
the wings of a passing bird look white
against the heavy, lowering sky. I think
this one means a big storm, for the thunder
rumbles and growls in the south behind
a bank of lurid, rolling clouds

; also the
mosquitoes are particularly insistent, and
make spiteful dives at one-they are always
worse before a storm. Some wild ducks
are quacking and feeding in the slough
below, diving for the succulent root of the
water-celery, which, I suppose, the birds
are aware gives them a particularly fine
flavour

;
but one never seems to bother

with them much, the men having so much
work to do on the farm. However, some-
times on a Sunday afternoon they creep
down to the edge of the big slough and
blaze into the brown. I myself got three
ducks that way last Sunday, a pin-tail
and two fine mallards.
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As I look around me now to the north the
and the south and the red, red west, the farm^
fascination of the land is strong upon me.
What is this prairie influence? It is ex-
traordinarily powerful to-night

; the warm
air, the red and black sky, the rustling
acres of young wheat, the pending storm,
and the distant, busy ducks—these all com-
bine to make a fascinating and unique whole.
It is—it must be, surely—"The Call of
the Wild "—that is the voice I hear.
England is most dear to me, but to-night
thoughts of the laburnum-calm of English
lawns, of the wistaria-covered walls of
English houses, seem to have lost some-
thing of their usual chann and attractive-
ness. It is only a phase, I suppose,
promoted by the weirdness of the evening,
and I shall hark back again with renewed
longing to -the joys of an English existence,
but to-night the mystery and romance of
the prairies, an unaccountable yearning
towards the uncovered, unfathomable West,
and the strange excitement of the brewing
storm—the electrical disturbance of which
is, in this countr>', always very apparent
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beforehand—have a strong hold upon me.
In some peculiar way The One seems
mixed up in it all, for it was this country
that gave us to each other, and in these
unique surroundings that I first met him.
In my thoughts I can never connect him
with old-world, rose-strewn gardens, green-
shaded billiard-rooms, or finicking English
stables. He seems one with the prairie;^
the fire-flies, bronchos, banjos, and camp-
fires. This is a good mood, and I am
close to him. I wonder when the money
will arrive from his father, so that he can
come to me ?

There was quite a big flash of lightning
then, but the storm is not yet ripe, for I
know the signs. The mosquitoes are
simply awful, and lo ! I hear a rumble as
of wheels. Yes, it is the return of the
farm wagon with its precious freight, it is
the Chariot of the Stout, for I see it
rounding the bend of the trail. Also
The Pippin, his wife, and barrow are
coming up through the pasture

; one could
hear their excited voices a mile away.
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It IS dark and the lightning is incessant, the
Big moths, flies, and mosquitoes are beating f^^i-"
themselves against the wire netting that
covers my bedroom window. How I hope
that the Transit of the Stont was safely
accomplished and that they are home by
now, for already the rain is falling in large,
sullen drops.

I am weak with laughter ! The Pippin
met the wagon with vast dignity in front
of the house, accompanied by The Step-
mother. A most saucy and Frenchy
trousseau hat, with streaming feathers,
ornamented her head, and her skirts flipped
behind her in the wind. I suppose she
felt that being a bride one might as well
look like one even on a farm ! Goodness
I'll never forget it! Had there been a
good wagon trail from one house to the
other there would have been no need for the
wheelbarrow, but there is not. The stout
was hoisted on to the barrow, and the last
I saw of my respected relatives was The
Pippin, bald - and - bare - headed—having
ornamented the stout-barrel with an always-
obnoxious hat—with bent back, shoving
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his precious load up the steep incline lead-
ing to the pasture gate. The Step-niother
was harnessed by ropes to the front of the
wobbly vehicle, her French hat clinging
desperately to one ear, and a grim deter-
mination in the bend of her back and the
grip of her feet.

There simply must be a sketch of the
procession, and it shall be called ''En route
for home and hilarity ! " There was
nothing to be done, since they were simply
bent on homing the stout this night.
They have four barbed-wire fences to get
under somehow, and I shake with appre-
hension tor the fate of that hat and those
pretty skirts. The Stout is all right, for
both of them would rather lie down and
die beside it than forsake their treasure
after the many good dollars it cost.

Here comes the storm in dead earnest.
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Joy ! I found the Orioles' nest at six
o'clock this morning, while the prairie

grasses were yet heavy with dew and the
sun bathed the earth in golden glory.
The humming-birds were busy at the one
little nasturtium bed (which is the light of
my hostess's eyes) when I passed through
the small garden and out into the bluffs.

I found their tree at last, a very tall tree,

sparsely branched below but easy higher
up, and once I thought that I should fall

and break something
; however, I proved

that a miss is as good as a—mister at

climbing trees, when occasion demands.
Such a squealing, squeaking duet went on
as I neared the home of the birds, such
a flashing of dazzling flame-coloured wings,
as if the pair were endeavouring to make
me loose my hold from sheer giddiness.
Carefully I inserted a gentle finger in their
front door and was rewarded by feeling the
warm, wriggling movement of young birds,

as yet too young to be moved. In a week
I will go again. A prairie lark and an
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Oriole will be wonderful possessions, for
one will then see and hear things of beauty
all the time.

I had a bad night, and I do not feel nice
this morning. Dreams came, restless, dis-
turbing dreams, too vague to describe, yet
sufficiently real to leave an unpleasant and
lasting impression.

If I were unselfish enough to go into the
house and lend a hand with the house-
work—either clean the lamps or make the
beds—this attack of the blues would
perhaps depart, and afterwards I would
feel glad to have been of use to some
one. But I won't ; I simply will nol ! I
loathe and detest house-work

; the hand-
hng of gritty potatoes, the wiping of black
smelly lamp-wicks, and the making of
other people's beds is loathly work. Cfsi
Vabomination de desolation! That is an
expressive phrase

;
you can roll it out so

viciously. There will be enough of all
those house labours by-and-bye I expect
unless Well, well, I suppose I am in
what The One would call one of my
moods. '

'
They are certainly a nuisance,
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yet I can discover no lasting cure for the
them

; even finding that bird's nest only farm*
cheered me for a little time.

Where is now the fascination and attraction

of this awful land of eternal labour?
Fancy my having been so absurd about
it last night just because the west was
red and the south was black and Daddy had
got some stout ! I simply feel too out-of-

joint with everything and everybody to go
on writing much more now, even though a
good old grumble is often refreshing.

The storm which ought to have cleared

the air seems instead to have done just

the opposite, for the heat is insuffer-

able and I feel as limp as a boot-lace.

The extremes of heat and cold in this

country are most trying, even to very
strong people, and the longer you are out
here the more you feel the cold, because
each year the blood becomes thinner. I

have seen men just out from England
chopping wood in their shirt-sleeves out
of doors, with the thermometer standing
at five degrees below zero ; for when the

atmosphere is still, it is difficult to realise
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the extreme of the cold until suddenly you
find your nose or ears utterly devoid of
feeling—frost-bitten and white. After that,

when the thawing process has taken place,

comes fierce, tingling pain, and after that

very large and ornamental blisters as from
a severe bum. One is bound to be blistered

out here, either by the sun in summer or
the frost in winter. But I think the time
of my life was when I awoke one winter's

morning to find my chin and cheek frozen

to the sheet by the dampness of my breath,

and the hot-water bottle, that had been an
acceptable companion the night before,

frozen solid under the clothes at the foot

of the bed. It seems funny to be grumb-
ling at that cold in this heat, and next
winter it will seem equally queer to me
that I grumbled at this heat in that cold.

And so it goes on. The temperate climate
of England is the most pleasant subject

for thought just now, when even the shade
in the bluffs feels like the inside of a dark
oven, and the hot wind puffs in from the
wide, baking world outside. One hasn't
the strength of a mouse I
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What good arc mosquitoes ? Some people the

will tell you they take away the bad blood
; farm

my belief is that they just go for the very

first blood they can find. I have killed

forty-nine in twenty minutes, all on me.

Evening time.—Much has happened, not

in deed but in intent. I am going to break

off my engagement, not perhaps at once,

because—well, because of many reasons

;

but the climax has come, as for many
days I have felt it to be coming, and this

afternoon quite decided me. Aa I have

said nothing about it I can change my
mind twenty times if I like, but as yet I

have not felt inclined to change it once.

It was all the fault of the piano they have

here, a piano with bass notes like the

boom of a big golden bumble-bee, and a

treble like the tinkle of mountain rills

when, in full summer, they are small and
dainty. It is of Canadian make, but

strangely deep and soft, and full of wonder-

ful possibilities. Instead of obeying the

small voice of conscience and going to help

my friend do the work, I went to the piano
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and foolishly let the thing whisper to me
(from beneath fingers the intense longing
of which sometimes makes up for a woeful
lack of execution) of nearly everything
that it is most unwise for me to think of
under the circumstances—of cool English
meadows strewn with king-cups

; of the
barriers of may-bloom that, like perfumed
snow-banks, form the hedges of the lanes
in that exquisite little island of Jersey
thousands of miles away

; also of the
waving acres of narcissi and gladioli, where-
with that little gem of the sea is even now
made fragrant

; of jutting rocks and sea-
smells, of poverty, freedom, and mind-work
in a congenial land. I thought nothing of
mountain forests, nothing of ancient buffalo
trails, or norlliern lights

; only my heart
was sick for the bent, heavy heads of the
yellow wild daffodils, and the pale refresh-
ing gleam of beaming primroses. Playing
on I made a song ; it was like the dis-
jointed raptures of an English thrush, and
the bird said, " Must you, must you, must
/ou? Don't do it, don't do it, don't do it !

"
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Too late then to stop, for the old pain of the
the homeland was upon me, threaded Tarm*
sharply through with the aching desire of
a restless, unsatisfied spirit.

Must I, would I exist in this countiy
instead of living in that other? No ! Ten
thousand times—no !

I fled from the confinement of the house,
through the kitchen where my hostess with
anxious, heated face was basting the half-

cooked joint, out and away across the
flower-strewn pasture in the bland Canadian
sunshine. There, strange, alien flowers

lifted their unwelcome faces to the hot blue
of the sky. To mr, then, they seemed not
so much flowers as foolish paper creations

made for the pleasuring of the mindless
children of the land. In an access of
wicked rage I trod their heads through the
tough turf down deep into the rich, black
mould

; they were the products of a land
that gripped and held one fast in its aimless
clutches. About that time, I think, I must
have been just a little mad, or nearly so,

for I remember how difficult it was to get
my breath, and how my head seemed
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bursting with thoughts that frightened me
by their spiteful intensity. This blazing
expanse, what was it but a limitless prison
whose very immensity defied escape ? I

said passionately—" Quickening faculties,

spirit-labour, the higher God-born desires,
are here in this awful place killed by
every-day body-toil, body-fatigue, and the
ever-recurring necessity to provide the body
with food and clothing. The lilies of
Christ ! Ah, how could one live like the
lilies of Christ that neither toiled nor spun,
but simply grew in the sunshine and easily
yielded the fragrance they created? It
seemed so small a thing to ask merely to
be able to rest, and create and exhale
fragrant, uplifting thoughts, and so dread-
ful a thing to know that one must instead,
and because of circumstances, spend the
precious years in basting and cooking
sections of slaughtered oxen—in growing,
grinding, and kneading wheat into bread'
and in the thousand and one other tedious
tasks that belong to the primitive life of
the country.
* Why do it, do it, do it? " The words
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had followed me, and I fell to the hot thf.

earth in floods of tears. Of course that did ^•AR^

me good, and afterwards I sat up and
wondered drearily "What next?" To
break the engagement seemed the only

thing, to cut myself adrift from The One
who (I owned it), because of my queer

temperament and precious, troublesome

desires, was uncongenial to me. That
word seems hard, but I take all the blame
of it on myself.

And so the case stands now, and yet things

must drift awhile, t >r I iiave not the heart

to write a letter that v\!il v..iid hiui home
across the purple hilh wit] npony in his

heart. He will assuredly ',o U,x ue mail,

and so there must be letters for him from

me, but they must be short, impersonal

ones, with here and there a quiet suggestion

as to my present frame of mind ; that will

make it easier in the end.

The sensation of hating one's self, coupled

with a stem determination to still persist

in that course of action which produces

this self-dislike, is very unpleasant ; it is in

fact almost bewildering.
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To myself I seem a kind of restless fiend,
not willingly wicked, but for some un-
known reason doomed to always torment
itself and others— a pleasant state indeed
to be in !

I give in on one point, though I may
presently again contradict myself. Ordi-
nary people, content with an ordinary
existence, nice, Sunday-cvening-home-
made-wine-drinking and biscuit-eating
contented frumps, are to be envied. I do
not want an Oriole, neither have I any
desire towards a prairie lark— I want to
possess the humdrum instincts of a con-
scientious housemaid and so find rest for a
while.

I believe I have already remarked that my
decision re the breaking of my engagement
IS not absolutely final. If I did not, I
meant to

; anyway, as ;ody knows about
It, it is nobody's business.
I do not think I have ever felt more miser-
able in ray life. . . .
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My father's house. A week later.—Until my
this morning there lias been no heart in HouijL^^

me or life in my pen ; I simply could
not write. The Step-mother cannot make
out why I am such poor company these
clays. The Pippin does not notice it ; he
is busy making a new asparagus bed, and
works himself into violent tempers three

times a day over the stony state of the
soil hereabouts, and the unpractical shape
of Canadian spades ; but he has his wheel-
barrow, and when I left the garden this

afternoon he was busy filling it with all

kinds of stones, from mere pebbles to

boulders double the size of your head. The
Pippir' is always struggling against the
most terrific odds, poor dear ! he seems to

be able to raise a difficulty at any time of
the day or night, and it is apparently a
craze of his to make everything he has to

do as hard as possible. For instance, he
will smoke a heavy meerschaum pipe, one
of the bent-down kind with a big bowl,
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^iTHEjfs 7"^'^^ ^^ '^ working in the garden, just^oasE because it is so difficult to hold in his
mouth, with no teeth. Twenty times a
day he drops it, yet it never breaks, and he
jJicks It up with an angry squeal.
''By gad, now ! I^ok at that ! It's not
the pipe I object to, it's the opposition ' "
leaving you with the impression that if
you had not been there the thing would
not have happened at all. He certainly is
a most excitable little man, and he says it
IS because he had four black nurses from
the day he was bom until he was sent
home to England at the age of five.
Even when I first knew my grandmother
she was quite a high-stepping old lady, and
used to dye and curl her hair and tint her
cheeks and sing songs to the guitar—in a
sweet old voice certainly—and she was
always surrounded by young and adoring
men

;
I expect the reason being that she

gave them such good dinners. So I can
quite believe that when out in India, being
young and very beautiful, she handed over
her first-bom to the entire charge of those
black nurses, so as to have a real good
i6o
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time herself and forget that she was a my
mother at all, which seems a very dreadful mws¥'^
thing to do.

The dear little Pippin always reminds me
of Nathaniel, and I cannot bring myself to
believe that he also drew this sweet guile-
lessness from those black nurses, for from
all accounts they seem to be the opposite
of guileless. But The Pippin has never
been known to think or speak evil of any
hying soul, and he would cheerfully bestow
his last coin or garment on the first person
who asked him for it.

Mother and I always took care of The
Pippin, because he never dreamed that
there were any wicked people in the world
from whom we needed protection !

One day when we were all out, a thin
Indian came along and finding Dad in
charge of the house, played so cleverly
upon his tender heart, that, having no coin
handy, he gave him the silver tea-pot, and
It was only when Mother came home that
The Pippin began to regret having done
so. Bless him I he would give his dear old
head away if it was not fixed on.
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To-day something of vitality and interest

in life has returned to me ; I feel re-

freshed and more hopeful. No, I have not
received another letter since the birthday
one, but during this last week I have been
trying to get out of myself, as it were, by
helping The Step-mother, who has no maid,
and by making little pet dishes for the
peppery and dainty Pippin—nice, soft, tasty

things, such as minced chicken, etc., that
do rot require very much biting. In con-
sequence, when I awoke to thought again
to-day, I discovered something. I saw
quite plainly that i^ my decision of last

week was a right and proper one, the way
out will be made plain to me. If the
decision is a wrong one, if my whole
standpoint and the "light" in which I

"see things" is mistaken and foolish,

then again— I rest assured of it—that fact

will in some way be proved to me before

long. I am ready to acknowledge my
error if I find 1 have erred, and will do all

in my power to make up for it. We shall

see. This new trust and confidence in the
power of a controlling Intelligence came
162
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this morning when I awoke, and brought my
with it much comfort, so much indeed that hous¥^
I am now happier and more at rest than I

have been for a long time, and feel free to
let my thoughts again play with pleasant,
beautiful, or humorous subjects. It is a
wonderful relief ; humble prayer is a
wonderful thing (and therein is a silent

admission), but the devil of rebellion has to
die before humility and prayer can enter
and soothe the heart. I know things are
going to be made simple and plain before
long

;
the mode of solution is all that is

now hidden from me. Because I desire to
do good and be good, I will be shown how
to accomplish both these ambitions, and
that because they are pure ones and do
not aim at all at mere worldly advancement
or aggrandisement.

Out here on the flats one can see the sky.
It is evening on the prairies, a large and
blazing evening. Everything is on an
immense scale and the sky is stained to
the zenith with colour, faint overhead and
deepening passionately to the horizon,
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where in the west the colour-scheme defies

description. I am sure that nowhere else

in the whole world can be found sunset-

skies to surpass in extravagant beauty these

of this western land. And this new sense

of peace that has come seems to make them
doubly beautiful.

A solitary Indian on a thin pony gives

the finishing touch to the scene, and he

is riding straight into the sunset, his red

blanket making a blot just two shades

darker than the sky. The one feather

that adorns his head sticks out sideways,

and I have sketched him as he rides.

A great pity for this vanishing race comes

to me ; their lands, their game, their very

lives it seems, are absorbed by the mighty,

advancing tide of white men. But forty,

nay, thirty years ago, the Indians were

the lords of the rolling prairies, sinewy,

fighting braves who said with pride that

their fathers "were born in the Morning

of the World. '

' Where these few remaining

children of the sunset (alas, no longer

Sons of the Morning !) now rapidly decay

and die before the march of civilisation,
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there were, but .those few short years ago, my
lusty, galloping hordes, hot on the war-trail uousk

or as hot on the trail of the snorting

buifalo. A white, crumbling skull,

short-homed, with staring, empty eye-

sockets, lying a little way from me in the

sunburnt, yellowing grass, and that lonely

dignified figure, walking his lean pony

into the west, are typical of the vanished

millions of buffalo and the departing glories

of the red man. Where is now the heat

and passion of the chase, the brute pride

in hoof and horn, or the savage delight in

the singing, accurate arrow ? Where in-

deed ? The old chiefs still tell tales round

the dying camp-fires, talcs of glory and

blood, of much gain and many scalps,

till their dim and sunken eyes glow again

with the fervour and fierceness of savage

youth. Poor old chiefs ! The hearts of

their sons and grandsons are half and three-

quarters white ; the younger men wear the

accursed trousers and cover their heads

with the hats of the white men.

The voices of the old warriors sink away,

the fire dies from their eyes ; with bitter-
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ness they close their thin-lipped mouths
and check the eloquence of their murderous
tongues. Of what use to talk to these
pale-hearted sons of the days that were ?

Let them follow the plough, breed cattle,

and sow grain, ar.d presently die of the
diseases that the white man brings to them.

•

The Indian who still prefers a feather to a
hat is lost in the west

; the hues of the
%vonderful upper world are fading, and the
night-wind drifts by like a long, sad sigh.

The finality of all earthly existence is

peculiarly patent in this evening hour.

Change and decay in all around I see.

Surely to the tr'ily wise the line that
follows must be the sumnuan bonum both
of logical and instinctive desire

—

O Thou, Who changest not, abide with me.

Two days later. Same trouble with the
date—toivards the end of May.—The
Pippin has received a new name ; he
is now The Peep, and I love him more
i66
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than ever because he sees the fun of it, my
and answers to it like a little man. The //ot/i£

name originated thus :—He t<jok a slight

chill yesterday owing to getting over-

heated—I forget whether in an argument
or from physical exertion, but I think

it is more likely to be due to the former

cause, because after all he only lifts one
stone per hour into the wheelbarrow,

being too busy catching his pipe to do
more. The poor little fellow was really

quite seedy, and of course thought he was
;.;oing to die. The Step-mother and I

put our heads together to try and recall

remedies for chills. She suggested a hot

toddy and I followed it up with a flannel

night-shirt. The toddy was easy enough,

but the flannel night-shirt was another

proposition, Dad's being all cotton abomi-

nations ; I know that for a fact because

not long ago I saw him killing a snake in

the verandah in the very early morning,

having spotted it from his bedroom window.
The house is a bungalow, so I saw every-

thing quite easily !

How simply awful a man looks in a
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night-shirt ! I believe only old men still
wear them, and if they knew what they
looked like in such short, horrid garments
with those little slits up the sides, they
would assuredly take to the more decent
and becoming pyjamas.
As I was saying, there was no flannel
night-gear for The Pippin, so I did the
only thing there was to do, lent him one
of mme, a stripy pink affair with full
frills and a lot of lace at the neck and
wrists. I did not .say anything because
I wanted to surprise my Step-mamma.
When he was safely tucked up, with a
steaming toddy beside him, I called her
in. vShe is not fond of nursing at all, in
iact she dislikes anything to do with sick-
ness, and I do not mind it.

vShe came into the room. There was the
suffering Pippin, reclining luxuriously on
his pillows, that huge, smelly-looking
nieerschaum pipe dangling lovingly from
his mouth, and from out the pink frills
at his neck rose the little, round, bald
head. He regarded us happily, and then
turned admiring eyes on the frills at his
168
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wrists. Of course the exceeding tan of my
his dear old gardening hands rather took /il/usi'^^

from the artistic effect that he might
otherwise have produced, but all the
same I felt quite proud of him. The
Step-mother, who was also a bride, stared
for a moment in a horrified sort of way,
and then buried her face in her hands.
•• What a—what 2^—Prehistoric Peep !

" she
gasped. " Oh ! how could you dress him up
liki that?"
I really felt quite hurt, but presently Dad's
comfortable groans reassured her. He was
well enough next day, but that night The
Step-mother brought her pillow into my
room, as she said the sight of a man in
frills made her feel ill. Since then The
Pippin is a Pippin no longer

; he is a
Peep, and sometimes when he does es-

I>ecially queer things we think him an
Extensive View.
I received another letter from The One
this morning, telling me that his capital
is on the way out and that we may now
expect him any day. Then my heart
jumped up into my throat and seemed to
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stay there for quite a long time. After

it went back, I sat down to try and think

out the reason why it had so suddenly

seemed to forsake its natural position.

This proceeding led to the re-opening of a

sore subject, and I hastily decided to leave

my heart and its peculiarities alone. I

believe there is a saying anent the wisdom

of a child that knows its own father
;

there is probably truth in it too, since one

has to take a great deal on trust these

days ; but I think the wisdom of a

maiden that absolutely knows her own
heart, can detect and obey its dictation

through a whirlwind of conflicting emotions

and in despite of the clash of circumstance,

exhibits by far the greater wisdom of the

two. I am certain enough of the fact of

my legal relationship to The Pippin for

instance, but where my ridiculous baro-

meter of a heart is concerned I confess to

being absolutely at sea. There are many
harbours, however, and I shall sight one

soon.

In a few days I am going into the settle-

ment to stay with The Happy Family until
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The One arrives ; then I give place to

him so that he may be with his beloved

Sidar, who can only accommodate one

guest at a time. I shall go to my ever-

hospitable Linnet on a long-deferred visit,

and she lives but a stone's throw from The

Sidar' s house. Farther ahead than this I

cannot see ; it is sometimes a good thing

that the future is wrapt in conjecture.

Whatever happens when The One comes,

I mean to be good and not quarrel. We
used to have rather serious tiffs sometimes,

and I do not much like remembering ihem

now when he is so far away. Later, when

he may perhaps be farther away still, and

there may be no future meeting to look

forward to, I want to have no cross words

to remember or anything that will make

the days to come more miserable than need

be, for it is natural to expect that, in the

event of the worst happening, one will

be very miserable for a time ;
he is such

a dear old chum that life without him

will at first seem very dreadful. When
the pain wears off, perhaps congenial work

will bring consolation. I think that to
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live alone and try to write but again I

am going too far ahead.

Talking about quarrelling reminds me of
a little plan I made a long time ago in
order to minimise active differences of
opinion between The One and myself. It
really worked splendidly, and perhaps
others may find it useful when tempted to
argue—shall we say?—with more than
necessary vehemence.
I bought a little book, tied a pencil to
it with a piece of string, and labelled it

" The Quarrel Book." It hung on a nail
over the top shelf of the pantry which was
not a pantry, being merely a sort of cup-
board off the kitchen with a tiny window
for ventilation.

I made the rules of the game, and we both
swore adherence to th^^m. It was quite a
solemn ceremony, ns we took oaths and
things over Mot! r's big prayer-book.
We arranged that, no matter which of us
was in the wrong, we should take it in
turns to apologise and make up, and we
tossed up for the first time so as co make
it fair. I won the toss, so The One was
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to apologise on the occasion of the first my
quarrel, and then of course he was to write house
his name and the date in the little book, so

that no mistake could occur as to whose
turn it was the next time.

The scheme worked like a charm. It was
wonderful and most pathetic to note how
gentle, how beautifully forbearing and
long-suifering was the one whose turn it

was to apologise, did a real quarrel ariac.

All that, of course, prevented many small

diffec-nces of opinion from coming to a

head ; and when, as so: iCtimes happened,

the fear of The Book went down before

an all-conquering sensation of irritability,

and a tiff took place (in spite of heroic

efforts on the part of the one who had

the pill of apology to swallow), a saving

element of humour was introduced when
you noticed the undignified rush with

which the peace-maker made for the pantry

shelf, there to inscribe his or her name.

On such occasions I simply could not

see The One's heels for dust I Then,

like lightning, the shoes changed feet, the

aggressor became lamb-like and wreathed
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in amiable smiles, ready to swear that the
moon was really green, ready to take
anything and everything in silence, rather
than step mto a position that would call
lor the next apology. I still think it is a
splendid idea.

One day I thought The One was actually
gomg to forswear himself and defy the
rules, as he had already referred once or
twice with more or less contempt to "that
confounded little book-business !

"
It was that most dangerous hour just
before a meal when a man is not a man.
I lie One's so sweet and sunny tempera-
ment never, as a rule, depended on food
•stimulus for the maintenance of good
temper, but just this once, and in spite
of his knowing it was his turn to apologise
he was deliberately and distinctly cranky'
&o was I, and also very hot and tired from
severe kitchen labours, whereas he had
been out kicking up his heels in the hay-
held all the morning. When dinner was
served, I addressed the crowd, unfortunately
yet naturally turning my gaze upon The
One. I said :
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*' I wish one of you men would dig some my
potatoes of a morning before going out to house^^
the hayfield

; I real!;' have enough to do
in the house without digging the potatoes
as well as cooking them !

"

And I felt justified in my remark, but to
my astonishment The One jumped on me
with both feet as it were.
'* It would be delightful to come 'i to grub
sometimes without getting grumbled at
for one's shortcomings," he said. "You
have always got a pet grievance about
something or other !

"

I went cold all over with the shock of it,

for The One had always declared that his
"childie," though undoubtedly "the very
dickens" in many ways, was the jolliest
and funniest creature in the world to be
with. I forgot my manners completely.
" Mean pig !

" I said ;
" that is about

the horridest thing you have ever said to
me

;
besides, you know very well it is not

true."

The One, scorning further reply in front
of the others, tackled his dinner in fierce
silence. My eyes smarted with tears that
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™'^^* "°^ ^ permitted to flow. I poured

»oasE out the tea for my father and brothers
swallowed a cup myself, and unable to eat
a morsel retired to the kitchen. The One
always had the pull over me in such cases
being quite able to put away a very good
meal on the top of a big row

; it never
seemed m the least to affect his appetite
When Dad and the boys had again gone
forth to the haying, a most important
season in the north-west, all hands turning
out to help, I went to the dining-room to
remove the remains of the feast and gener-
ally clean up for the afternoon. There
was The One, standing staring out of the
window

;
he did not turn or speak, but I

was glad that he had not gone out with
the rest.

In the kitchen I silently began the ob-
noxious task of washing-up. Then he
came out, and I caught my breath and
nearly dropped a soup-plate

; but his desires
were merely towards the kitchen clock
whose alarm had recently ceased to fulfil
Its duty. I might have known that under
the circumstances he would want to pick
176
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something to picces-lie always did when my
"outs" with nie-and all the time he 'Hl/Jil:"^
would whistle little tunes and appear
prfectly happy and contented. I found
it most irritating.

The dishes finished and the kitchen-table
vacant and spotless, The One, still frostily
silent, spre-d a newspaper and commenced
operations on the clock. I pared the
potatoes for the evening meal, not only
that they might be ready, but more because
I desired something to do in that vicinity.
He bent his fair head over his work

; eveii
the top of it seemed to bristle with obsti-
nacy, and I did not know which I v, anted
to do most, thump him or kiss him, so I
did neither, but with diligence and scrupu-
lous care pared and removed Cve-y little eye
in the potatoes they seemed getting done
too soon.

In The One'< ight eye was a horrid-
lookmg little .jweller's glass which he
used to peer into the inner recesses of
the clock. Nothing happened until he
began to whistle, quite unconsciously, a
well-known air from a well-known musical

I
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rirHER's
^°™^^y- ^ can see the notes now i.i my

HOUSE mind's eye ;

—

i-^i^Hig m
Whfn we are mar-rled. Oh ! whnl will ynu do ? Ht.

When half-way throngh for llie second
time, we siniultaneonsly raised onr heads
and looked at each other. Tl.e little glass
fell from his eye with a rattle and he threw
back his head and opened wide his anns.
It did not take mc a moment to get there,
and the potatoes rolled all over the
kitchen.
** I was mean, and I was a pig," he said

;

••I will never forget to dig them again
;

also, my Girli- is the nicest, jolliest girlie in
the whole wide world."
" Yon are a dear," I replied, feeling awfully
happy again; "please break up that dis-
gust:ng clock."

He, however, after visiting The Book, put
the clock together in such a hurry that
vhe alarm took to going off like a cheap
lirework—always at the wrong time. The
178
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Oii<^ finally ended its existence by tlnowinj^r my
a riding-loot at it for awakening him at hovLI""
three o'clock one morning.
That afternoon we spent a happy time
together down by the creek catching trotjt

for snpper, and he even baited my hook
for me with the grasshoppers one nses

; I

cannot bear doing it myself
A qnarrel book is a good thing, and a
certu.il air out of T/w lielle of Nnv York
is nndonbtedly good too ; if whistled just
at the right moment, it should always act
like a charm.

•^i

:.
<

'

I am looking forward to my visit to The
Happy 'amily

; we are all snch chnms.
The Lady Diana has two broken dolls'

cradles, a toy piano that hns gone wrong
everywhere, and a nasty, l)nzzy mechanical
toy shaped like a bee, and w! ich now
declines to move or bnzz Th* things
are carefully put aside, pending .coniing
of The One. Many a toy he ha- mended
for the two children, restoring -<<. icaks to
the dumb, eyes to the bl.'nd, am r^i-nt.

to those suflfering from paralv lady
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Di's voice will rinjj out ith glee when
that odious bee bcgius to buzz, her delight
waxing supreme when I, three par' in
play and one part in earnest, gather up
my skirts and fly round the room to get
away from it. It looks so very I irge and
real, and even its wings quiver us it flops
along the floor.

I seem to have been away from the .settle-

ment such a long time hough it is really
only two or three weeks. I^uckily the
little old place always remains the same,
there being too many English people there
to permit of change or commercial ad-
vancement. Linnet goes on working all
day, cleaning her spotless house, and
feeding Biff on the puff pastry he adores,
and sleeping a'l the evening. The Sage
feeds his dogs, digs his garden, airs his
views, and makes nasty physic for stray
patients. The Newsman makes her own
pretty dresses and pretty speeches, the former
miraculously manufactured in a day, the
latter on sight.

The Happy Family ride and love each
other all day, and The Sidar makes roads
1 80
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and keeps order in the t^)^^n as well, my
Tlicre are little teas given by every one, mn'^i!'^^
and little talks j^o on at the little teas,

causin;^ sonietimesmore than a little tronble.

The Newsman is always in it, bnt owing
to h' wcet and innocent fa( gets out
of I ] ite easily, gives her feathers a
little .-.uake as it were, and starts afresh.

»She is lucky, and manages to extract a
deal of amusement from life, 'x am not
nearly so lucky, for, as The Sidar says,

I never "open my mouth without putting
my foot into it !

" and getting '* out again
seems a very diflicult mattc-r.

Taking it all round, this particular and
somewhat exclusive little settlement, that
owes its existence to and draws its supplies
and news of the outside world from that
great iron artery the Canadian Pacific

Railway, is the nicest little place to live in
for a time that I know of in the whole of
Canada. It has been my lot to occasionally
sample a few other prairie and mountain
towns, and to return to the settlement
where my Mother lived, to feel again
the pleasant good-comradeship of its in-
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FATHERS
^^^^^^"^^ ^s always a fine relief. After

HOUSE a short absence even the funny little

squabbles they indulge in among them-
selves are amusing to listen to, especially
when one knows that in spite of lofty
and vehement assertions to tlie contrary,
one is expected to take up the cudgels
on behalf of the injured crony, and to
snub severely the offending party, who
may, alas ! happen to be a crony too !

But such little tea-cup tempests soon blow
over, and the least said the better, for
the next time you may return to find
those parties who were "outs" with
each other simply bosom friends, and
sweetly unconscious of ever having had a
tiff at all.

It is safer, therefore, to observe a strictly
impersonal attitude when squabbles arise,
since one never knows how things are
going to turn out. As the Yankees say,
"You can't always tell from where you
sit." Their sayings, though slangy, are
very expressive.
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Still ivith The Peeb.—And so, if it cannot still

be the Dear Home Land, it must be the the
^

prairies with their fresh breezes for me, and
''^^''

the little settlement with its complement of
welcome faces ; the wide arch of the heavens
that after all gives room both for the clumsy
wings of young thought and the calmer,

more confident sweep of maturer ideas. I

will not again, I think, become hysterical,

and imagine the prairies to be a prison
;

one attack like that lasts a long time, and
is quite sufficient. It is only when the

face is set towards years of weary house-

work here, of banishment from the sweet
refinements of life (for though we do try to

emulate the life at home it can easily be

seen how handicapped one is) and from all

intellectual intercourse, that the mind and
body are revolted by the prospect. There
are several intellectual people here, but how
on earth can pleasant and instructive con-

versation be carried on, or ideas generated

and exchanged, when the physical part of
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f?^ T i!,^^]^^"f
^^ by dancing attendance onIVITH

THE
PEEP

. J -""v-iiig aiicHuance on
dough ? for bread is in a delicate state of
health when rising

; it has to be kept warm
yet not too wann, and has to bake slowly
but not too slowly

; how can one think of
anything or be anything but a Martha when
one owns a house and no servant ? Like
poor Unnet for instance, who, when Iwant to talk of this or that book, picture
or song simply goes to sleep—not that she
cannot discuss such things, because she can
and by gift and education really possesses a
fine critical turn of mind

; but when theday s duties face her she has no time, andwhen they are over she has no strength
;desire fails for anything but sleep and

rest. ^

And some day that is how it will be withme If I stay here
; I know it ; but what-

ever happens I will try to be content. All
the same, I often wonder whether Martha
liked being Martha, and if she would not
rather have been Mary for a little time
If she could have chosen, but some one had
to do the work. If Mary had done it.

1 thmk certainly that would have been
184
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a clear case of cleaning out a pipe with a still

£^ note; anywa;
, she did not receive th\"

blame for her choice of action. I would
''^^'^

rather try to make songs and books than
pies and beds.

It strikes me that it will take a very strong
dose of something, whatever it may be, to
change my nature, to take away my spots

;

or, shall we say, to transform me from a
dreaming Mary to an active Martha

; but
it has not come to that yet.

This settlement once had the good fortune
to be visited by a prominent pianist, who
while travelling through Canada desired
to learn something of prairie life. There
was nothing wonderful to look at about him,
except that his hair was short and neat,'

and he dressed like an ordinary gentleman,
but when he laid his hands on the one fine
instrument the place then boasted, such
enjoyment and suffering came to me that I

thought the man must be a god. Chopin's
Nocturne (Op. 37, No. 2) hurt so that I
could scarcely endure it. In St. James's
Hall it had once before affected me most
powerfully, but here, where perhaps years
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of time separated one from good music
rendered by a true artist, that sudden
awakening from the lethargy in which
the prairies gradually and mercifully steep
their victims caused as much pain as
pleasure. It was like touching the lips
of a being who was dying of thirst with a
gourd of pure spring-water, and dashing it
to the groimd before his fading eyes. The
soul that thirsts for music suffers a corre-
sponding agony to that of a dried body
thirsting for moisture. The majority of
those who listened to that man's music
evinced a placid enjoyment, a dreadful
keep-time-with-the-head attitude that made
me yearn to blot them off the face of the
earth. And of course that Nocturne of
Chopin's led them a dance because (thank
goodness !) you cannot keep his time by
nods, and so lots of t! c heads went wrong.
The freaks who possessed them did not
mind, however

; they smiled sweetly on
each other to show their appreciation and
started off again vigorously when the re-
currence of the exquisite and rhythmical
melody gave them a chance. Ther^ was
1 86
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no painfully-sweet medley of sensations for ^till
them, nothing of that aching desire that
overwhelms those (dare we say?) blessed
with the musical temperament. That dash
of le feu sacre that is at once the joy and
despair of the pos^esssor, that rouses one to
passionate plefisure in a rare sunset, a
golden thread of melody, or ponderous
fabric of harmonious sound, is the gift of
God to a few only

; it is exhilaration—

a

momentary, god-like grasping of the (as yet)
unattainable—a sure knowledge of inner
power. Robert Browning knew this mind-
rapture, and his words, born after desper-
ate labour of the soul, will eternally
satisfy :

The high that was too high, the heroic for earth too
hard,

The passion that left the ground to lose itself in the
sky,

Are music sent up to God by the lover and the bard •

Enough that He heard -t once, we shall hear it by-
and-by.

And again :

The rest may reason and welcome—'tis we
musicians know.

People of the placid, nodding genus do not
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sTjLL live—they exist. The existing order of

PEEP
^*""^^"s will exist longer than the living
order will live

; also they will enrich Mother
Earth more when they finally retire to her
bosom, such people being mostly round
and well-favoured. After all, it is some-
thing to possess even one redeeming virtue.
I feel better after that.

It is a stifling afternoon. The passionate
sun has wooed the green from the prairies,
leaving them pale and yellow. The grass
rustles beneath the feet, and the trails, that
thread the far expanse like winding ribbons,
are soft with fine, black dust. One is

tempted to say that if this is June—and 1

believe it is the first of the month—we can
do without July. And yet the summers
are not always like this. One year there
was a snowstorm during every month, the
cricket eleven being driven from the field
by a flurry of snow in August. The very
mention of that cold stuff" is refreshing now,
and also carries me back to a day early in
the winter of a dead year, when The One
and myself were driving homewards along
188
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the south trr il in a vehicle known as a still

jumper. It is a kind of low box-sleigh ; the^

a springless arrangement calling itself a

seat and stretching from side to side across

the front is all the accommodation it offers.

The back part is useful for parcels.

A little way out of the village we saw a

huge badger on the snow, evidently taking

a last sniff of fresh ai*- before going below
to wisely sleep away the winter. The One's

big boar-hound spoilt the poor badger's

plans and speedily ended his existence.

I desired the skin, so, very obligingly, The
One clambered out from the warm fur

robes and rescued the body from the dog.

It was too cold to .^kin it then and there,

so he threw the creature into the back of

the jumper with a laughing caution.
" Look out now, child ! Badgers have a

way of shamming death and coming to at

imexpected moments ! That's right—tuck

your legs well out of danger. '

'

I clutched my skirts and held them tightly

around my ankles with a little involuntary

shiver as I thought of the creature's teeth
*^ he should be shamming. This delighted
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f^liH
'^h^One, so that while arranging the robes,

p"ep
''^"^ *^^^" ^^^^^ ^'^ ^^^ started again, he
teusingl) exhorted nie to further vigilance,
thereby putting an idea into my head which
I, of course, proceeded to act \ pon. For
the first half-mile I cast fearful glances
behind me and once made him poke the
thing with the hrndle of the whip, assur-
ing him I had seen it move. Then with
subtle and evil intent, my hand cunningly
concealed as if still clutching my skirts, I

led his thoughts gently away and we spoke
of many interesting things.

That mile seemed very long, but I controlled
my eagerness and made him forget that there
was such a thing as a badger in the whole
world. Just when the swift excitement of
a steep little hill was over, I stiffened my
fingers into hooks like teeth and firmly
nipped the calf of his unsuspecting leg

;

the effect was delightful.

'' Holy Peter ! '' he yelled, and shooting
his legs into the air he leapt out upon the
snow more quickly than I had ever seen
him do anything in his life. The fur robes
hung above me for a moment like heavy
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clouds, and The One clung to the reins still

merely from force of habit. At first J was Yhe"
almost too frightened to laugh, for the joke

''^^'*

had been so very successful, but in a

moment I found myself making the most

extraordinary noises, like a half-stopped up

steam-valve. In a flash he understood, and

his face was a study as he brushed the snow
from himself, rescued the scattered robcs,

and again climbed in beside me. We «aid

nothing, because there was nothing to say !

We only laughed idiotically every time the

agonised alarm of that yell and outward

bound struck us afresh. These spasms

were recurrent as such laughter always is,

leaving one very feeble in the end. When-
ever the subject of badgers now crops up.

The One's eyes seek mine, and a large and
silly grin overspreads his face, for he is

awfully good-tempered, as the above episode

will prove.

Actually two letters came yesterday, one I

suppose hiving been delayed ; they were

little ones, because he says that so soon he
will be able to talk instead of writing.
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S1ILL Putting aside the question of gentler emo-
THE tions which naturally will arise when the

advent of a great chum is at hand, I am
curious to see how the sound of his voice

will affect me when I hear it again. I

have hopes, yes hopes^ that it w' ' awaken
something within me that I know sleeps

at present, something that no vicious pricks

from my own conscience can arouse. A
voice sometimes exerts a wonderful influence

on one ; it can arouse sensation and vibrate

richly on some long-silent heart-string
;

it can stir the memory and retail many a

forgotten detail or episode ; it Is as potent

as are certaii. scents to stimulate recollec-

tion. The perfume of a flower may perhaps
recall a moment of wonderful joy, and the

fragrance of a certain brand of cigar—that

of sorrow or bliss.

The One's voice is peculiar ; not high-

pitched nor profoundly basso, but resonant
— curiously full of echoes ; it vibrates with
sensitiveness. A girl once infonned me
that it sounded like a man calling down a
chimney

; I know what she meant, but the

simile is lacking in something. His voice
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seems to me more like that of some otic

speaking softly in a liiKh, arched cave.

I want to hear it again. I know that liis

"cooey" carries farther than any I have
ever heard, and once it reached mc when
I was two miles away from him.
A party of us were camping in the

Qu'appelle Valley when the heat was as

great as now, and we spent half our time
in the river, cooling off. So much fresh-

water bathing was disastrous to mc, and I

became weak and felt quite ill, though
without knowing the cruse. I longed to

forsake the enervating deeps of the valley

and the suffocating closeness of the 1)ig

trees, and to stand again on the high lands

above and be able to draw one good breath,

but the valley is two miles wide and the

hill long and steep. I feared to attempt
it. To return to the settlement meant
at least disturbing, and probably breaking
up a pleasant party, the other members *

which experienced none of my physicu
weakness

; so I determined to brave it out
for the week that remained.

One morning, when the usual swim had
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failed to invigorate me, and everything
seemed a weariness to the fli-sh, I lay
beneath a big tree thinking miserable
things. The One most tenderly asked me
to try and eat something, and questioned
me as to what I would like. A si)irit of
mischief, that I suppose will influence even
my dying moments, made m^- mention
bananas (always a weakness of mine) as
my especial desire. I knew there were
not any, and I only said it to see what
he would say. He said nothing, poor dear,
especially as I informed him I required a
whole sackful I Not long after I heaid
his vibrating "cooey," and leaving the
shade of the trees saw him waving his
cow-boy hat as liis hor.se carried him to
the foot of the long, winding hill. I
questioned a friend as to where he was
going and was told that he had said the
horse needed exercise

; I thought he might
have told me as well.

Up he went, easily and steadily, to vanish
over the edge of the prairies with a last
cheerful call. He was more than two
miles away then, and I felt rather injured
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was not in the ST//./.
ni/H

and <!esertctl, })ccaijse he
habit of doinj; anything without nie, and /v/T'
if I couhhi't ride, then lie wonhln't. My

''^''''

little mare felt forsaken, too, without
her stable companion, judging by the
neighing and kicking that went on. I

took a book and sat in the stable door-
way, talked to her, and watched the hill.

I watched it all day ; noon passing, and
then the long afternoon, oh, so slowly.
Every one was busily enga^-jed in sleeping,
reading, atid fishing, and they left me alone

;

I believe they found me only a bore during
those weak days of mine, and no wonder. I

used to weep on The One's broad shoulder,
that smelt of heather tweed even when
his coat was off, just for the sake of being
comforted, I believe

; and perhaps a little

because I could not help it. When the
shadows began to slant, I crept away from
the camp, filled with fear that some
accident might have befallen The One,
and utterly unable to understand the
reason of his long absence. I detennined
to go to the spot where I had last seen
him, knowing he must return that way if
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nothing had happened. As I climbed the

long, weary hill alone, the sunset reddened

the earth. I felt siclc and giddy, but a

cautious slowness and rigid determination

carried me to the top. There, the cool,

consoling breath of evening that swept the

flower-strewn expanse fanned the brow and
braced the relaxed nerves. From above,

the valley seemed a furrow of green and

gold, flooded all over with a wonderful

crimson light, the narrow river threading

it like a scarlet vein. At my feet was the

trail that led to the settlement, twenty odd

miles to the south, but only visible for

half a mile or so owing to the undulating

nature of the prairies thereabout, and I

walked to a far bend, which being on

high ground gave me a view of the trail

for many miles, and commenced my long

vigil.

The sun disappeared and the western sky

became like to a lake of wine. One by
one the stars appeared on the pale blue-

green background of the east, and I thought

of sunsets on hot Eastern deserts, and

wondered if they could at any time surpass
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in splendour the scene before me ; it still

seemed impossible. The breeze died down, thi^^

and the mosquitoes floated up from the

grass ; a gopher popped up from his

burrow at my feet, only to quickly dis-

appear again with a squeak and flirt of the

tail.

Then, in the very far distance, I thought

I saw a speck on the trail, but the

fading light made it difficult to determine

whether it moved or not. I marked its

exact position relative to a small and

distant knoll on the right, and turned my
eyes away to watch the moon become every

moment more golden. I counted three

hundred very slowly, killed four mosquitoes,

and looked at the speck again. It had

moved quite considerably, so I repeated the

same process, and killed the same number

of mosquitoes which, just because I wanted

to do it quickly so as to be able to look

again, wouldn't come near me, and then

I saw that the speck had become quite

large, each moment growing plainer to the

sight, until an upward roll of the prairies

hid it from view. I was certain then that
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^n.L it was The One, and sknrried down the

PEEP ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^""' ^"^^ °^ reproach
and welcome. First a cow-boy hat
with its wide brim appeared over the
brow of the hill, then a man and a
horse rounded the steep and swept down
towards me.

I knew the nerves of that horse, since I had
once seen him arise upon his hind-legs in

the stable during an irritable spell and cut
his nose against the tin roof, so I stepped
from tl grass to the trail and stood in full

view. The One pulled up and sprang to

the ground, while the horse blew through
his nose like a whale, and pretended that
he thought I was the devil ; but that did
not matter, because The One lifted his hat
and kissed me, and said something about
my being an angel to come and meet him.
That meeting was worth double the day's
waiting, but of course I wept, held his arm
as we walked along, and wept gently, not
being able to say anything at all. He was
so tender and clever.

" Lots of mail for my girl," he said. " nice

English letters—one so thick that there
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must be a present in it—and a whole sjiu.

sackful of bananas ! Come ! No more the^

tears, I only wanted to surprise my little

one."

The "little one," whose head was not a

great deal below the level of his own,

sniffed an attempt at cheerfulness and

squeezed his arm. The surprise was of

course delightful, but the man who had

ridden fifty miles to provide it was the

chief thing in her thoughts just then.

"You dear," I said, "all the English

mail and all the bananas in the world are

not worth—not worth—oh ! what can I

say? They are not worth the clippings

you leave behind in the barber's shop !

"

He laughed outright.

"That reminds me," he said, smoothing

the back of his fair, wavy head with his

bridle arm, the other one being out of

business for the time being, " I ought to

have left some hair behind to-day, but I

was so keen to get back to the Girl before

dark that I forgot about it."

As we began the descent of the mile-long

hill, to show my appreciation I demanded a
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banana. Behind the cantle of his Mexican
saddle was secured a small and swollen
sack. Obligingly The One undid the raw-
hide lashings that held it in place. We
sat close together on a big boulder and ate
some of the fruit, while the horse snuffed
curiously at us. I made The One promise
never to do again such a thing as he had
done that day.

''Supposing,- I said, "that I howled
for the moon ! what would you do ? "
" Give you a good old-fashioned spanking,"
he replied, to my great astonishment, and
with his mouth full of banana, "because
you would only be doing it for cussed-
ness, knowing that I could not ride and
fetch it !

"

The day had been bad, but I love remem-
bering that soft, scented evening, sitting
on the boulder with The One, eating
bananas under the great gold moon. I
believe he would do just the same for me
now as he did that day if I needed some-
thing and let him off his promise.
I am beginning to wonder what I have
ever done for him.

2CX)
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There are one or two rather decent thines stii.i.
WITH

I can remember. I sat up with him all the
PEEP

one night when a horse had kicked his

knee, and put hot flannels on the place

every half-hour to ease the pain ; and one

day, when we were at tea at some Canadian's

house, I ate a most disgusting sandwich
for him which he had taken, believing it

to be edible, and was too polite to leave,

because just only we two were there and
it would have been noticed The sand-

wich was made of some awful concoction

of pounded pea-nuts and vinegar ! I

nearly died of it, but I ate it, and he was
really awfully grateful, though nearly burst-

ing with r at the face I made while

choking the /, ing down. Yes, I have
done a thing or two for him, sometimes.

Once I bore the blame for him, and that

was a great matter, because when Mother
used to get really annoyed we all shivered

and shook. It was in the early days of

our engagement, and The One was spend-

ing a week with us, in fact he spent half

his weeks with us, because Mother was so

very fond of him, and all her own sons
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mih ^^^^ away—at least that forms part of the

Vt^P
'^^^°"-

^ ^or^et where The Peep was that
day, but Mother drove into the settlement
witli a friend in tlie afternoon, and we had
the house to ourselves. When we grew
tired of playing the piano to each other
and making tunes, we searched our minds
for something interesting to do. The One
was seized with a desire to cook, and we
hunted the various cupboards in the hope
of getting inspiration and material. I
heard him routing about in the cupboard
under the stairs, where I thought only
lived candles and soap and a tub of cook-
ing butter, but he emerged with a small
basket of precious, new-laid eggs. Now
Mother's fowls—like Marie's—were silly,
speckled, busy idiots, who did every-
thing but lay eggs properly, and were
the very light of her eyes. The eggs,
when they came, were counted and written
upon, and I believe she would have
pickled them if she could, and framed
them after.

"For heaven's sake, don't touch those,'' I
said, for the basket of sacred eggs was
202
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dangling most carelessly from The One's stiu.

brown, secular hand.
" Meringnes !

" he whispered impressively.

"Ever made meringues, child? It's aw-

fully easy, really
;

you pitch the yoiks

away and beat up the whites into a sort

of froth and cook 'em in little dabs in a

very hot oven. I^et's do it and give the

Rlater a nice surprise ; she won't mind
when she sees my lovely meringues."

I thought that it would give the Mater a

surprise, but I had my doubts about the

niceness of it. If let alone, I would not

have touched those eggs wit a forty-foot

pole, but really The One s enterprise

seemed catching, and his blue eyes fairly

blazed with the inspiration of the true

chef. After a little preliminary difference

of opinion as to how best to get the yolks

unbroken from the whites, he adopted my
way instead of his own, which had been co

bore a hole in each end and blow ! I let

him do one, just to show him how long it

took compared with my way, to say no-

thing of breaking the yolks, and he gave

in. Then we began the beating process.
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sTjLL Here again he over-ruled my su-gestion of

Veep * P^^^^ ^'^ ^^^'^ ^nd a fork, saving that
twelve whites would not all go on a plate,
and he actually put them into the soup-
tureen and went to work on them with
the potato-masher ! His exhortations and
thumps might easily have been heard in
New York, but all the same the whites
would not froth at all, so once more he
had to climb off his perch and try the
fork and flat dish. When his arm ached,
he used a big, bad word (being a cow-boy]
you see), but kept on beating.

II

Now she's frothing!" he cried at last.
*' Great head, Girlie ! you know more than
I thought you did

;
put on some more

wood and get the oven piping hot;
this meringue business is ticklish work,'
you know—whole thing has to be done in
a quarter of an hour, otherwise Ihcy faliy
He looked so awfully wise as he came out
with this that I nearly laughed, but being
as he would have said " tee-totally " igno-
rant on the subject of meringue manu-
facture, I kept a straight face and made
up a roaring fire—you could hardly bear
2C4
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to touch the handle of tlie oven. Hope still

ran hij^h, and I ahnost persuaded myself r//A

that Mother might be pleased.

" They have to be stufled with cream, dear
;

is there any ?
'

'

Obediently I skinnned the milk that was
reserved for supper.

'*Go ahead and beat it like I do this

confounded stuff."

I beat.

The whites of the eggs really looked very

promising when sitting in neat little dabs
on the bottom of a baking tin which The
One had rubbed with butter. Into the

oven they went, and we had time to breathe.

He sat on the edge of the table and rolled

a cigarette.

"I will give 'em ten minutes," he said.

Then suddenly: "Great Scott, child! we
forgot the sugar."

"You forgot it, you mean."
" Well, never mind who forgot it ; shove
it in the cream—that is just every bit

as good."

At the end of ten minutes we peeped at

them
; they were getting nicely brown, but
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fr/r//
^^^"^ ^^"^ thon^rht they did not look quiteiriTH

THE
PLLI'

cooked as they wobbled so frightfully when
you shook the tin dish.

"They should be quite crisp," he said;
'* they must have another ten minutes

;

I can't understand that ! Where did I

learn to make them ? I asked the cook at
home years ago, and she told me ; behold
the blessing of a good memory."
I was quite impressed, but I remembered
that he had forgotten the sugar

; I did not
remind him, which is one more nice little
thing I have done for him.
The cream was ready and tasted very good
as I hud scraped some of Mother's dried
tangerine peel into it.

Time was up—we opened the oven. The
meringues were very brown and still

wobbled a little, but The One looked
pleased and said that they always "dried
out" after you took them out, uo we put
them over on the table by the window to
dry out quickly. After another cigarette,
he went to inspect them and an awful groan
sent me flying across the room. His tone
was heart-breaking.
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Itl"Look at that, would you! What
thunder has happened to 'em ?"
I looked, and then lifted one of the thinj^'s

on a hairpin in order to see it better.

It was limp and wet, about the size of
a two-shilling piece, and looked like a
very passe mushroom or a piece of one
of his own brown boots. I felt my face

slippi-.g and knew that in a moment I

would laugh aloud, but a sound of wheels
saved me.

"Here! Quick!" cried The One, and
snatching up shells and yolks he tossed

them into the tin with the leather things
and we flew into the garden. Quick as
thought his hands plunged into the first

soft-looking earth we saw, and into this

shallow tomb went the contents of the tin.

It was sharp work, but apparently Mother
was dallying in the stable yard, for we had
time to conceal the plates and dishes
wherewith the kitchen was literally strewn.
Then she entered the room by the back
way, tall and smiling,

"Good gracious, children!" (The One
was twenty-six then) "what can have
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ini'/i
*"^^"*^^*^ >'o" ^" '»ake the kitchen ^io hot ?

pi£p ^' ^^ ^^^^ ^ furnace ! how very absurd on
a day like this ! Philip, will you go and
tell that boy about not giving the horses
water while they are so overheated."
The One's *' Yes, Mater," was qnite eager,
and \^ith a wink and a grin at me he
disappeared.

I felt queer, and the spangles on Mother's
boiuiet began to dance and nod in the
sprightly way they always did when I

had done anything wrong and knew it.

However, with a final despairing remark
as to the terrible "heat of the place,"
Mother betook herself upstairs and I

breathed freely, but only for a minute,
for she returned and put her head in at
the door.

" Since you have such a nice, hot stove,

my dear," she said, with gentle sarcasm,
" you may as well make some buttered
eggs for supper

; neither your father nor I

care for meat more than once a day this
weather

; there is the cold joint and a
salad for those who want it. The eggs
are in a basket in the cupboard under the
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; use only six, because the hens are stiii
„ . — H'lTfl

rut.
I'tEP

not laying well just now." (They never
did.)

I do not know what I said in reply, but
Mother went off upstairs humming a
little tune, or trying to. The darling had
absohitely no idea of time or tune and,
as The One was fond of saying, one
never knew whether she was singing "God
save the Weasel," or "Pop goes the
King." I think she always enjoyed being
chaffed about it and sometimes would sing
just to make us laugh. But I was in no
mood for song or joke just then, and I felt

I could have slapped The One had he
been there. Since there were no eggs
there was nothing to do but set the
supper and make the salad, and when
assembled in the dining-room I knew
that the climax could not be far off. The
One's bright smile seemed to me palpably
pinned on.

" There are not any eggs under the
stairs," I said; "at least I could not see
any, so there is only the joint ; I am
sorry."
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STILL "Indeed? I put them there myself
WITH
THE this mornine;," Mother said, arching one
PEEP

eyebrow, " but never n "nd now ; only, my
dear, why not loo.' more caitr^'vlly some-

times instead of ru ^lii'jg at eM.iything in

the way you do ?
'

Under the table I smote the shin-bone of

The One. I knew he would confess sooner

or later, but that moment seemed to be

the right one. He looked up at the

ceiling and remarked that really fly-papers

were needed the next time any one went
to town. That was all.

What horrid fate was it that prompted

Mother after supper to take her trowel

and plant pansy -slips in the very spot

where the eggs were buried ? And why
had The One gone—this time to water

those blessed horses—and why had I not

gone with him ? Mother's movements
fascinated me as the figure " 9 " used to

do when I faked a number at the Stores

in London ; on such occasions I could

hardly stop saying the "9" when once

I began.

I drew nearer and watched. Nothing
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happened, and I felt my spirits rising

when suddenly up came a trowelful of

egg-shells,

" Dear me ! What can be the meaning of

this?"

Plunging again into that lucky-bag of

earth, Mother turned up a whole heap

more, for The One had used every egg

and even then had said there were not

enough. The shells were so very new-

looking, and there were twenty-four halves

that spread themselves about so that there

seemed to be hundreds. I felt inclined

to laugh, tried not to, and of course

spluttered ; for the life of me I could not

have helped it. Then Mother arose and—

-

looked at me ! I had seen that look before,

had, in fact, known it at intervals from

infancy, and it used to be followed by the

remark—" What have I done, what have

I possibly dofie, to be the Mother of such

children ?
"

Well !—but she gave up saying that years

ago ! She simply looked at me then in

the way that mothers, who are undoubtedly

a race, always look on such occasions, and
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WITH "^^ laughter s emed to take wings
; I really

THE felt sorry.

" I did it, Mammy dear
; he did not really

want to, but I made him, because I thought
it would be so jolly to give you home-made
meringues for supper, they are so—er

—

cool this weather
;
you vvon't scold him,

will you ? though I know you would
rather we had roasted dollar-bills ! The
meringues simply sat down and died in
such a silly way, and the only decent
thing to do was to bury them."
I kissed and coaxed her, assuring her
that I had to sulk for half an hour
before I could persuade The One to
do cooking on such a hot day, until I saw
the corners of her dear mouth going up ;

but a rebuke had to come as a matter of
principle.

" So that was -ueaning of the hot
kitchen ! No ,er the meringues
sat down." Here she could not resist a
touch of instruction. "They need a
very cool oven and take a long time
to do. It was very wrong of Philip
to countenance an action that he must
212
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have known would not meet with my
approval."

I hugged her and tore off to the stables to

infonn The One that it was all over. We
squeezed hands, and he said that the Mater

was really an awfully good sort, and

boasted about having told me that she

would not mind ! Some day I must tell

him what I did for him, and how no' ly

I played the scapegoat, that is to say

if

STILL
IVITH
THE
PEEP
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June arrt'.—This afternoon I had visitors,
such an attractive pair, namely The Sidar
on his big bay and The I,ady Di—i^hicky
little pet—on the tiniest of white ponies.
Imagine the babe in a sweet white habit
and small black velvet jockey-cap, her
tumbled hair like a halo of gold, and no
leading rein ! She laughed with delight at
the enterprise, showed all her tiny teeth,
and tossed the curls that gleamed like spun
silk in the sun. Had I dared, I could have
snatched up this bewildering creature and
run with her to the ends of the earth, have
hidden her, worked for her, and adored
her. Every time I see her I fear I break
the tenth commandment with all my heart
and soul

; and no wonder the keen eyes of
the big, dark Sidar rest alwajs on his baby
with such melting tenderness.
They had ridden out to ask when my visit
to them was to take place, and whether I
could manage to tear myself away from the
alluring society of The Peep and The Step-
214
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mother—that is how the teasing Sidar ex- still
pressed himself. It is settled for Monday, tv/P
and as this is Friday the day will soon

^^^''

come. It seems like the beginning of

things, or the end—which ? The Sidar was
really quite tiresomely playful to-day and
knocked off my hat with his crop in his

own little way, and just for friendship's

sake as iv were.

" What has happened to you, dear Beast ?
"

he asked, that being a gentle and affection-

ate name he bestowed upon me in the
riotous old days, because I had smoothed
his hair with mashed potato in return

for his having forced me more than once
to eat a "tit-bit," the said "tit-bit"
being perhaps a horrid mixture of jam,
salad-oil, mustard, and cayenne pepper, all

loaded on to a small piece of bread. I

simply had to eat these frightful things

sometimes to save a hand-to-hand struggle.

On such occasions. The Wife and Mother
forgot friendship, and mounting a chair so

as to be well out of the way, cheered on
her lord, until a Saint who lived close by
could hear sounds as of Bedlam let loose.
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Wf" ^rV "P' ^^^' ^^^'^ ? " he said again,
^^ip as I had not yet been able to manufacture

a suitable reply. -You appear to have
actually grown up in a few weeks, meta-
phorically I mean, for the saints forbid
that your physical length should extend.
But joking apart, why cuch a serious face^
Days like these are meant for laughter and
nding, aren't they, my Baby?" and he
turned to his little daughter who proved it
at once.

The Sidar continued, "Dear Beast, go and
change your face and put on the old one
or when He comes He will assuredly
prefer to make love to the blacksmith's
daughter."

I squeezed a laugh somehow and put onmy hat only to have it promptly knocked
off again. With shouts of laughter and
scornful rejections of tea, the two wheeled
their horses for home, throwing back over
their shoulders reminders to me to be early
on Monday! "In time for luncheon,''
In time for breakfast," and "Get up

early for once, now do !
"

Those two cannot stay away from the other
2l6
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tv/o for any length of time. How happy
they are, how awfully happy ! I watched
them through the pasture-gate, to lose

them among the yellow waves of the rolling

prairies. Such people weigh like gold in
the scales of friendship.

I am wearying for the companionship of
Linnet and Biff, the large, gentle-looking,

melancholy Biff, and his clear-eyed, silver-

haired, little wife. I am going to read her
a book I love called " Eben Holden " when
I stay there next

, and to keep her conscious
while I do it, I mean to tie a piece of
strong string to her big toe and time the
tugs by the clock, but I suppose the
rhythmical reminders of the string would
only soothe my dormouse friend to
calmer, deeper slumber.

Getting up early is really a shocking habit.
The " lady " dwellers in the Infernal City,

that coal-town in the mountains previously
referred to, never speak of " getting up "

;

they are either too refined or not refined

enough to take such a liberty with the
English language, for they speak with
pursed lips of "rising" and "retiring,"
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sTju. and tlie effect of such words on a person

^"ip "^ ^^^•'^ Punctilious habits of speech is very
freezing. The mind seems forbidden to
travel beyond the sacred portals of their
bedroom doors. Dare any one venture to
imagine the lady who "retires " brushing
her teeth, for instance, or doing anything
so low as to take oft her clothes? The
Canadian lady who "retires" really intends
to infuse into that word the idea that she I- a
kind of goddess, and one wonders how she
can ever bring herself to climb into such
a vulgar-sounding thing as a bed. Neither,
in the Infernal City, or for that matter
anywhere among a certain class of Cana-
dian society, must yon say "leg"; it

should be " limb," for thus are their tender
blushes spared. Yet the same lady who
invariably conforms to these rigid, if un-
written, laws of etiquette, will tell you
pathetically, and as an excuse for not par-
taking of a certain kind of cake at tea,
that she was "so ick at the stummick
yesterday." Now I would rather say
"bed" twenty times and "leg" fifty,

than confess to anything so disgusting as
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havinji; been "sick at the stummick,"
thereby probably proving my ntter Knjj^lish

lack of refinement {vide Infernal opinions,

f)assim\

For the present I suppose my days with

The Peep and his wife are nnmbercd, and
when next I stay with them in this pretty

honse in the blnffs, somechinj:^ definite will

have hap*;)ened, or, at any rate, have been
arratiffcd. What will it be ?

Shall I retnrn to them sin,2;le still and
awfnlly lonely, merely the l)ride oi" my own
ambitions, or repentant and hnmble and
"sensible," ab. nt to esponse The One and
the land ? If I had not already freqnently

referred to my sex, and mentioned hairpins

and skirts, any one could easily see that

a woman has written all this from the

way things are said and taken back and
said again. True it is that a most mar-
vellous amount of love for some one seems
necessary in order to render one anxious
to put one's self in the position of being a

wife, housekeeper, cook, and charwoman
in one ! Who was it said that

Man's work ends with the setting sun,
A woman's work is never done?

'^ ///./,
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fyfT/i
^^*^^^^^^ ^"^1 myself—she more than I, I

PE£p fear—learned the deep trnth of that remark.
Here my mind harks hack to that qnestion
of love and its vast differences of quality.
I think it must be because we are so woe-
fully more physical than spiritual that we
experience such degree and quality in the
attribute of loving, for surely, when the
body, like an old garment, is flung aside,

a clearer, truer understanding of real love,

which is the very breath of Cxod, will come
to us, and as the violent lightning renders
every detail distinct while yet it dazzles
the eyes, so will that spirit-love suddenly
make everything that is now difficult, easy
to understand.

But I have a body to reckon with at

present and want to try and understand the
undeniable and different phases of body-
love.

We will begin with a very elemental and
orrid kind. Take old Herrick

; he sang
thus :

—

Let me be warm, let me be fully fed,
Luxurious love by wealth h nourished.

And he was a fat man

!
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sound like the song of a very fat man, and sT/r.r.

I do not like them at all. I think the love the
PtEP

that Herrick there refers to is a kind that

should always be spelt with a small *'
1 "

;

there can be in it no attribute demanding
the higher merit of a capital letter. That
love would become offensively demonstra-

tive after a good dinner ! So I can quite

well imagine certain people, gifted with

that Herrick-love, marrying contentedly out

here even without the wealth, for, if driven

to it, such natures v/ould probably not

object to the labour necessary to provide

the good dinner that would afterwards

console, satisfy, and promote complacent

desire. Faugh ! The idea is nauseating,

and comes nearer to making one "sick at

the stummick " than anything I have

thought of for a long time. Yet it is

tiled love, without the sincere apology

to the beautiful word that should be forth-

coming.

There is another kind of love that seems

to make people cheerfully marry into

poverty, though whether its de jate colour

would fade in the wash of every-day life
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This kind mi^ht'tviTii
'^ '^ ^^*^^^ qiicstion.

perhaps he spelled with a capital letter, for

its elements are powerful and enslaving

—

for a time. It is the sort that drives the
bride of the labourer to the j^arden j^ate

every evening to welcome her unshaven,
toil-stained lord

; it sends the yoiwig wife
to the station to meet the city bank-elerk.
The words "bride" and "young wife"
are i)nrposely adopted because later on
Ah, well—poor dears ! it is easily under-
stood ! Still, that first, great, beautiful
sentiment is one of the fascinating robes
that nature dons in defence of the race,

and she assuredly fulfils her purpose in
the end. Ask the wife of the bank-clerk
about that, who, by-and-byr, has to make
an impossible salary feed a preposterous
family.

But the Love one instinctively yearns to
give and receive is something other than
the above, something higher, and infinitely

more wonderful
; and yet, because it can

visit and remain with the body, it is not
yet a purely spiritual attribute. The body
must truly be reckoned with, but made
222
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iiiLTcIy tlic horse to the soul, to be led,

groomed, exercised, and trained to obey.

At times I sometimes catch a distant j^leam

ot the white and shiiiinj; wiuj^s of this

best Love of all, but always ii is poiscti

just above and beyond me, an<l I think

that is whv— 1 suHer.

II nil
I UK

I
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The Settlement. Thursday. —"Tho: Sidar
and Linnet are in the garden playing
tennis with The Newsman and the new
bank-manager. In spite of the heat they
are all as lively as crickets

; it seems
to me as if such terrible exercise ought
to make them melt into nothing. The
lyittle Mother and I have just been
having a talk, and I fear I allowed her
to see more plainly my state of mind than
was either wise or nice. The One would
not have spoken so of his feelings to any
living soul. The Little Mother assumed
amost unsympathetic attitude—I believe she
called me a fool, and wound up by saying
that I ought to have my ears boxed ! I
begged her to go ahead and box them, but
she only stalked off and left me.
If I could have a letter saying something
definite about his movements, things would
seem better, but the strain of inaction
and waiting is becoming unbearable. I
try to remember how he dislikes letter-
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writing, and tell myself that he will in all m' the_

probability just send a telegram at the last ment^
moment to announce his arrival, but these

thoughts do not bring much comfort. I

need badly, right at this very moment,
another long, spontaneous letter-talk like

that well-remembered one I received while

.
staying with Marie and Thco in the valley.

If such a one came now, when I admit being

hungry for it, the future might be altogether

altered. I feel like the middle of the rope

must feel in a tug-o'-war, and I really

sympathise with the end that has only The
One on it, and yet he won't pull hard
enough

; also, like the rope, I cannot speak
and tell him so. How amazed he would
look if I did, and how very wide his blue

eyes would open. He wrote to The Sidar,

and there certainly was a little " dear-old-

girl " enclosure for me, but not by any
means the kind that my instinct tells me
I am now especially needing. He said he
had received his capital and would be with
us in a few days when one or two affairs

in the west were satisfactorily settled, and
went on to say that he wanted a long talk
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IN THE with The Sidar as regards using his money
MENT to open a store in some new and rising

place—I forget the name. Of course all

that is very necessary talk, and in my
letter he certainly did say that he was
awfully keen on the moment when he

would step off the car and see my face

again, but that only made me feel awful.

It was just a little extra tug on the rope

without being enough to pull the other side

over and make it for ever hold its peace.

I wonder what the effect on me would be

if some interfering person really did coi.ie

along and box my ears? I feel I would
burst with rage or relief, and that some-

thing would snap and the strain cease.

There goes a train, but it is only a lumber-

ing old freight-train, ringing its gloomy bell

and coming out of the west just as if

it were the real thing ; it is to me, in

this mood, a big and silly fraud.

There is no work to do here as The Sidar

keeps a capable servant, and my hands are

already beginning to lose their roughness

and look like hands again.

I am keeping my tussore silk blouse with
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the shrimp-pink sailor collar for—till—oh, in the
well, any one can guess what for

; and also Wnt^'
I want to say that I positively prefer in-
consistency to horrid commonplace sense.
No ! I have not been posing all the time,
I have meant all that I have said, and I
can no more account for this unexpected
excitement of mind than I can fly. I have
been honest with myself all along, doubt-
less a good deal too honest.
I feel distinctly cross

; the heat makes one
cross, and that is what must be the matter
with The Little Mother. I can see her now
from between the green ribs of the closed
shutters, sitting on a seat and pretending
to watch the game, but really loving The
Sidar with her eyes all the time. How
nice it must be to feel like that. I suppose
from her point of view she feels justified
in wanting to box my ears, because I know
she thinks the world of The One, being in
fact one of those who are fond of informing
me how much too good he is for me. She
says that, next to The Sidar, he is the most
lovable man she ever met. And so he is
of course, he is more lovable than any one

;
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IN THE but—it is not that exactly—Oh ! I believe

MENT I will burn all this twaddle soon.

It—it—the telegram ! I have got it

!

He is coming to-night on the express !

Why not have written and given me more
time to—oh ! I don't know. Fancy to-

night ! No time to write now, only just

to scribble the news, because the tussore

blouse is crumpled and must be pressed.

The telegram came this evening during
dinner, and no one ate anything at all after

that—at least I forgot to look if the others

did.

I will be able to write quietly when I

go to bed to-night, but now I feel like

the needle of a ship's compass that goes

round and round when it ought not to.

I squealed when the maid brought in the

telegram, and again when I read it. It

was sent from Moose Jaw, and said :

" Meet to-night's express. Hooray !

"

The Little Mother hugged me, and said

something about '

' There you are ! you see

what I told you, you Glad Goose !

"
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which there was really no time to reply to. in the
The Sidar pulled my hair and said, Af/Jr^'

"Cheer—Oh ! dear Bride-Beast, >ou will

soon be done for now, and be a good old

married frump like the rest of us," which
there really was no leisure to be upset by.

Presently I know things will calm down
and I shall be just as I was before, but I

am living (for once, wise !) in this hour,

and it is really a most delightful thing to

do, I am thoroughly enjoying myself, and
soon I shall see my pal.

The train arrives in an hour and there is

the blouse to do, but the irons are not yet

quite hot. The Sidar has gone to fetch

Linnet and Biff so as to make a jolly

welcome, and we shall be quite the
"cliqueiest" bit of the clique. Every-
thing seems upside down and inside out

!

I wonder if I look all right?

IJnneCs house. Midnight.—Well ! well !

I suppose this is how people feel who
have really been married and the fuss and
excitement is all over—just tired out
completely.
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The Sidar went to the station alone
; I

preferred to wait half-way along *he trail

and not let every eye witness our meeting
;

he is such a pal, and it is easy to see how
lonely one has been all this long time.
About half an hour before the train was
due, we all watched for the head-light of
the engine from The Sidar's window.
Presently, in the west, there twinkled a
small yellow eye, becoming larger as it

crept nearer, slow and sure, across the wide
prairies.

,

I remembered how I used to think of this
night and look forward to it in spite of
everything. Linnet said how nice my hair
looked, and that the blouse was charming.
On came the big light, and the grip of
metal on metal roared in the distance.
Nearer—nearer, and I prepared to leave
the house and follow the train by the
trail that leads to the station, when, as
it lumbered past the house, we saw it

was but yet another freight-train, and knew
that the express must be a long distance
behind. The Sidar returned from the
station, quite as disgusted as we were,
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to say that the east-bound express was
reported two hours late, but might possibly

make up an hour before reaching the

settlement. I sank into a chair, and felt

that of all imaginable shocks this was
surely the worst. One felt quite limp.

Interest revived shortly however, and later

we all took our stand by the window to

again watch the west. Presently another

eye, this time white and decided ; I ought

to have remembered that the express always

carries an electric head-light. Soon a

trembling walk alone down the trail, imder

the red and rising lamp of the moon. Im-
mense and surging emoiions obcained the

mastery, and I fell on my knees in the

grass beside the trail and looked up.

"God! O God ! I know this surface joy

for what it is ! Help me now ; make me
sound throughout in the name of Thy
Christ."

There was no choice of words ; God and I

knew the meaning of them, and again

peace, like a night-dew, fell on me.

Then once more I saw The One.

He was carrying a travelling bag and the
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broad brim of his Stetsen hat hid his face.

He wore a dark bhie serge coat and white

flannel trousers, and I wondered if he had
remembered my liking for that mixture.

I cannot say more about the actual moment
of our meeting than that I felt most

awfully glad to be able to see and touch

him again, and that The Sidar took his bag
from him and went on ahead. We
followed, at first without words, in the old

way of the old days, like two loving boys,

each with an arm about the other's

shoulders ; I had to reach up just a little.

Then he whispered :

"Child! are you glad?"
"Yes, indeed !

"

And I was glad and content. I knew I

would like to have been quite speechless

with glowing joy. Instead, the sense of

rest and affection was such as the touch
of Mother's dear, long-absent hand
have produced. The steadfast truth a id

sweetness of The One gripped my heai,
making it yearn towards him. And it

was good, yes, very good, and things are

well with me now, save that I feel a little
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over-tired. Kverytliiiig is lulled. I have

no desire to break the cnjj;ajjenient. I

sleep, yet with conscious pleasure in the

act. I bclitve that (iod is goinjj; to be

so good as to let me sleep on always,

unless this is the way every one feels when

the wedding day comes near
;
perhaps it

is, only it is a little different to what I

had thought. I will marry him, take and

mean solemn vows before tne altar, and

do my duty until I die. So help me God !

IX THE
SETTLE-
MENT

The evening, or what there was left of it,

passed cosily. The One was rapturously

greeted at the house by The Little Mother

and Linnet and Biff, the two children, who
had been brought from their beds, looking

beamy-eyed and sweet in their pretty

dressing-gowns. He kissed me again right

out in front of them all, and it was de-

lightful of him to do that because as a rule

he reserves such attentions until no one is

looking ; and there was a roar of laughter

because they said I blushed. Every one

said how bonny and well he looked, and

he has not become in the least western in
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speech or appearance. His eyes are bluer
than ever, quite like forget-me-nots, his

nose just as big and powerful, and the
little moustache still kicks up like the
Kaiser's, without being qniic so aggressive

looking. The outdoor life has tanned
him tremendously— I like blue eyes in a
brown face.

Though never uproarious, he seemed almost
quieter than usual to-night and had a bit

of a headache, but two nights and a day
on those stuffy trains at this time of the

year are enough to give a nigger a head-
ache ! When I^innet began to yawn
surreptitiously, having been all the evening
without a snooze, I rose to go.

The One and I said good-night in the porch.

He held me close, and it seemed wonderfully
comforting after—everything !

"How soon. Girlie: Think of all the

years ! How soon, dear ?
'

'

I smiled, quite undisturbed.

"Just whenever you like, old man," I said— "is your head better }
"

"Sweetheart! How awfully glad you
have made me ! Irately i have been rather
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troubled about you. I hated the delay, in the

and being away from you so long seemed mlxt

awful."

He brushed his hand carelessly across his

forehead.

" My head ? Yes—no

—

it's nothing, dear
;

how can I bother about my head now ? I

will be as fit as anything in the morning

and we will arrange nice things such as

when it is to be, and where, and all that,

eh ? Just get married in a travelling dress,

Girlie dear—you know the kind, blue or

green, or any old colour—and come off

with me to Banff for a week or two

!

After that, good honest work for us both,

sweetheart, for a time, with sure hopes of

another and lasting holiday later on."

So it is to be a travelling dress
—

" '»lue or

green, or any old colour !

"

And now I will not write any more, since

this is, of course, the end.
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MENT ' had been ! Can it be only fonr days si

he came to nie ont of the west? He
ill ! The One is ill ! (;od only know
he is not dying ! To-day the doctor s

it is typhoid fever. My boy, niy precic
precious boy ! I would suffer anyth
instead of him—give anything to be a
to take his place. I am awake now
tell you I am horribly, grandly alive i

awake ! What can I do ? What can £

one do? May the long-suffering pati(

God, supreme in His might, now be niei
ful to me, for already it is enough ! I j

awake, and it is enough !

The One ///—dangerously ill ! It see
unbelievable ! Never in all the years
have known him has he even been a lit

ill before.

To-day a man's voice in the garden Sc

to The Sidar, "These strong fellov

you know, that is the worst of then
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heaven it

davs since

? He is

knows if

octor says

precions,

anythinjT

to be able

: now
; I

alive and
t can any
E? patient

be nierci-

i ! I am

It seems

years I

1 a little

den said

fellows,

f them :

with typhoid fever thev seem to snnfT ont /-v ////:

like a candle." mknt
I heard him say those awful words and
crammed my handkerchief into my month
to stifle the shriek that nearly came, that

would have so frightened him upstairs.

The Sage is kind and is doing his Ijcst,

but I sj)eut all last night on iny knees

beseeching the (iieat Physician to hear

me and heal my boy. Christ did such

wonderful things when on earth, and .surely

His power and His kind Heart are as great

and tender now as then, for of Himself He
said " The same yesterda>', to-day, and for

ever."

I will believe that, I will fi.\ my soul ujxin

it ; it is fact, and I believe it ; but the

instinct of the tiger-mother is tearing my
heart to pieces, for Death is such a terrible,

intangible foe that all human power is

unavailing. We can only do our feeble,

yearning best, and wait, and pray.

• • • • •

The house is given up to the doctor and
the nurse. The Sidar and his family having
gone to the hotel. I am allowed to stay
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'<iETTLE.
^^'^ ^" ^^^ house provided I do not go

MENT near his room unless sent for. And there

is work to do, thank God there is work.
I can cook and clean and do everything
that is necessary below stairs, quietly, very
quietly so as not to disturb him, and see

to the ice ; I carry two pails of it from
the creamery every day. But the agony
of it all—since even to touch his hot,

brown hand is forbidden me.
Now and then I may see him, being ordered

beforehand to smile and look cheerful !

Always I can hear him calling and calling

for n'e, and oh ! if I might but go and take
the place of th t calm, clean nurse !

In the long hours of each dreadful listening

night thoughts of miser\ , visions of black
and hopeless despair, torture the mind for

if but no ! The God who has said

He is a God of Infinite Love could not hit

me so hard as that. Soon, surely ver>- soon,

He will see that it is already enough and
stay the hand of punishment. I did not
intend to be evil—I had no desire to sin

—

But now to my selfish soul and body I

cry "Oh, Blind Fool! not to have
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known and seen before that The One is in the

everything !
'

' He is, to me, all there ment

can be—lover, mother, brother, exquisite

chum—he is the other larger and finer

half of me, and existence without him
is a horror that my mind cannot,

dare not fathom. Oh, I am so frightened !

I wonder if this has happened to any

wicked girl before?

The One, that tender creature, who sym-

pathised so deeply with every little foolish

frequent ache and pain of mine, now lies

upstairs in the shadow of the dreadful wings

of Death, and I can do nothing to help him.

O Thou most patient God, listen to me once

more and heal him ! Only let my dearest

get well again and life will not be long

enough nor will there be sufficient oppor-

tunity for all that I desire to do for him
and be to him. Work—hard, grinding,

bodily labour—will be the sweetest pleasure

if by it I can add to his comfort ever so

little ; to make our home clean and beauti-

ful shall be hereafter my sole object. To
see him well again, and gladness and

content shining in the brave, blue eyes
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will be SO infinitely much more than I

deserve.

This helpless agony now—this is what I

deserve ; but already it is enough, and I

know. May the punishment be lifted soon,

before it is too much !

Here is now the grave of puling discontent,

the burial-place of Self, with its weak and

contemptible desires. I trample on it in

scorn and disgust, and lo ! from the

threshed earth miraculously springs the

sweet flower of Everlasting Service.

M/

f '
1

i i..-i

Two more long, awful days have passed,

crowded with brief hopes and crushing

fears, morning thanksgiving and nightly

despair.

While creeping from room to silent room,

or walking at evening time on the wide,

dim prairies, whispered prayer has become
a dogged habit. The muscles of the body

obey the will and work, but those that

controlled the smile have lost their power.

The Great Physician seems cruelly deaf;

as yet there is no healing touch in His

Hand.
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The Church, the whole settlement, are /-v 77/£.^

pleading for the life of The One ;
I wonder ment

how much God desires to be asked ? 1

said I would remember and believe about

His being " The same yesterday, to-day,

and forever." I do.

This morning I saw my dear for a few

moments, and though the dear brown face

was terribly thin and keen, he spoke to

me in his own tender voice, that voice

so curiously like some one speaking in

a high, quiet cave. He said,

"Poor little Childie, I am a sick boy

this go ! But cheer up, dear, you may

be sure I mean to do my best, only stay

with me, child, stay with me." And
I—might—not

!

I had been forbidden ever to cry in his

presence or to fold my arms about him,

on penalty of being instantly sent from

the house. Of course they are right ;
but

to-day I knelt for a moment by the bed

and laid my face on his breast and looked

into his eyes silently. The intensity of

that look made my eyes hurt and burn :
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IN THE they felt like bursting. He understood,

m¥nt^' for a radiance flashed into his face like

the sun rising over the Rockies. Then

I was quietly put outside the room.

• • . • •

I am learning, I think, the lesson of my
life. After this there can be nothing left

to learn of agony ; no pain can ever hurt

me any more.
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The One ! m the

He is convalescent ! MEAtf

After many days.—The One !

Imagine my utter \oy\

Also deliciously cranky, terribly fussy,

utterly spoilt, and perfectly adorable

!

Listen ! I have caught the Big White

Love that I used to dream of ; He came to

me in those hours of torture—I lifted my
face and He came, and the great, soft wings

of Him fold me from head to foot. I be-

lieve that all the time He hovered in the

clear blue, just above the mists of Self,

only waiting to be called down, and the

extraordinary part is that I found all the

other different kinds of love tricked away

under His wings. And now everything

is quite simple to understand. Even the

Herrick-love seems to have perched upon

The One, for—dinners ! Why, he simply

eats everything he can possibly get hold

of, and sometimes I believe he would eat

le if he could, judging by the way he

looks at me ! It is all so very wonderful
;

I am so new^ and so frightfully happy, in
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Spite of being the long, gaunt shadow of

a thing that the mirror showed me when

yesterday I suddenly thought of looking,

with great, glad eyes and white, thin

cheeks.

Just imagine ! The One has to learn to walk

all over again, and sometimes his poor

knees give way and he falls down, and I fly

to pick him up, while we both laugh like

anything, and because he is really a cow-

boy his laughter is mixed up with certain

most expressive and really peculiar remarks

about the hardness of floors in general and

that one in particular, the awkwardness of a

door-step, and the why and the wherefore of

them at all.

Yesterday I caught him climbing on all

fours up the two or three steps that lead

to the larder, intent on thieving forbidden

things. He said,

"Child, being so hungry is positively

the devil," so I stole a little round cake

for him and watched him eat it, and surely

enjoyed it as much and more than he did.

He sleeps downstairs now, because mounting

to the room above is as yet impossible.
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Every little thing is a joy to me now
;

I /^/•w^.

suppose this is how children feel. Ah ! m'ent

how careful I will be of him, for I love

him, ho7i> I love him, and life is so

fascinatin.u;

!

Soon The Happy Family are coming back,

and soon after that but wait ! I must

collect myself and finish properly before he

wakes from the sleep I am watching.

This diary shall be kept always ; it is

a Monument of Folly wheron is written

a Tale of Vanity. He shall read it every

word, and therein learn a little of how I

love him. The first and last words will,

I think, show things plainly as they were

and are. Let us hear the conclusion of

the whole matter. Resolved that

—
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—deep-toned pianos with bass notes like
bees' wings, musicians, books and the
making of books, poems, pictures, songs
and the making of songs, artistic sensi-
bilities, and everything to do with England,
are all very well and may possibly suffice
and delight some people ; but they are
not to be mentioned in the same breath
with such things as house-cleaning, bread-
making, scrubbing-brushes, dust-pans, and
frying-pans

;
in short—the North-Western

prairies of Canada and -The One.
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